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1  - OBJECTIVES  Of. TH6 HELlOS  PROGRMA.IE  AND  I ..  LEWENTAT tON  MEASURES 
The  second  Community  action programme  for  disabled  people  (H£LIOS)  was  adopted 
under  Council  Decision 88/231/EEC  of  18  April  1988  to cover  the  period  1 
January  1988  to  31  December  1991{1J.  In  accordance  with Article 8  (1)  of  the 
Decision,  the CO..Iaalon has  au~ltted an  Initial  lnterl• report  and  ~ry  to 
the  European  Par llaMnt and  the  CCM.tnc II  cover lng  the  per lod  1  January  1988  to 
30  June  1910,  on  the bfala of  an  assesSMent  of activities conducted  by 
programme  participants ZJ.  Article 8  atao calla for  a  co.plete report on  the 
Implementation  and  re.ulta of  the progr..-e to be  su~rtted before  1 July  1192. 
The  obJectives of  the HELlOS  programme  were: 
-to develop,  In  the  fields of vocational  training and  rehabilitation, economic 
lntearatton,  IOCIII  Integration and  an  ~ndependent way  of  life for  dllabled 
people,  a  co...anlty approach  bued on  the beat  Innovatory experience  In  the 
...._r Statu; 
-to encourage  technical  coperatlon at COmmunity  level,  by  means  of exchange 
and  lnfor ..  tfon actlvltJel· 
- to contr lbute  to the  IIIPieMntat lon  of  re=-eDCfat ion &e/379/EEC  on  the 
emploYMnt_ of  dla~  persona  In  the ca-unltyl;sr  and  the reaolut ion  of  the 
CoUncll  and t"- .,.,eaentat  lvea of  the governMnts of  the Mellber  States Met lng 
within the eouncll>of  21  Decellber  1t81,  concerning- the" social  integrat lon  of 
disabled personal  • 
-to enhance participation by  handicapped  persons  and  their organisations at 
eoa.unlty  level; 
- to give particular attention to disabled ~nand  those caring for  disabled 
children or  adUlts at  home. 
In  order  to achteve  theae obfectlvea,  technical  cooperation hal been developed 
at  cc•~nlty level  by  ~ra or 1peclflc actlvltlel .uppl ...  nte~ by 
lnfor•t  lon and  dO~tat  lon,  part lcular ly ualnt the c:c.puter laed lnforut ton 
ayat ..  known  11  HANDYNET. 
Moreover,  the C...J111on hal taken  a  aet of ..  aiUrea  to ~tea  ca.prehenalve 
co-.&nlty pollcyHU  on  bebalf of  the dlaabled, •• well  u  lau,a::ttlng.  other 
CO..Unlty  pr~  ...... actlvltlea or  Initiative• which  take  ~o  account.  .  ~  the 
needs of  the iUaabled,  and ntabllahlng cooperation with"  lntetnattonar 
organlaatlona.  Flnallr1  t~e atructurea eatabllahed at Cc•.unlty  level  have 
enaured the  lmpl ...  ntl..: lon  of  the progr..-. and  the  devel~nt of new 
approachea. 
The  at• of  thta report  Ia  to ..  ke  a  qua11tatlve a ..  e..-.nt of  the reauJta 
achieved.  Jt  11  al.a a  eeurce of  lnfor ..  tlon for the  IBO~ntatl~of the next 
CciBBunlty  action pr~  for  the dlaabled.  A report ..-&rlllna ttwt 
eoftelualona  reached at  the ...  lnara and  conference•  or~fa.d  ~Y tbe networks 
under  the HEllOS  progr .... Ia  aval fable_ fr011  the Conlllnlon of  the European 
eon..tn 1  t teiiU5J. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(~) 
(5) 
{6) 
COUncil  Dicialon 88/231/EEeof  18  ADrll  1888  establlahlng a  second 
eo..unttr action program..  for  disabled people  <HELlOS),  OJ  L  10~ of  23 
Apr ll 1118,  p.  38 
lnterHI report  by  the Commission  on  the  laplementatlon and  results of  the 
HELlOS  progr..-e promoting  economic  and  social  integration of  disabled 
peop~e  ln  the  European  CQimunlty  (period 1.1.1988- 30.6.1990),  Brussels, 
25  February  1H1,  SEC  (91)  299  final. 
OJ  L 225  of  12  August  1986  p.  ~3. 
OJ  c.  3~7 of  31  Oicember  1981,  p.  1 
In  accordance  with  the  consensus  achieved within  the Social  Affairs 
Council  of  the European  ComMunities  on  29  Septe.ber  1989. 
Cf.  the CoaBiaalon  document  •eoncluslons of  confarencea  and  seminars 
organlse~by the CoMmunity  networks  under  the  HELJOS  programme 
(Commission  of  the  European  Communities>• - 4  -
2 - TECHNICAL  COOPERATION  AT  COWWUNITY  LEVEL 
2.1.  General  activities 
2.1.1.  Exchanges  of  lnfor.atlon and  experience 
a)  Develo~nts 
In  accordance  with  the  Decision establishing  the  HELlOS  programme<7>,  the  aim 
of  technical  cooperation  Is  to  •develop  a  Community  approach  based  on  the  best 
Innovatory  experience  In  the Member  States•.  The  twelfth consideration of  the 
Decision setting up  the  HELlOS  programme  states that  "the present  programme  Is 
designed  to complement  action  taken at  national  level,  In  particular  by 
ensuring coordination of  these actions and  exchanges  of  experience gleaned  from 
them•.  Moreover,  In  accordance  with  the  thirteenth consideration of  this 
Decision,  •the main  responsibility  for  the  social  Integration and  Independent 
way  of  life of  handicapped  persons  Ilea with  the  Member  States but  cooperation 
action at Community  level  may  help Member  States to  Improve  the effectiveness 
of  the measures  which  they  take  In  this area•. 
Exchanges  of  Information and  experience have  Involved  many  different  aspects of 
the  rehabilitation and  Integration of  the disabled.  These  have  been  to the 
benefit of all  participants  In  the  HELlOS  programme  and  of  the persons  Involved 
In  the  twelve  Member  States:  organisations  run  by  or  for  disabled persons, 
national  regional  or  local  authorities,  professional  Individuals and 
Institutions  Involved  In  rehabilitation and  Integration,  together  with  the  two 
sides of  Industry. 
Exchanges  of  Information and  experience  have  prlmarl ly  been  conducted  within a 
networi of  50  vocational  training or  rehabilitation centres and  experl-.nts, 
three Local  Model  Activity  (LMA)  networks  and  Europe-wide  organisations for  the 
disabled.  The  members  of  these networks  were  nominated  by  the eo.mtsslon 
during  the  autumn  of  1988  after being  proposed  by  the Member  States.  As  far  as 
possible  these nominations  reftectea the need  for  balanced geographical 
distribution and  adequate  representation of  the  various categorles of  handicaps 
and  activities.  With  regard  to the Europe-wide  organisations  for  the disabled, 
their  role was  to  represent  disabled persons and  their national  organisations 
at  European  level.  They  comprised  national  or  International  organisations 
representing  the disabled.  Moreover,  development  of  the  HANDYNET  system's 
network  of  Tnformatlon-collectlon centres  has  boosted  the  scope  for  Information 
exchange. 
The  Initial objective of  technical  cooperation within  theLMA  network  was  to 
mobilise all  local  resources  Involved  In  the process of  rehabilitation and 
Integration of  handicapped  persons,  with  the support  of  local  coordination 
commlttees.  This  cooperation was  also  Intended  to develop  lnnovatlv& practices 
In  the  for• of models  which  could  be  transferred to a  wide  range  of  legislative 
and  administrative contexts.  Against  this background,  active participation by 
network  members  and  of disabled-persons'  organisations  In  conferences, 
seminars,  study visits and  training sessions contributed to enhancing  the 
frequency  and  quality of  Information and  experience exchange.  The  main  purpose 
of  annual  conferences was  to bring together  the  members  of  the network 
concerned  and  some  external  partners  Tn  order  to promote  European  cohesion  In 
the  development  of  techniques  and  priority aspects of  the  rehabilitation or 
Integration of  the  disabled.  Thematic  seminars  brought  the  LMAs  Into contact 
with  centres and  projects particularly  Involved  with or  Interested by  a 
specific theme.  Study  visits made  It possible for  members  of  a  network  to see 
how  effective  Institutions and  successful  projects operated,  with  a  view  to 
employing  similar  techniques  In  another  Member  State.  Within  the  LMAs,  sets of 
study visits paved  the way  for  thematic  seminars after  the  second  year. 
Finally,  training sessions  reserved  for  members  of  the  network  of  vocational 
training and  rehabilitation centres and  projects have  encouraged  the  study  and 
learning of  particularly effective techniques  and  methods  of  vocational 
training and  rehabilitation. 
(7)  OJ  L 104  of  23  Apri I  1988,  page  38,  Article  3a). - 5  -
b)  Difficulties 
The  delayed  adoption of  the  HELlOS  programme  on  18  April  1988,  with  effect 
retroactively  from  1  January,  engendered  Initial  difficulties  in  settinq up 
networks  and  activities.  The  Uember  States  had  very  little time  to des•gnate 
network  participants and  the earliest activities did not  really get  underway 
until  the end  of  the  year  with  the  seminar  for  proJect  leaders  for  the  three 
Local  Yodel  Activity networks  {Brussels,  Belgium,  9-10 November  1988)  and  the 
constitutive plenary conference of  the  network  of  vocational  training and 
rehabilitation centres and  projects  (Verona,  Italy,  19-20 December  1988).  Work 
on  the  prograMme  for  European  cooperation  In  the  school  Integration of  the 
disabled  (1~ May  1187)  had  to be  postponed,  given  that  the budget  was  not 
approved  until  April  1988. 
Information and  experience exchanges,  which  to a  maJor  degree  took  national 
structures and  ache.ea  Into account,  were  designed  to enhance  coordlo,tlon and 
Interaction  In  comparison  to the earlier Community  action programme(6. 
After obtaining the opinion of  the Advisory  COmmittee,  the Commission  put 
forward  partlclpatlon criteria which  certain network  members  were  not  able  to 
meet  because  they  lacked  the  physical  or· financial  resources and  In  some  cases 
certain skllll (technical,  linguistic) or  the  requisite dynamism  or  commitment 
to Europe.  There  was  very wide  variation  In  the extent of participation. 
Slmllarlyl  the dlverte nature of  the participating  Institutions did not  always 
lend  ltse f  to a  homogenous  level  of  cooperation and  participation  In  that 
their  statue and  human  or  financial  resources  restricted their  freedom  of 
action.  Accordingly,  a  vital  role was  played  by  the partlclpante'  own  ability 
to contribute,  given  that  the Commission  was  not  alway•  In  a  position to  fund 
certain network  activities.  The  budget  allocations  for  exchange  activities 
were  generally  regarded as  Inadequate  In  the  light of  the  communication  and 
coordlnatlon expenses  Incurred  by  the  programme  at all  levels. 
Operating dlfflcultlet seem  to have  overshadowed  technical  and  basic exchanges. 
Technical  cooperation required •aJor organisational  efforts by  the  ex~erts 
assisting  the COMmission,  sometimes  at  the  expense of  basic  develo~nts. 
transfer  and  dlstemlnatlon.  Moreover.  certain Local  Model  Activities.  set up 
In  order  to participate  In  the  HELlOS  programme.  found  It difficult  to carry 
out  activities throughout  the programme.  The  Irregular  nature of  these 
activities  led  to problems  of .onltorlng and  continuity  In  the work  undertaken. 
Finally,  the annual  themes  were  not  always  scrupulously respected. 
Activities under  the  HELlOS  programme.  were  moreover  Intended  to establish a 
true partnership between  Local  Model  Activities.  vocational  training or 
rehabilitation centres and  disabled-persons'  organisations at  regional. 
national  or CO..Unlty  level.  In  fact,  these organisations were  not  In  all 
cases  Invited  to  the seminars  and  In  general  they  were  called upon  only  to a 
limited degree  by  those  person• and  organisations  Involved  In  rehabilitation or 
In  the  Integration of  the disabled  In  their  locality or  region.  Inadequate 
local  cooperation was  In  some  cases  found  In  an  exaggeratea  form  at  national 
level  as a  result of  Insufficient  coordination.  or  even  contact  between 
centres,  Local  Model  Activities and  the disabled-persons'  organisations within 
certain Member  States. 
Finally,  given that w..ber  States are  responsible  for  Implementing  social 
policy,  tfie  HELlOS  programme  could  not  force  the  Implementation of specific 
action  In  the Member  States.  Moreover.  It  Is difficult to assess the  Impact  at 
Community  level  of certain actfvltles under  the HELlOS  programme.  Their  maJor 
contribution hat been  to  l~rove the  knowledge  and  conceptual  understanding of 
the  professionals and  persons  Involved  In  the  Member  States.  Their  Innovative 
nature  has  set  them  apart  trom  the activities carried out  within each  Member 
State and  as  a  result  It  Is difficult  to assess  them  on  the  basis of  national 
criteria without  taking account  of  their  transferability,  compatlbll lty and 
their  links with national  or  local  priorities. 
(8)  The  first  action programme  (1983-1987)  established  in  accordance  with 
Council  Resolution of  the  representatives of  the  governments  of  the 
~ember States  meeting  within  the Counci I  of  21  December  1981  on  the 
social  lntegrition of  handicapped  people.  OJ  C  347  of  31  December  1981, 
page  1. - 6  -
c)  Positive eom.unlty  Influence 
Actlvltlel under  the RELIOS·programme  have  been  very  diverse,  reflecting a 
similar  variation  In  Initial situations,  fields of  action,  objectivea, 
methodologies  and  resources.  In  aa.e cases  they  preceded,  In  others  followed, 
the  adoption of  reforms  within  the Member  States. 
The  positive contribution ..  de  by  lnfor.atlon and  experience exchange  Is 
reflected  In  content  devel~nt, wider  dlls  ..  lnatlon and  the encouragement  of 
rehabilitation and  lnt.,ratlon practice• and  pollclel for  tbe dlaablea.  In 
particular,  the success of such  e1changes  is apparent  fro. t .. broadening of 
the  field of  action  (aspects,  tar~t groups),  modification of  the ..  thode  used 
(cooperation between govern.ent  and  private  Institutions,  Involvement  by  the 
authorltlel),  the NtabllshMnt of  transnational  projects  (personnel  training, 
leisure or media)  ana  the  IntrodUction of  new  approaches  and  tpeclftc 
activities. 
Certain specific working  parties have  been  established as  part  of eo--unity 
technical  cooperation,  CQ~~Prlslna not  only a  forUII  for  exchanaes  but  alao a 
plannlng.tool  for  the relevant •lnlstrles, authorities and  prlvate bodies 
lnvolvea.  Moreover,  these  ercha~• have· enriched  the experience and  know-how 
of organisations repreaentlftQ  tbi disabled through  their  participation  In 
debates  to put  forward  their policies. 
Activities under  the  HELlOS  pr~  .... have  encouraged  Initiatives  extended 
scope  for  action,  enabled partlclpnts to e•tabllsf\ professional  l1nt1 and  to 
make  th•selves k~  and  provlcted  furtber •)Is of making  the pub I lc aware  of 
the  Interests and  situation of  the disabled at  local,  regional  and  national 
level.  Public opinion has  beco.e aware  of apeclflc or  previously-Ignored 
aspects of  the  Integration of  the dlaabled and  It  haa  proved  possltile  to 
Identify priority action fleldl. 
Exchanges  of  lnfor•atlon and experience have  also ..  de  people .ore aware  of a 
number  of national  realities:  concepts of  Integration or  exclusion  phe~na, 
alternatlvee to  Institutionalisation,  decentralisation of services, 
differentiation of approach  to reflect  the needs of  the peraon,  lnvolv ...  nt of 
the disabled person  In  declslon-.aklng,  and  strengthenl~ of  the  part~shlp 
between  a~lnlstrat~s. rehabilitation profeselonals and  the disabled and  their 
families.  Attention has  been drawn  to the situation of  the dleabled  In  the  new 
Ger ..  n  Llnderl  In  order  to achieve a  situation .ore closely reea.bllng that  In 
the other  reg ona  of  the Co.-unity.  It was  against  thll background  that  the 
fourth  plenary conference of  the network  of vocational  tralnlng and 
rehabilitation centre• and  proJects was  organised on  11 and  20  Nove.ber  1981  at 
Erfurt/WelMr  In  the forMr  East  Geraany.  Tn  cooperatIon with  the new  training 
centre at Seelingata•t  (ThOrlftOeft).  The  ~~ry  aim  of  this conference was  to 
•ate the new Geraan  Linder  aware  of  the  lesion'  •  actl vI t lee on  behalf of 
the dleabled.  contact• between  t~  new  Linder  and  the ue.ber Statal were  aleo 
encouraged  by  e1chante and  technical  cooperation activities.  Finally 
Ur  Jagoaal  Secretary of Statl at  t~ Ministry of Labour  and  Social  Affairs  In 
Bonn  was  nvlted to the ...  tina of  the Advlaory  COmmittee  on  30  OCtober  1890 to 
delcrlbe  the social  situation ln the eastern part of  Ger ..  ny. 
lnfor•atlon and  experience exchanges  have  also  Intensified bilateral  contacts 
between  national  author It  IH and  encouraged  the pr0110t1on  of pollc,y 
Initiatives.  For  exa.ple1  t~ Aaeolutlon of  31  Yay  1880 on  the  Integration  In 
ordinary educational  syst ... of children and  young  peraone with disabilities 
was  the result of  an  lnltlatlve by  the  Irish Presldency  In  the  light of  the 
conclusions of  the Conference on  Educat ton  and  Handicap  (held  in  Aotterdall,  the 
Netherlands,  In  October  1111). - 7  -
d)  Experience  transfer and  lnforaatlon dlss  ..  lnatlon 
Experience  transfer ·and  Information  dissemination are  key  elements of  the 
HELlOS  programme  which  reQuire  a  greater  role  In  terms  of  training and 
expertise  to be  played  by  the most  advanced  Institutions  In  the Member  States. 
Nevertheless,  It  Is  difficult  to measure  the  scale of  exchanges,  Improvements 
made  and  the  transferability of  technical  and  teaching methods.  Many  programme 
participants are content with merely  disseminating  Information  locally and 
organising a  seminar  focusing  on  a  presentation of  the  HELlOS  programme,  rather 
than satisfactorily disseminating  the  Information  and  results at  national 
level.  Moreover,  there  Is  a  need  for  a  clear  statement of  tasks at  national 
level. 
A range  of  conclusions  from  conferences  and  seminars organised by  the  networks 
have  enabled  the COmmlaslon  to draw  up  a  summary  report  which  makes  a  positive 
contribution to experience  transfer  and  Information  dissemination. 
The  transferability of experiments  conducted within eo.munlty networks 
hlghllghtl the difficulties a1eoclated with work  to  Integrate  the  disabled. 
Ideas  generated by  activities under  the  HELlOS  progra--. are not  always 
Immediately  applicable because of  Inappropriate  legislation and  budgetary 
limitations.  Some  of  the shortcomings observed arise from  a  lack  of  national 
coordination or  a  shortage of  resources.  Some  exchanges  have  also proved 
unsatisfactory because of  linguistic difficulties experienced  by  the 
participants. 
The  external  network,  which  underwent  particular development  within  the centres 
network,  comprised  the  relevant  Institutions and  disabled-persons• 
organisations with  the  same  objectives as programme  participants.  It offers 
scope  for  Increasing the number  of  dialogue partners and  expanding  Information 
exchange  to all  sectors of  Integration wlthln each  Member  State,  thus 
heightening  the  IMPact  of  the HELlOS  programme.  This external  network  has 
ena~led better  repre1entatlon of  the  1ntere1t1 and  cate~rle1 of  the disabled, 
despite  the  fact  that  Its role was  reduced  through  the ab ..  nce  of  a  precise 
definition and  the  necessary  financial  resources  for  Its operation. 
e>  Conclusions,  future prospects 
Actual  Interaction between  the COmmunity  networks,  Institutions within the 
external  network  and  disabled-persons organisations must  be  strengthened, 
particularly through  their  Joint  participation  In  seminars  and  thematic working 
parties asloclated with  an  lnteyratlon field.  The  will  to extend exchange 
activities and  their  l~act to  nclude  the  Institutions of  the external  network 
has  been  h.-pared by  ll•lted re.aurces  Inter  .. of  finance  and  professional 
time,  to the detrl ..  nt of widespread  dissemination of  Lnformatlon  and 
experience transfer.  In  general,  participants .ust be  ylven appropriate 
financial  resources and  greater  flexibility  In  taking  eave  to attend.  A need 
has  also become  apparent  for  greater participation by  disabled persons and 
their organisations  In  seminars  and  conferences organised by  the Community 
networks. 
National  objectives and  the  themes  of community  activities could  be  •ade  to 
complement  each other. Similarly,  the COmmission  favours  continuous evaluation 
In  close cooperation with  national  authorities,  so  that  projects can be 
replaced where  they  have  yielded  Insufficient  results or are of  too  little 
relevance to the OOmnunlty  as a  whole.  Subdividing  the  th ...  s  would  allow  In-
depth  treat ..  nt of specific aspects of preclsely-aeflned priority th  ...  s. These 
themes  should be  studied by  decentrallsed and  truly  Innovative  and  Interactive 
bOdies  within one  or more  networks. 
Finally,  It would  appear  necessary  to encourage  study visits and  training 
sessions,  given  their usefulness  for  professional  technical  cooperation.  The 
effectiveness of exchanges of  Information and  experience  Is  a  function of  the 
number  of  participants and  proJects,  the available budget,  the  continuity of 
Community  action and  the method  adopted,  particularly the  thematic approach. - 8  -
In  order  for  Community  action on  behalf  of  the  disabled  to  be  coherent  and 
comprehensive,  new  fields must  be  taken  Into  account  such  as  prevention,  the 
promotion  of  research  Into  handicaps,  coordination with  health-promotion 
programmes,  other  levels of  education and  access  to work,  the  physical 
environment  and  communication.  However,  enlarging  the application  field would 
lncreaee  the number  of priorities and  of  persons  to be  consulted.  In  this 
context,  the Commission  could consider  establishing new  participation criteria 
for  the member•  of  Community  networks  and  for  disabled-persons organisations, 
thut ensuring  that  they  are more  representative at  European  level  (disablement 
categorlee,  European  dimension,  rehabilitation and  Integration  fields, 
democratic operation,  number  of members). 
A eolutlon for  all  dissemination and  transfers could  In  the  future  be  provided 
by  HANYDNET's  on-line newsletter  and  electronic mall.  Active  participation by 
network  member•  and  dleabled-pereons'  organisations  In  the editorial  content  of 
the  HELlOS  magazine  ehould eneure  that  t~ls becomes  a  true  Information and 
experience  ve~lcle for  the  varloue categories of  persons  Involved  In  the 
Integration of  the disabled.  It would  also be  an  appropriate way  of  enhancing 
tranefer,  Information and  cooperation with other  COmmunity  programmes. 
Initiatives or  actlvltlee of  relevance  to the disabled. 
2.1.2.  Coordination of actlvltlee at  local  and  national  level 
a)  Develop~~ente 
One  of  the objectives of  the  HELlOS  programme  was  to enhance  coordination work 
and  to exploit  Innovative echemee  In  the Member  States  In  the  field of 
technical  cooperation by  l~rovlng their  Interaction and  coordination.  Taking 
Into account  the Member  States'  responsibility  for  the social  Integration of 
the dleabled,  the CO..Iselon has  accordingly  proposed  and  encouraged  the 
creation of  financial  and  other  reeources at  local  and  national  level.  Certain 
Member  States have  reeponded  positively to the Commission's  proposal  by 
creating coordination etructures  for  the activities of  the  HELlOS  prqgramme 
(Portugal,  Spain,  Belgium,  Ireland,  the  Netherlands and  the United Kingdom). 
The  eoimleelon  hae  been  Invited  to attend coordination meetings organised  In 
certain Member  States. 
In  order  to promote  a  comprehensive  and  coherent  policy on  behalf  of  the 
dleabled at Community  level,  lnf~  ..  tlon meetings  have  aleo been  organised by 
the Commission  to brief  the competent  ministries.  The  primary  aim  was  to 
provide a  mutual  flow  of  Information on  activities undertaken  at  national  and 
eo...tnlty  level. 
At  the s ... time  the Commission  has  encouraged  coordination between  the 
relevant ministries  In  the Member  States and  the members  of Community  networks 
concerning COmmunity  technical-cooperation activities. The  need  to create 
national  cooper~tlon structures wae  all  the more  apparent  In  that  a  certain 
number  of network ..-bars (particularly within the school  Integration network) 
belonged  to the public sector  and  their major  aim  wae  to coordlnate  the 
actlvltlee of exletlng servlcee  In  this field and  to create new  onee.  By 
February  1889,  eight  Member  States had  already established a 
management/coordination committe' or  had  assigned  this taek  to the competent 
national  bodY  for  the dleabled  ~ •  National  delegations  to consultative bOdies 
and  working  parties have  also played  an  lnformatlon  and  coordination role with 
regard  to their  national  coordination structure or  the network  members  In  their 
Member  State.  Thelr·mandate wae  In  fact  to dlseemlnate  the  Information obtained 
at  national  level  under  the HELlOS  programme.  Consultative bodies and  working 
parties have  also been  regularly  Informed  about  the activities under  the  HELlOS 
programme  and  In  other  fields at  COmmunity  level  (scientific research, 
transport, etc.).  In  general,  the Member  States have  been  overwhelmingly  In 
favour  of  the activities of  the  HELlOS  programme  as  can  be  seen  from  the  smal I 
number  of critical opinions  to  be  found  In  the minutes of  Advisory  Committee 
meetings. 
(9)  Uinutes of  the  third meeting  of  the  Liaison Group- Brussels, 
21  February  1989 - 9  -
The  obligation  to set  up  a  local  coordinating committee  had  been  proposed  by 
the  Commlsslon  as  a  prerequisite for  participation  in  theLMA  networks  and  the 
Commission  had  even  provided  financial  aid  In  the  case of  the  LMAs  In  the  ·  · 
social  Integration  network.  The  aim  of  this structure was  to  Inform  the  various 
categories of  competent  Institutions and  Individuals  and  to establish effective 
cooperation with  these partners at  local  level.  Moreover,  the  LMAs  have  been 
aided by  local  consultative  technical  committees  responsible  for  providing 
technical  aid,  enhancing  the awareness  of  the public and  ensuring  local 
dissemination of  the experience gained.  In  the view  of  the  LMAs,  these 
committees  should  represent  associations of  disabled persons or  their  parents, 
government  Inspectors or  senior  administrators,  teachers·  unions,  health-care 
workers,  psychologists  and  social  workers  from  the establishments  Involved. 
Disabled-persons'  organisations at  European  level  have  been  Invited  to seek 
Information  about  the scope  for  local  disabled-persons'  organisations  to 
partlctpate  In  local  ~dlnatlon committees  .  A questionnaire concerning 
cooperation between  disabled-persons'  organisations belonging  to  the Llaiton 
Group  and  members  of-theLMA networks  revealed  that  35  out  of  a  total  of 80  did 
carry out  such  coordination.  Finally,  disabled-persons'  organisations belonging 
to the Llal.on Group  and  the Dialogue  Group  have  played a  coordinating and 
expert  rote at  local,  national  and  European  level.  They  have  establls~ed 
regular  contacts with  the national  associations  representing their  disablement 
categQry or  field of  Integration and  have  disseminated  Information and 
experience within  the Mem6er  States. 
b)  Difficulties 
With  the exception of  certain  local  authorities,  the authorities  In  some  Member 
States have  shown  little  Interest  In  the activities of  the  HELlOS  programme. 
Moreoever,  a  shortage of  resources  has  sometimes  coincided with  a  tact of 
national  coordination  In  the  field of  Integrating  the disabled.  InadeQuate 
funding  and  failure  to organise ..  etlngs at national  level  has  led  to -.mbers 
of  a  COmmunity  network  within a  given Uember  State having  too  little contact 
with one  another or even  not  being aware  of each other's potential.  In 
addition  the abeence of  a  coherent  po•tcy  for  the  Integration of  the disabled 
In  certain Member  States has  ha•pered  the  launching or  aevetopment  of certain 
Initiatives. 
With  regard  to  the  local  or  regional  context  of  technical  cooperation 
actlvlties1  the difficulties most  frequently  encountered by  programme 
participants have  resulted from  the  following  factors: 
-hostility or  Indifference  to change  (particularly as  regards  the mentality of 
certain eaptoyers or  placement  services); 
- Inappropriate administrative or  legal  structures; 
-a rigid hierarchy and organisation of partner  services; 
power  struggles and  the precarious situation of  certain  Institutions; 
a  difficult economic  climate. 
Finally,  disabled-persons'  organisations find  It difficult  to come  Into contact 
with  certain network  members.  Barely  half of Local  Model  Activities have  called 
on  disabled-persons'  organisations to participate  In  this work  and  have 
accordingly  taken  too  llttle account  of  the  Interests and  opinions of  those 
representing the disabled.  Moreover,  disabled-persons'  O¥gantsatlons  have  not 
always  been  Invited to the various seminars or  have  not  always  been  able  to 
provide close and  effective cooperation.  Certain European organisations for  the 
disabled have  not  taken sufficient action to create structures to  Inform  the 
national  assocatlons  for  their disablement  category or  Integration field. - 10  -
c)  Positive eo..unlty  Influence 
The  HELlOS  programma  has  ~xtended the  scope  for  Information  exchange  and  direct 
contact  as  well  as  contributing  to a  better understanding of  social  pol icy  and 
the  solutions worked  out  In  each  Uember  State. 
Coordination at  local  and  national  level  has  enabled  a  better  understanding of 
the  actual  working  conditions encountered  by  professionals  In  the  field  and 
made  It  possible  to direct,  stimulate and  develop  the work  of  programme 
participants.  In  some  cases  It  has  also permitted better  relations between 
those  Involved  In  the  rehabilitation and  Integration of  the  disabled, 
particularly between  rehabilitation and  vocational  training centres,  the  LMAs 
and  disabled-persons'  organisations at  local,  national  or  European  level. 
Despite significant  variation  In  the aid accorded  by  national  or  regional 
authorities  (occasional  or  systematic aid),  there  has  been  enhanced  cooperation 
between  public  and  private bodies  In  a  number  of  fields concerning  the 
Integration of  the disabled,  particularly with  regard  to various aspects of 
Independent  living. 
Information dissemination aMOng  disabled-persons'  organisations has  been 
Improved  to the benefit of  the disabled.  In  this context  the eom.tsston has 
welcomed  the creation by  national  organisations representing  the disabled of 
structures at  European  level  which  aid  the coordination of activities under  the 
HELlOS  programme.  vary specific associations  have  been  created,  such  as  the 
EUCREA  association<  J,  the  European  Union  of  Spina Blflda and  Hydrocephalus 
Organisations  the  European  Brain-Injury Society and  the  European  Uultlple-
Sclerosis Alliance.  Finally,  disabled-persons'  organisations  have  been  able  to 
give their opinions,  based on  an  annual  activity programme,  on  the priorities 
to be  addressed  In  seminars,  conferences(  study visits and  other  activities 
concerning  their disability category or  ntegratlon field. 
The  coordination structures encouraged  and  stl.ulated by  the COmmission  have 
made  It possible  to evaluate partlclpatlon  In  the  HELlOS  progra  ....  They  have 
also  leo to a  better understanding of  the situation of  the disabled  In  the 
Uember  States by  providing more  untfor•  Information  and greater  Interaction. 
d)  Ezperlence  transfer and  lnfor ..  tlon dlas  ..  lnatlon 
The  Commission  has  aided  the Uember  States by  facilitating dissemination at 
national  level  through  the  holding of  annual  meetings  for  all  HELlOS  partner 
organisations. 
Existing coordination structures at  national  level  have  assisted the 
centralisation,  evaluation and  appraisal  of project  results and  supplied  the 
necessary  lnfor ..  tlon and  technical  asslstance1 
particularly for  the 
organisation of  seminars and  conferences.  St• larly,  certain services 
representing  the competent  ministries and  particular authorities at  regional 
and  local  level  have  •anaged  to enhance  the operational  environment  for 
participants  In  the  HELlOS  programme,  particularly  In  ter•s of  conferences at 
Cagllarl  (I)  Hannover  (D).  Valladolld  (E)  and  Patras  (GR).  In  addition,  some 
Initiatives  launched at  local  level  have  had  conseQuences  at  national  level. 
An  edUcational  plan has  thus  been  drawn  up  in several  Member  States  following 
an  evaluation of  requirements  In  the  field of  school  Integration. 
Local  coordinating committees  have  provided  a  forum  at which  disabled-persons 
organisations can present  their policy,  give  a  direct  account  of  their 
experience and  defend  the  Interests of  t~e disabled.  A great  variety of 
disability categories have  been  catered  for  In  all  Uember  States and  It  has 
proved  possible  to enhance  and  expand  knowledge  of  effective rehabilitation and 
Integration practices. 
(10)  The  European  association  EURCREA  has  the  role of  promoting  the  creative 
talents of  the  disabled - 11  -
e)  Conclusions,  f~ture prospects 
Coordination of  acHvltiea on·behal"f  of  the  disabled predominantly  took  place 
In  the  later  years of  the  HELlOS  progwanme.  Incidentally,  more  fundlnq  should 
be  made  available  to allow dissemination of  Information  tnd  coordination of 
activities at  local  and  national  level.  In  this context,  the  uember  States 
shOUld  hold  r~ar Information meetings  at  national  tevel,  while  Europe-wide 
organlaatlons·Jor  the  dlsable~ahould ~e given greater  r ..  ponslbll lty  for 
coordinating  Information dls  ...  lnatlon.  Flnally1  It  would  be  advlaable  to 
assist coordination at CCmmunlty  level  tn order  10 encourage  network  partners 
to cooperate ~•  ct ...  l~ with  the  v•rlous eom.unlty  program.es,  so as to. 
ensure NIIIIUII posa)-lllle  •rtlclpatron "by  disabled per-.ns.  SOme  partlcl ..  nts 
have  concluded- COOIMrat I  on  agreements  as a  result of  trle  HELlOS  prograane and 
the Connun It  y •  8': MOR I  ZON  In I  t 1 at I  ve . 
The  HANDYNIT  syst ..  fo~ lnfor ..  tlon transfer offers all  levels of  Institutions 
Involved  In  t~  HELI&.t~progra  ... great scope  for  exchanges  and  com.unlcatlon. 
Finally,  adoption of  a  ~e  theaatlc  a~oach and  ~re precise allocation of 
. obJect lves !!_1  taus.  would aid coorctiDat I  on  o·f  act lv It les and  the overall 
effeetlv.,._ Cll(  the tm.IOS  progrune. 
The  ~k  of participants  In  the various COmmunity  ~ogr  ....  s  on  behalf of  the 
disabled s~ld  be  fol~d  up.  This  would  J.ad  to better evaluation of  their 
l!lpact  on  national  sltu~lons and  legJalatlon and  enha~~tce  the.  effectiveness of 
c~dlnatlon at national  Jevel.  Yore  •trlngent obligations and participation 
cr  ~er  Ia  sllould be  reQUired  of. network ·MIIbera and  diaab led-PMaons • 
orpnlaatfonaln teru oJ ·Information about  their activit lea and  d,kHIIInatlon 
at  local  and  national  level.  In  thla context,  greater  auccesa  rn  ~tlng  the 
Integration of the disabled courtd  be  achreved  by  an  lnGelendent  atructure 
contlnuoasly'~ltorlng participants.  In  addition,  thle evaluation structure 
could assist analysis and  the practical  IIIP,...ntatlon of  the ne:rt  COMUnlty 
progra  .... particularly with  regard to deter•lnlng annual  th  ...  s. 
2.2.  Speclflc actlvltlea 
2.2.1.  Network  of vocational ·training ancl  rehabllltaUon centre• and_pf'oJecta 
The  networt of vocational  training and  rehabilitation centres and  projects 
CP.~PriMI-..  tabHabMats or groupa of Htabll ....  •ts  In  the  field of  re-
e~catiOft.Wftlc~ a~f  a .ultl-ctlsclptlnary a~oach cualng  full-tl .. 
speclallsta)  to the continuous process of rehabJ II tat I  an.  These  eatabllatlunts 
have  bMft dealauted by  the u.ber Sta.tea and  nve tM- e6Jectlve of at  lat~t  lng 
the  deveiG~~~Hf of  tra£nlng and  voca•tonal  relaabllltata.. ..uurea for  tl1* 
disabled.  Aa*tlaat  tfl(s backgrOWM&,  Ute  50  .-be~ of 111• network  have  laid 
part lcular atrus on u~  new  tectlnol~les and  on  enc:oul"ql~ dian  red  "raons 
to play an  actlve  ro~ In  theLr  own  rehabilitation  In  order  to ov.rco.e  the 
effects of  the Widespread stiffening of co.petltlon on  the  labour ..  rket. 
The  delay  In  adoDtlng  the  HELlOS  progra-. Mant  that  the_ definitive 
c0111p0a1t I  on of  the .neUIDrk  of  centres was  not  known  unU I pc.tober  1888. 
Initial contacta;•re then ...  at  the Meting on  18-2<1 "'FWiber  1818  at  Verona 
(I) bUt  t~netWOJk'a actlvltl ..  did not  really commence  until  the beginning of 
1881.  COIIpared  to \M ear ller network  under  the  f lnt Ctllllunl ty  prOQr.,... lor 
the disabled, t'- net~k of centrea and projects was  restructured and  expanded 
wltlt the al• of enau.r.lng  It  waa  both .ore dlveralfled. aiM  110re  representative 
of the var lous  dl ..  ,lltty ca.tegor t-ee.  This •ant Uaat -23  new --.rs Joined 
the 27  centres frcathe earlier network.  While  the Mjorlt'y of  the  latter were 
Involved  In  the vocational  training of person. suffering  f~  a  physical  or 
..  ntal  dlaablllty  the  new  partlclpanta represented specialised  Institutions 
such  as  psychiatric hospitals or  Institutes for  the  (partially) blind or  deaf. - 12  -
This  network's activities comprised  annual  conferences,  thematic  seminars, 
study  visits and  training sessions. 
a)  Devel~nts 
Despite  the diversity of  rehabilitation systems  In  the  Member  States,  Community 
technical  cooperation  has  shown  that  they  share similar objectives and  has  made 
It  possible  to compare  the  various approaches.  Technical  cooperation  took  the 
form  of  five conferences,  12  thematic  seminars,  140  study visits by  network 
members  to their  partners~ 94  organised study visits and  27  organised  training 
sessions over  the  1988-19v1  period.  The  number  of  study visits per  centre, 
either  as organlser  or  as guest,  varied  from  none  to sixteen between  January 
1989  and  December  1991. 
The  most  active of  the  Initial  participants were  those  rehabilitation centres 
with  European  experience,  which  aided  the  spontaneous  development  of exchanges. 
Other  network  members  required between  several  .anths and  more  than a  year  to 
adapt  their activities to European  requirements and  to participate ful"ly. 
Other  than  prior  International  experlen~e. other  factors  Influencing  the  level 
of  participation were  the availability of  funding  and  professional  tlmel  the 
need  to find matching  partners within  the networi,  and  communication  sk  lis. 
The  COmmission  and  the external  experts assisting  It  did  however.  give 
considerable aid  to  the participating centres ana  projects,  helping  them  to 
channel  and  organise  their activities and  making  It easier  to reply  to exchange 
requests  from  other  network  members  and  to discuss problems  they  had  In  common. 
In  certain Member  States.  however.  official or  Institutional  responsibilities 
and  the private or  public status of  some  centres  limit  their  capacity  to  take 
decisions.  to adopt  a  european  approach  to training or  rehabilitation and  even 
to acquire  new  equipment. 
Given  these  various  factors.  there were  very  major  differences  In  levels of 
participation throughout  the  HELlOS  programme.  Some  centres attended  very  few 
conferences or  seminars  and  did not  carry out  a  single study visit or  training 
session.  With  regard  to the semlnars
1 
one  should particularly emphasise  the 
participation by  such  centres as  Dub  In  (IRL),  Gent  (8),  Cordoba  (E)  and 
Capel len  (L).  The  specialisation of certain centres  In  terms  of  the  target 
group  or  the  Integration field  they  cover  to some  degree  explains  their  limited 
participation  In  thematic seminars.  With  regard  to the study visits. attention 
should  be  drawn  to  the dynamic  and  significant participation by  Portuguese, 
British~ Dutch,  Luxembourglsh  and  Irish centres.  The  centres and  projects of 
Porto,.~lntra and  Lisbon  (P),  Theetalonlkl  (GR),  Valencia  (E),  Worms  (0), 
Pengwern  Hall,  Birmingham  and  Edinburgh  (UK),  were  distinguished by  their  high 
numtier  of  study visits.  For  their part,  the Portuguese.  lrlsh and  Greek 
centres distinguished  themselves  In  the  field of  training sessions.  At  the 
other  end  of  the scale, one  should note  the poor  participation ·In  study visits 
by  French,  Belgian and  Danish  centres and  by  Danish,  German,  Spanish  and  French 
centres  In  the case of  training sessions. 
Network  participants proposed  themes  (particularly for  seminars)  which  often 
reflected the development  of  and  lnltatlves by,  disabled-persons' 
organisations.  The  choice of activity themes  was  generally  In  accordance  with 
the obJectives of  the  HELlOS  programme.  the current situation  In  national 
rehabilitation sectors and  the  reQUirements  or  suggestions of  network  centres, 
external  partners and  disabled-persons'  organlsatlons.  Approximately  half of 
the  network's  thematic  seminars were  devoted  to types of  training and 
vocational  Integration of  persons with  a  mental  handicap or mental  Illness. - 13  -
Given  their  very  different  competences,  the  centres were  able only gradually  to 
extend  their  responslbll ltles and  their  awareness  of  their  capacities and 
resources.  Until  1991,  seminars did not  benefit  from  working  parties or 
preparation  (Joint  study  visits).  The  past  two  years  have  seen a  significant 
Increase  In  activity requests which  the  HELlOS  programme  has  had  to  turn  down 
because of  a  lack  of  resources.  Priorities have  accordingly  had  to be  based  on 
the needs  of  centres,  their  personnel  and  the  target  groups  of  disabled  people. 
Finally,  the  establishment  and  operation of  an  external  network,  regarded as 
vital  for  the dissemination and  strengthening of  technical  cooperation,  has 
experienced difficulties arising from  Inadequate  contact  between  the centres of 
certain Member  States and  a  shortage of  funding  to organise national  meetings. 
Nevertheless,  the members  of  the external  network  have  shown  great  Interest  In 
the activities of  the  HELlOS  programme,  even  If  they  did  not  1n  principle 
qualify  for  funding  to participate  In  them. 
b)  Difficulties 
Various  shortca.lngs have  hampered  or occasionally prevented  the network  of 
training and  vocational  rehabilitation centres and  projects  from  carrying out 
and  Immediately  expanding  technical  coo~eratlon exchanges: 
- Inadequate  knowledge  of other participants and  shortage of  experience at 
International  level; 
-Inadequate knowledge  of  fields other  than  their  own  speciality; 
linguistic shortcomings; 
-absence of  support
1 
coordination and  contact on  the part of  certain competent 
authorities at  nat  onal  level,  some  of  whom  demonstrated  I lttle  Interest  In 
the activities of  the HELlOS  programme. 
In  terms  of  the structure of  their own  organisation,  moreover.,  the centres 
could not  generallY devote sufficient  time  to maintaining  Intensive contact 
within  the  HELlOS  programme  or  to close cooperation with other centres.  In 
addition,  the available budget  did not  allow the entire network  to participate 
each  year  and  was  a  maJor  limitation on  the scope  for  Inviting LMAs  to network 
seminars  (out  of  a  total of  25  participants, only  3 could  be  lnvlted).  On 
average1  one  1tudy visit per  year  could be  financed  for  half  the  centres.  This 
group  OT  factors made  It difficult  to carry out  work  In  depth  (undertaken 
mainly  during 1emlnars)  and  to solve all  the organisational  problems.  To  be 
effective,  this (specialists')  network's activities also had  to change 
attitudes  to disability on  the  part of professlonals1  families and  the public 
In  general.  Moreover,  the  rehabilitation and  Integration process can only  be 
successful  If disabled people  themselves  actively participate  In  the activities 
and  decl1lon making. 
Participation  In  the  HELlOS  programme's  network  of centre• and  projects has 
resulted  In  exten11ve  Information exchange  and  direct  contact,  together  with  a 
better understanding of  the social  policies,  solutions and  rehabilitation 
systems  developed  In  each  Member  State and  at Community  level.  Network 
activities enabled centres  to: 
-obtain a  better understanding of  ay911able  techniques  (new  equipment, 
software  teaching methods,  etc.)t  >: 
Inform  other• of  Innovative projects;  . 
-evaluate the centre's own  activities and  adapt  these  to economic  realities; 
-expand the centre's scope  for  work  or  Its application field; 
enhance  the  cohesion,  resources  and  dynamism  of  centres and  establish  Joint 
projects despite  financial,  legislative,  bureaucratic or  staffing 
constraints; 
-make certain regional  authorities aware  of  the  need  to cooperate  In  the  field 
of  rehabilitation and  vocational  integration. 
·(fT)  Thematic  seminars  in  Copenhagen,  Worms  and  Capel len - 14  -
Community  activities have  freQuently  had  a  stimulating effect  and  encouraged 
the  institutions and  Individuals engaged  In  rehabi lltation  to  reassess  their 
work.  Representatives of  centres  have  been  invited  to other  Member  States so 
that  both  parties could  demonstrate  their  workinQ  methods.  These  interactions 
and  influences  have  had  a  concrete and  wlde-rang•ng  impact  on  know-how  in  the 
field.  The  aim  of  training sessions  Is  primarily  the  transfer  of  practical 
ski I Is  and  the  direct  application of  the  knowledge  obtained  from  another 
centre.  Sa.e centres  have  discovered  that  they  had  ideas or  projects  In  common, 
while  the more  advanced  centres  have  been  able  to  let  others benefit  from  their 
expertise. 
Greater  interest  in  training and  working  with  persons  suffering  from  a 
psychological  disorder  also became  apparent.  Some  centres  not  previously 
involved with  this category of  the  disabled  have  also  taken measures  to  help 
them  as  a  result of  contacts made  within  the  HELlOS  programme.  Finally,  thanks 
to  the  programme  It  proved  possible  to  Improve  relations between  some 
rehabilitation centres and  certain  local  disabled-persons'  organisations. 
d)  Experience transfer  and  lnfor ..  tlon dla  ...  lnatlon 
Experience  transfer  and  Information dissemination  have  resulted not  only  from 
network  activities but  also  from  activities within  the centres or  at  national 
level  or  through  CoMmunity  programmes.  Worthy  of  note  is  the  Initiative by  the 
Pengwern  Hall  (UK}  centre,  which  has  establish a  computerised network  for 
inter-centre communication.  The  Information  requests concerned documentation, 
projects,  Ideas,  concepts or  equipment  which  certain centres were  able  to adopt 
after minor  changes.  Apart  from  the  Pengwern  Hall  centre,  such  model  centres as 
those at  Groesbeek  and  Rotterdam  (NL},  Sahva  (DK),  COrk  (IRL),  Worms  and  Bonn 
(D)  were  visited particularly frequently  and  have  acted as  a  driving  force 
through  their  projects.  It  Is  however  difficult  to assess  the extent  to which 
the  centres'  success  has extended  to other  Member  States where  the  legislative, 
economic,  social  and  cultural  context  does  not  always  allow  the duplication of 
other activities. 
The  fields moat  Involved  In  the  transfer of  know-how  and  experience were  new 
technologies,  vocational  rehabilitation of  persons  suffering from  a 
psychological  disorder,  the  training and  placement  of  persons with  a  mental 
handicap,  vocational  training and  communication  methods  for  the  deaf  and  the 
creation of  new  kinds of  work  for  the blind. 
e) Conclusions,  future prospects 
Permanent  links  have  been  established and  maintained  between certain network 
centres and  Institutions for•lng part of  the external  network  beyond  the  HELlOS 
pro~amme. This  cooperation .ay be  bilateral  or multilateral,  continuing or 
arising  from  the  HORIZON  Initiative,  for  which  a  number  of  transnational 
projects by  network  members  have  been  approved. 
The  activities and  Instruction carried out  under  the  HELlOS  programme  have  led 
to  new  developments  in certain centres.  such  as cooperation  wit~  Industry  In 
the  fields of  vocational  training,  work  experience  and  placement. 
Activities undertaken by  a  number  of  network  centres have  demonstrated 
shortcomings or  InadeQuacies of  some  national  legislations  In  the  field of  the 
vocational  Integration of  the disabled.  In  some  cases,  these aspects  have  been 
brought  to  the attention of  national  authorities and  could  subsequently give 
rise to new  economic,  legal  or  social  provisions. 
At  the  present  time,  certain approaches  and  trends  can  be  Identified. 
-More activities tend  to be  devoted  to  those  suffering  from  mental  Illness. 
such  persons  being  Integrated  Into normal  vocational  training  Institutes. 
An  Increasing  number  of  schemes  Involve  supported employment. 
There  are moves  to blur  the divisions  between  categories of  the  disabled  In 
the  field of  training and  vocational  rehabilitation,  alongside  more  effective 
use of  financial  resources  and  technical  know-how. - 15  -
- In  accordance  with  the  wishes  expressed  by  the  pol iticai  leaders of  certain 
Member  States,  a  growing  number  of  training and  vocational  rehabilitation 
centres are  likely  to become  part  of  the private sector. 
-Training and  vocational  rehabilitation  Institutions  tend  to  adapt  more 
smoothly  to changing  work  patterns and  technological  progress. 
2.2.2 Local  .adel activities networks 
Nominated  by  the COmmission  In  the  autumn  of  1988 on  the  basis of  proposals  by 
the  Member  States,  the  80  local  model  activities formed  three  networks  to 
promote  school  Integration  CLUA  1),  training,  vocational  rehabll itation and 
economic  Integration  (LMA  I I)  and  social  integration and  autonomous  living  for 
the disabled  (LMA  Ill)  respectively. 
The  annual  themes  put  forward  for  the  various activities organised by  these 
networks  were  discussed at  the  seminar  bringing  together  the  project  leaders of 
theLMA  networks  (Brussels,  Belgium,  9-10 November  1988).  The  following  themes 
were  Involved: 
-for the  school-Integration network:  special  systems  and  situations concerning 
Integrated education,  apprenticeships  (1989),  training of  teachers.  parents and 
the  integration process  (1990),  a  full  scholastic  I lfe,  el lmlnatlon of  physical 
barriers and  modification of  transport  (1991); 
-for the  economic-Integration network:  evaluation.  orientation and  guidance 
(1989)  pre-employment  preparation  (1990),  employment  (1991); 
-for the social-Integration network:  accommodation  and  assistance  in  daily 
life  (1989).  mobil lty and  transport  (1990)  and  access  to public buildings 
(1991). 
During  the  HELlOS  programme.  persons  Involved  In  the  LUA  networks  studied  local 
approaches  to  Integrating  the  disabled.  They  contributed  to developing 
Information exchanges  ana  know-how  transfer  through  their  participation  in 
three seminars  for  each  LMA  network.  three conferences  for  LUA  I  and  II  and  two 
conferences  for  LMA  Ill.  In  addition,  they organised a  total  of  273  study 
visits spread over  the  three networks  and  carried out  556  visits to  their 
partners. 
2.2.2.1  Local  .adel activities  I -school  Integration  CLMA  I) 
a)  Devel~nts 
The  objective of  the school-Integration network  (LUA  I)  was  to ensure  "close 
coordination with  the  European  cooperation programme  on  the  Integration of 
handicapped  children  Into ordinary schools•.  set out  In  Article  ~e) of  the 
Council  Decision of  18 April  1988 establishing the  HELlOS  programme. 
An  overview of  all  LMAs  In  the  network  reveals  a  considerable disparity  in 
size.  field of action and  the group  Involved. 
- 3  were  formed  within an  education centre
1 
10 others were  locally based  and  8 
could be  regarded as national,  departmenta  or  regional  services. 
-The 21  LMAs  have  primarily  tackled school  Integration at  primary  and 
secondary  level.  The  LUAs  of  Leuven  (B)  and  Luxembourg  (L)  were  noteworthy  for 
their  project  for  the  transition to higher  education of  persons suffering  from 
a  sensory  handicap. 
-With the ewceptlon of  the  LUAs  of  Luxembourg  (L),  Lisbon  (P)  and  lie de 
France  (f). which  focused  on  a  specific school  population  (respectively  visual 
handicaps(  auditory  handicaps,  pupils with  severe developmental  and  autistic 
difficult es),  the majority of  LUAs  worked  with  pupils  presenting  the  ful I 
range of  handicaps. - 16  -
Since  the  role of  the  Districts under  the  previous  Communlt~ 2
,ction programme 
for  the disabled was  limited  to socio-economic  integration{  ,  the  LUAs  in 
the school-integration network  were  all  establlshod  In  1988  and  only  gradually 
accumulated  experience at  Community  level.  Moreover,  poor  understanding of 
educational  systems,  both  specialised and  ordinary,  in  the  various  Uember 
States and  some  Initial  difficulty  in  understanding  the objectives  to be 
achieved or  the  strategies  to  be  drawn  up  helped delay  a  dynamic  launch  of  the 
network.  It  was  some  18  months  before  the  network  was  fully effective. 
Technical  cooperation within  the  network  took  the  form  of  three  seminars,  three 
conferences,  67  organised visits and  156  study visits carried out  by  the 
network  LMAs  to their  partners between  December  1988  and  1991.  In  particular, 
the study visits made  It  possible  for  the  partners  to gradually extend  their 
knowledge  of  each other  and  to compare  their  approaches  to a  specific  theme. 
The  number  of  study visits carried out  by  each  LMA  varied  between  5  and  20, 
with  a  considerable disparity between  the Uember  States.  In  general,  the 
Danlshl  Greek,  French,  Belgian,  Spanish  and  British LMAs  were  more  active. 
Attent  on  should be  drawn  to  the significant  participation by  the  LMAs  of 
Hlnnerup  <DK)I  Leuven  (B),  Valladolld  (EJ,  suresnes  (F),  Swansea  (UK),  Athens 
and  Thessalon  kf  (GA).  By  contrast,  the  Portuguese,  Luxembourglsh  and  Italian 
LMAs  were  leas  Involved  In  the study visits of  their  network. 
On  average,  study visits  lasted five  days  and  Involved  roy§)professlonals  (from 
the fields of education,  medicine,  coordination or otherl  dealing with  a 
specific theme). 
Joint  study visits,  Involving up  to 10  LUAs  at  once,  partlcurarly concerned 
technologies and  the  Integration of  children and  young  disabled persons 
(Lisbon/Porto,  Portugal,  29  May-3  June  1990;  8  LMAs)  and  the  teaching of 
disturbed children and  young  people  (Oviedo,  Spain,  2-8 December  199;  10 
LMAs). 
new 
In  the course of  time,  greater  emphasis  was  placed on  Joint  study visits which 
thus assisted  the preparation of  annual  seminars at whlch  It  was  possible  to 
share  the  Information collected on  specific  themes.  The  LMAs  of  Brussels  (B), 
lie de  France  (F)  and  Swansea  (UK)  were  assisted by  Community  experts with 
regard  to the  preparation and  physical  organisation of  the  seminars  (programme, 
ac~atlon  etc.). 
Three  conferences over  the  1988-1881  period were  designed  to set out  the 
conclusions of  annual  network  themes  and  to encourage  general  dissemination of 
the  lnf~matlon obtained among  edUcation  administrators,  professionals and 
association representatives wlthln the  twelve  Member  states.  LMA  participation 
at  the conferences  took  the  form  of drafting  the  discussion  themes  and 
proposing one  or more  speakers. 
b)  Difficulties 
The  shortage of  resources at  local  and  Community  level  resulted  In: 
-uneven participation by  certain LMAs  In  exchanges and,  particularly,  In  study 
visits; 
(12) 
(13) 
The  first  action programme  (1983-1987)  established  in  accordance  with  the 
Council  Resolution of  the  representatives of  the  governments  of  the 
Uember  States,  meeting  within  the  Counci I  of  21  December  1981  on  the 
social  Integration of  handicapped  people.  OJ  c 347  of  31  December  1981, 
page  1. 
Categories of  professionals  Involved  In  study  visits: 
-head teachers,  education adminstrators,  inspectors,  university 
professors,  teachers,  educationalists,  speech  therapists; 
-doctors,  psychiatrists,  psychologists,  therapists; 
-politicians and  councillors,  coordinators,  members  of  the  school-
integration worr'ng  party,  consultants,  administrators - 17  -
- limited dissemination of  Information  aboUt  work  undertaken  (document  or  other 
dissemination): 
-communication difficulties or  difficulty  In  preparing seminars at  local 
level '('lthough  1~ seminars of  this  type  were  staged after  joint  study 
visits  4J. 
The  exhaustion of  COmmUnity  funding  and  Its  Inability to meet  all  reouests 
made  It essential  for  the  LMAs  themselves  to provide partial  or  complete 
funding.  Nine  study visits were  thus  funded  by  the  LMAs  (the  Invited  LMA 
paying all  the coats or  the organising LMA  managing  to arrange  for  local  or 
regional  authorities to pay  all  the costa  Involved).  Given  that  neither  local 
authorities nor  schools generally have  a  budget  for  such  activities,  It  Is 
evidence of  their  Interest  In  such  exchanges  that  they  provided partial  or 
full  funding. 
Probl ..  s  of  Internal  oryanlsatlon,  qualifications of  personnel  or  resistance 
to change  on  the part o  parents or  professionals restricted the participation 
of certain LMAa  In  net~k activities or  hindered  the development  of 
Innovative  ac~•  at  local  level.  Moreover,  the  language. barrier  limited the 
benefit of exchanges  between  European  partners. 
In  addition to the oc,aolaatlon of seMinars  and  study visits at national  and 
European  level,  LMAa'  DJ  were  responsible  for  coordinating exchanges  with 
local  services,  cooperating with other  networks  (LMAa  and  training and 
rehabilitation centres> ana  with  disabled-persona·  organisations and  for 
drawing  up  an  annual  report  and  aasea ...  nt of  their activities: 
- LMAa  have  cooperated with  parents•  associations,  education administrators, 
universities an4  teacher  training  coll~e• and,  to a  Ieeser  extent1 
with 
health services and  social  services.  Even  though  such  profeaalona •  showed 
evident  Interest  In  the concept  of  Integration, attitudes and  practices were 
sometl ..  a  not  dyn ..  lc enough  to achieve  true  Integration. 
-OUt of  18 lMA8  replying  to  the QUestionnaire sent  by  European  organisations 
for  the disabled,  12 had  forMed  a  local  coordinating con.lttee, 8  -.ntloned 
the existence of a  dlaabled-peraons'  organleatlon on  such  a  co.Mittee and  7 
stated that  they  had  contacted other dllabled-Dersonl'  organisation• not 
represented on  their  local  coordination  ~lttee.  The  LUAa  of  the school-
Integration network  cooperated primarily with parents'  associations. 
-Self-evaluation dOes  not  appear  to have  been  carried out  systematically by 
all  LMAs. 
C) 
Technical  cooperation has  helped people  to become  aware  of  the various 
national  situations, given  that  the  Initial  al• of  the network  was  to ..  et 
challenge of  the widest possible  Integration of young  disabled peraona  and 
give priority to encouraging  the  devel~nt of a  high-QUality education 
eyat ..  open to all  children whether  disabled or  no.t. 
the 
to 
At  the  level  of  the LMAe  th ..  selves,  lnfor•atlon and  experience exchanges 
played an  encourageMent  and/or  emulation  role and  contributed to technical  and 
pedagogical  .odlflcatlona  In  some  of  th  ... 
Moreover1 
study of  the education and  teacher-training systems  (both ordinary 
and  spec alleed)  revealed  three different situations: 
- Belglu.,  the  Federal  Republic  of  Ger ..  ny  and  the Netherlands  (aAd  to a 
Ieeser  degree  Lux~~  have  a  highly  developed  specialised edUcation  system 
(In the flrst  three  r  States  there are 8,  10  and  15  categories 
respectively of specialised schools,  depending  on  the  type of  fiandlcap). 
-Portugal  and  Greece,  by  contrast,  have  a  poorly  developed  specialised 
edUcation eyat ..  : 
(14) 
(15) 
The  study visits concerned  Cork  (IRL)  Hlnnorup  (DK),  Lisbon  (P), 
Theasalonlkl  (GR)  Oviedo  (S),  Siena  (f), Reutllngen  (D),  Athens  (GR), 
Swanaea  (UK),  Tholen  (NL)  Brussels  (B),  Toulouse  (F)  and  Cagllarl  (1). 
As  set out  In  the document  •organisation and  functioning of  the  local 
model  activities•, submitted  to the  LMAa  at  the meeting of  project 
leaders on  9-10  November  1988. - 18  -
-Between  theae  two  extremea,  ltalyl  Spain  and  Ireland  have  a  clearly defined 
Integration policy and  a  rather  lim  ted specialised syatem.  Denmark,  the 
United  Kingdom  and,  to a  le ..  er  degree,  France  have  developed  a  policy designed 
to reduce  the size of  the  apeclallaed education system. 
Comparison  of  the ordinary education systems,  which  have  a  vital  role  to play 
In  the  Integration process,  has  Identified certain weakneaaeaa:  Inappropriate 
syllabuaea,  ahortage of  re.ources,  Inappropriate  training of  teachera, 
Inadequate  coordination between  profeaslonals and  virtually non-exlstant 
participation by  parents. 
Bealdea  a  better underatandlng of  national  ayatems,  the poaltlve  lapact of  the 
school-Integration network  took  the  following  for•• at  local  level: 
-local authorities,  parenta,  professionals and  pupils beca ..  MOre  aware  of  the 
laauea; 
- Integration achemea  In  education were  expanded  and  atrengthened· 
there waa  an  lncreaae  In  the nu.ber of  achoola or  ceatr .. practlalng 
lntegrat lon  and  a  fall  In  the nu.ber of pupil a  In  apeclal  educat lon; 
-there wae  closer  cooperation blt  ...  n  the epeclallaed and  ordinary ayat .... on 
the one  handl  and  between  the sectora and  aervlces  Involved,  on  the other; 
- local  author  tlea becaM 110re  aware  of  the viability of  and  links between, 
Integration progr.-.ea  In  the various countries and  of  the need  to  lntenalfy 
the" efforta: 
- Increased funding  at  local,  regional  or  national  level. 
The  lapact  local  lnltlatlvea have  had  on  educational  refor .. underway  In 
certain u..ber Statea  Ia  alao evidence of  the  lapact  technical  cooperation has 
had  In  this field:  trlala of  the new  Education Act  (LOCSE)  In  Spain by  the 
country's two  LUAa,  devel~nt of  the Porto regional  Initiative as an 
educational  experl ..  nt  throuahout  the north of Portugal  and  the  Influence of 
this on  the national  Integration plan,  participation by  the OOrk  CIRL)  LUA  In 
drawl~ up  the national  Eaucatlon Act 1  and  the draft school-Integration 
legislation baaed on  the acheM opera1:ed  by  the Bonn  CD>  LUA.  one  could also 
Mntlon the poeltlve  Influence exerted by  the  HELlOS  progr._. on  education 
leylslatlon  In  Greece.  In  the  latter country,  the ~r  of apeclal  clasaea 
In  ~rated within ordinary schoOII  roae  fra.  1~0  In  1818  to 520  In  1981. 
w..bir States have  been  able to take advantage of  the experience built up  by 
the LMAa,  whereaa  the  latter have  benefited fro. varloua  leglalatlve 
facllltlea.  · 
At  CO..Unlty  level,  the conclualona of  the Rotterda• conference  (Netherianda, 
25-27 OCtober  1889)  on  Integrated education syst ..  s  and  apprenticeships, 
resulted  In  the Resolution of  the Councii<'Dd  the Mlnlatera of Education 
..  etlng within  the Council  of  31  May  1980  eJ. 
d)  Exper lence transfer and  lnfor•tton dl.-lnatlon 
AlthoUgh  the  lan~age barrier conalderably alowed  document  dls  ...  lnatlon~ LMAa 
were  regularly  lnfor ..  d  aboUt  the dates of vlalts,  toplca and  results.  ay 
contrast1  the shortage of  reeourcea and  of personnel ..  ant  that co..unlcatlon 
between  dwt  LMAs  and  the other  levela of  the progr .... r ...  lned  ll•lted. 
In  certain w..ber Statea,  the abaence  of  coordination with  regard  to 
Integration policy, or  the excluaton of education  from  It~ restricted the 
dla--lnatlon of  lnfor•tlon on  actlvltlea carried out  under  the HELlOS 
progr .....  In  other w..ber States, exceaslve centralisation reatrlcted the 
scope  for  local  plaMing and  NnageMnt. 
(16)  Resolution of  the Council  and  the Ministers of  Education meeting  within 
the Council  of  31  May  1990 concerning  Integration of children and  young 
people with  disabilities  Into ordinary systems  of  education.  OJ  c  162  of 
3  July  1990,  page  2. - 19  -
Exchanges  of  experience between  the  LMAs  of  the school-Integration network,  and 
In  some  cases with other  networks,  highlighted  three kinds of  transfer: .  . 
-transfers concerning modification of  the  necessary  structures:  accessibility 
of  school  buildings,  organisation of  leisure activities  (these  two  examples 
primarily concerned  the  Alave  (E)  LMA  In  the school-Integration network); 
- structural  transfers:  school  organisation,  mana~nt of  tea  .. and  resources, 
coordination of aervlcea or  the  transfer of models  for  the  aaaea ...  nt of 
Integration progra.mes; 
- functional  transfers:  models  of  cooperation between ordinary and  special 
schoola1  use of  new  technologies,  application of  new  strategies for  the 
lntegra11on of  young  people  with  a  mental  handicap. 
In  addition,  training projects were  developed  between  European  partners and  In 
cooperation with activities outside  the network.  These  projects  Involved  the 
training of  profeaalonala working  with autistic young  people,  training  In  new 
technologies or  re1earch  Into new  techniques  In  the apprenticeship field. 
e)  OOnclualona  and  future proepecta 
There  Ia  In  general  no  doubt  that  these  iocal  activities will  continue once  the 
programme  haa  finished.  Some  LMAa  plan to extend  their activities at national 
level  or  to other  levels of education,  perhaps  Into  new  fields of action.  By 
contrast,  the absence of  ComMunity  funding  rl1k1 comprlllng  the continuity of 
exchanges  or of  Joint  proJects between  European  partners.  In  this context  It 
would  ~e helpful  to have  more  teachers directly  Involved  In  network  actlvlllea 
and  to give greater empha11s  to strategy aaaea..ent  dUrl~ Joint  study  v111ta 
which  bring  together  not  only  thole active  In  the field but  also administrators 
and  politicians. 
The  LMAa  within the school-Integration network  have  progresllvely acQUired 
experience of oo.munlty  ~rogr...aa.  They  were  all  Involved  In  the ARION 
exchanges,  301 of  th .. participated  In  the  ERASMUS  exchanges or  In  the  LINGUA 
prograllllle  and  some  benefIted  fr011  the  MINERVA  or  ATENEA  progra  ...  a.  Th Ia 
participation by  the network  In  other  Community  progra.mea  favoured 
dls1emlnatlon of  Information  about  the Community  progra  ... and  permitted some, 
albeit  rather  limited,  links with  the  ERASMUS  working  parties with  regard  to 
the  training of  specialised teachers.  Moreover
1 
the  HORIZON  Initiative has 
given  the  LMAa  scope  for  extending  their operat ons  at  European  level. 
2.2.2.2.  Local  Yodel  Activities  II  -Vocational  training and  rehabilitation. 
ec:onc.lc  lntegrat I  on  (UIA  II) 
a)  Devel~ta 
The  second  local  model  activities network  was  designed to promote  economic 
Integration of  the disabled  through  a  COmmunity  approach  baaed  on  the  beat 
Innovatory  experience  In  the wa.bir  States.  The  27  LMAs  In  the econo.lc-
lntegratlon network  have  therefore developed  re1earch  projects concerning 
vocational  training,  the coordination of existing aerv1ce1,  and  the  laboUr 
market  for  persons with  varying categories of disability. 
-To ensure  that  the  various aspects of economic  Integration were  taken  Into 
account,  the proJects were  quite varied;  ranging  from  highly specialised 
proJects  to .uch more  co.prehenslve ones:  evaluation, orientation,  placeMent  or 
monltorlng services,  Individually-baaed vocational  training,  prospects  for  the 
training or employ ..  nt of mentally-handicapped persona or  the ..  ntally  Ill, use 
of new  technologies,  modele  of cooperation between  ordinary and  specialised 
Institutions,  Job-creation strategies at  local  level •.. - 20  -
-Apart  from  the  LMAs  of Bologna  (I)  and  Lisbon  (P)  (concerned with  visual  and 
auditory handicaps  respectively),  8  LMAs  dealt more1soeclflcally with  persons 
suffering from  a  menta1·handlcap or mental  Illness\  7J.  10  LMAs  focused 
prl ..  rlty on  the physically  handicapped,  while  nine  did not  specialise  In  any 
particular disability. 
More  generally,  the  prior  Community  experience of certain  LMAs  benefited  the 
entire network.  Given  that  the  network's ObJectives were  the continuation of 
the  forMer  District projecta1 
seven -.mbera of  theLMA  II  network  (I.e. 
approximately  26X),  had  part ctpated  In  the earlier Community  progt,mme. 
Participation  In  other  European  programmes  also  Involved  four  LMA•'  aJ. 
Finally,  In  591 of  the cases networi  members  were  working  on  a  project  launched 
at  an  earlier date. 
Nevertheless1  the  relatively high  number  of  participants and  the diversity of 
their proJects proved a  aaJor  brake on  the effective  l~l  ...  ntatlon of  the 
network.  Solie  LMAs  such  as  thoH of  L  lege  (8)  Daphnl  (GR)  Bolc;>gna  <I>  and 
Lllle/Kortrl#k  (F-8)  had~  Initial difficulty  In  fitting  Into  the network. 
The  choice o  LMAa  tended  to encourage  the creation of sub-groups on  specific 
th  ...  s, although  this did not  d ...  ge  the network's  cohesion when  It  ca  .. to 
s ..  lnare or  annual  conferences.  SO..  17  or  18 .anths were  required  to achieve 
an  effective  level  of cooperation between  network  partners. 
Technical  cooperation took  the for• of  three seminars,  three conferences,  116 
visits organised and  a  total  208  study vlslta carried out  by  the  network's  LMAs 
to their partners between  Dec.-ber  1118 and  Dece.ber  1881.  In  order  to 
facilitate communication  between  European  partners,  almost  7X  of  the budget  for 
study visits was  devoted  to  Interpreting expenses. 
- The  nu.ber  of  study visits carried out  by  each  LMA  between Dec.-ber  1888 and 
Dec.-ber  1881  varied between  3  and  22
1 
with  a  considerable variation between 
Mellber  States.  The  Dutch,  Gerun,  Br  tlsh and  Danish  LMAa  were  generally the 
~•t active.  Attention should be  drawn  to the eztenalve participation by  the 
LMAs  of Dordrecht  (Nl),  Offenburg  (D),  Genk-Haeeelt  (B)I  Aarhus  (DK)  and  Newton 
Abbey  (UK).  By  contrast,  the Portuguese,  Italian,  Span  sh,  Greek  and 
Lux.-bourglsh  LMAe  appeared  to be  Ieee  Involved  In  their  network's study 
visits. 
- Three  professlonals(19) were  Involved  In  each  atudy  visit on  average and  the 
visits generally  tasted between  four  and  five days. 
-The  Introduction of  Joint  atudy  visits with effect  from  1990  and  1991  made  It 
poaalble  toc•avolve  the  LMAs  more  cloaety  In  the preparation of seminars and 
conference•  2  J.  These  Involved  up  to eight  LMAa  (Joint study visits to 
Dudelange,  Li  17-20 March  1891;  protected or  unprotected salary syst ..  s  on  the 
labOur  Market). 
(17) 
( 18) 
( 19) 
(20) 
-LUXe  specialised  In  the mentally  handicapped:  8adaJoz  and  Murcia  (E), 
Catdaa  da  Aalnha  (P),  Tullamore  and  Dublin  (IAL) 
- LMAs  specialised  In  the mentally  Ill: Abensberg  (D),  Daphnl  (GA), 
Aletl  (I) 
These  were  the  LMAs  of Aletl  (I; AZIMUTH  project),  Genk-Hasaelt  (8· 
INTEAAEG),  Lllle/Kortrljk  (F/8;  transnational  ESF  scheme)  and  Dudeiange 
CL;  EADF  scheme> 
Depending  on  the  nature of  project,  the  teams  assembled  by  the  LMAs 
comprised:  trainers,  teachers and  educationalists,  psychologists, 
ergonomists,  technicians and  computer  scientists,  sociologists, 
economists,  social  workers,  craftsmen,  administrators of  specialised 
establishments ... 
The  Joint  study visits to Murcia  (E;  17-22  September  1991),  Offenburg 
(D);  8-13 October  1991),  and  Dordrecht  (NL;  31  October  - 1  November  1991) 
all  contributed  to  the  preparation of  the  conference  at  Patras  (GA)  In 
November  1991. - 21  -
In  addition  to  tho  joint mooting  of  tho  throe  LMA  networks  at  Brussels  in 
November  19B8,  throe  thematic  seminars were  subsequently organised .bY  the  LMAs 
of  Caudan  (F),  Dublin  (IRL)  and  Rletl  (I)  on  the  topics of evaruatloh at  all 
stages of  the  economic  integration process and  the specific difficulties 
encountered  by  women  in  obtaining work  (1989) 1  special  and  ordinary  vocational 
training systems  and  vocational  training  for  the mentally  handicapped  (1990), 
salary systems  and  the elimination of  employment  obstacles  (1991). 
Because  these conferences were  open  to a  wider  audience,  the  LMAs  worked  on 
fixed  annual  themes,  primarily stressing more  general  trends,  fields of 
research or  strategies being  developed.  251  of  the  time  devoted  to annual 
conferences was  spent  In  discussions within restricted groups. 
b) Difficulties 
Tho  lMAs  In  the  economic-Integration network  encountered specific difficulties 
which  hindered  the full  development  of  their  proJects:  red  tape,  a  lack  of 
understanding on  the part of official  recruitment  services,  reluctance by 
employers  to employ  the mentally  handicapped or mentally  Ill,  Inadequate  public 
services  (transport, etc.). 
-The Dublin  (IAl)  In  particular expressed  Ita regret at  the absence of  any 
employment-assistance policy.  ThelMA  at caudan  (F)  experienced difficulty  In 
finding a  balance between  the  value of  Individualised training for  the pereons 
Involved  and  the demands  of emplor-ent  on  the open  labour  mar~et.  Finally  the 
diversity of  training .ethodologles used  by  cooperatives and  associations  fed 
to some  difficulty experienced  ~Y the  lMA  at Caldas  da  Aalnha  (P). 
- Apart  from  the difficulty  In  finding  trainers with a  knowledge  of  sign 
language  and  the shortage of specialised personnel  In  government  employment-
asslstance services,  the absence of sl•llar proJects at  both  national  level  and 
within  the Community  network  significantly  ll•lted the scope  for  exchange•  In 
the case of  the lisbon  CP)  lMA,  which  Is  specialised  In  the guidance, 
vocational  training and  employment  of  the deaf. 
While  seminars  and  conferences  played a  vital  role  In  formulatl~ the ..  Jor 
conclusions and  In  the comprehensive  and  coherent  development  of  the  net~k. 
It  was  the study visits which  were  .aat valued by  the participants.  le11 
formal  and  on  a  smaller  scale,  IndividUal  or  group  study visits gave  network 
members  an  opportunity  to gain a  deeper  and  .ore specific knowleage  of  the 
topics addres1ed.  Language  barriers,  hoWever,  sometl ..  s  restricted their 
benefits.  For  the same  reason,  some  actlvltlel remained  relatively unknown 
within  the network.  The  time  elapsing between  the meeting of proJect  leaders 
In  November  1Q88  and  the first  t~tlc ...  lnar  In  Sept.-Der  1988  also acted as 
a  brake on  the dynamic  Implementation of  the network.  In  1ome  cases,  partnere 
lack  at  the neceseary dynamism  or  any  clear obJective.  Internal  management 
difficulties were  also noted  In  the case of six  LMAs. 
Inadequate  funding  and  etafflng shortages were  reflected  In  uneven 
participation by  LMAs  In  Community  exchange  Droarammea.  In  particular  some 
study visits had  to be  paid  for  by  the LWAs(ZlJ:  The ...  ller  LMAs,  with  fewer 
-.mbers,  were  not  always  able  to continue  their activities (particularly  In  the 
training field)  and  at  the  sa  .. time  participate  In  Individual  or  Joint  study 
visits).  It  Ia  worth  ensuring  that  LMAs  are adequately  large and  can  benefit 
from  political  or  financial  ald at  local  and  national  level.  Such  differences 
between  LMAs  were  reflected  In  the  follow...up  to work,  the2dJssemlnatlon of 
their  results and  even  the  viability of  their structures\  2J. 
(21) 
(22) 
~·yh~ Tul Iamore  (IRL)  LMA  visiting  theLMA  at  Newton  Abbey  (UK,  22-23 
February  1990)· 
-the Dublin  ciRL)  LMA  visiting  those of  Rieti  and  Rome  (I,  22-
23  Apri I  1991); 
-the Hannover  (0)  LMA  visiting that  of  Sl lkeborg  CDK,  19-22  August 
1991). 
Examples  are  the  structures of  the  Caudan  (F)  and  Offenburg  (D)  LMAs, 
whose  activities have  been  threatened  by  national  funding  considerations 
or  changes  In  the  local  environment. - 22  -
Moreover  according  to the Hannover  (D)  LMA.  the  absence  of  coordination 
between  the  various services at  local  or  regional  level  significantly  limited 
lnfor•a~lon d~ssemlnatlon and  ha.pered  the drafting of  a  coherent  Integration 
strategy.  By  contrast.  the  regular ..  etlngs organised  by  the  Spanish.  Dutch. 
Brltle~ (and  Greek  at the beginning of  the  programme)  coordinating groups  made 
It easier to arrange exchanges  at  national  level. 
c) Positive tcrranlty  Influence 
Technical  cooperation within the  e~lc-lntegratlon network  led  to maJor 
changes  In  the  following fleJde:  evaluation, orientation and  guidance, 
plac--.nt and  assisted .-plo,..nt, ealary syst .... Job  creation and  the use of 
new  technologies,  particularly  In  vocational  training. 
Locally-run  Initiatives generally showed  the available scope  for  the  training 
and  econo.lc-lntegratlon of  the disabled,  although  specialised  Institutions 
continued to have  an  l~rtant role as resource centres,  particularly for  the 
~re severely handicapped.  The  key  ~tance  of  the person's capacities, 
rather  than an ercluelvely -.dlcal definition of  the handicap,  was  reaffirmed. 
Moreover,  ~arleon  of  the_place.ent sylt ..  s  In  the various w..ber States 
revealed a  ehOrtae. of qualified personnel,  Inappropriate ..  thode  and  the 
abeence of appropriate structures for  following  up  IndiVIdUals  In  a.plo,..nt. 
Social  Integration and  particularly accessibility,  hoUsing  and  transport  proved 
to be  ~fectly  ~1.-.ntary to theLMA  11  approach  to achieving  the economic 
lnt~ratlon of  the disabled.  In  addition,  .a.e LMAs  were  able to deacrlbe 
their strategy of co.prehenslve care  the  Individual I stressing the  two  key 
aspecte of econo.lc  Integration:  the person's profl  e,  desires,  knowledge  and 
capacities, on the one  hand,  and  the  Job  profile on  the other  (particularly the 
•traJectcoachlng• concept  developed  by  the Genk-Haeeelt  LMA). 
Managing  directors have  been progr ..  slvely ..  de  ~e  aware  of economic 
lnt~ratlon of  the disabled and  of  the vacancies  In  SMEa  encouraged  In  all 
u..bir Statee.  Particular attention was  paid to the scope offered by  new 
technoJaglea:  distance  learning,  co.puterlsatlon of data on  persons auffertng 
fro. a .ental  handicap,  or using co.puters  to help  those with  a  physical  or 
visual  disability. 
As  far as the taraetf?OUP• of  the disabled are concerned,  the successful 
proJecta by  certain  Involving  the -.ntally handicapped  have  encouraged 
others to extend the r  field of operations and  to consider  the potential  for 
tralnl~ the .. people or e.ploylng than  In  an  unsheltered envlron.ent.  · 
Participation by  disabled wo.en  was  relatively  low  but  this aspect  was  taken 
Into account  In  a  nu.ber of  technical-cooperation activities, particularly as 
part of  the caudan  (F) ...  lnar.  More  generally  many  LMAI  have  extended  their 
field of action during the HELlOS  proara  .... either  In  ter•• of  the target 
group or  the activities undertaken.  For  ex.-ple  the  ~sterda• (Nl)  LMA  has 
refocuaed  Its re  ..  arch actlvltlel on  more  1peclflc action  In  the fleld1  notably 
by  Inaugurating  In  August  1981  an  advice centre for  the emplo,..nt of  the 
disabled. 
~eover 1 
participation  In  the  HELlOS  progra  ... by  the  27  LMAI  of  the  eco~lc­
lnt~at on  network  heightened  the .otlvatlon of the tea  ..  of profesllonala 
Involved and ..  de  It  ~lble for .oat of  th  .. to operate at a  European  level. 
In  addition  a  nuMber  of study vlsltl auch  as  those  to Cludan  <F>.  Aarhus, 
Sllkeborg  (DK),  Lisbon,  Clldas da  Aalnha  (P)  and  Achala  (GR)  gave  rile to  local 
seminar•. 
d)  Experience transfer and  lnfor ..  tlon dls  ...  lnatlon 
The  diffusion of  lnfor•atlon about  activities under  the  HELlOS  programme  took 
the  for• of  brochures delcrlblng  the  LMAs,  vldeoe.  sum.ary  documents  on  the 
concluelona of Community  exchange•  and  or  formal  or  Informal  contacts at 
conferences.  1emlnars  and  study  vlelts.  Nevertheless.  the  lack  of  Immediate 
feedback  doubtless  haMpered  exchanges. 
I  • - 23  -
Approxlaately  three Quarters of  the  LMAs  In  this network  have  been ...oars of 
local  or  national  consultative  ~lttees, putting th.- In  a  position to ensure 
the dlss  ..  lnatlon of experience and  lnfor•atlon about" the"HELIOS  programme, 
thus enhancing  their .ultlpller effect. 
Technical  cooperation betw ..  n  the  LMAs  In  the economic-Integration network  took 
the  for• of er,.rlence transfer  In  fields such as evaluat&on,  orientation, 
pla~nt 1 
vocational  tralnlna (both conventional  and  ~letance  learning), 
training  ft new  tectlnologln for  the  ~~entally handlcapoed,  the  tral~tng of 
trainers,  SMEs  and  Integration fir ..  ,  a1  well  as active participation ~Y 
Industry and ~r  •nao•••nt  In  uu.  work.  A nullber  of  concepts,  such  as  the 
developaent  of  a  co.prehenslve approach  to  Integration or  the 
delnstltutlonatl ..  tlon of  the ..  ntally handicapped,  have  progressively spread 
throughoUt  the ~r  States. 
One  era-pie of  t•e transfer of  knoW-hOW  under  the HELlOS  proar .... Is the 
~ratlonbet  ...  n  tl\8  LUAI  of Hamover  (D),  Bologna  (I) ana Sllkebory/Sklve 
tDK)  with  regard  to using new  technOlogies  In  vocational  tralnl~ ancl  he 
.-olo~t of  the disabled.  It  Is planned  to display the ..  terlal  results of 
this Joint 'roJect at CEBIT-Hannover  (a world-ranking ~ter  fair  In 
March  1882).  One  should also hl8hll,ht ·the  close cooperation between  the LMAs 
of  Dudela~ (L)  and  OffenbUrg  < )  w th  r~ard to ~Ina  training ...  lnars  for 
the  tralnlna per80nHI of the  two  LMAI.  Four  study visits were  devoted  to 
setting up  this ~ration. 
Neverthel ...  ,  one  .uet etre11 that  the ecope  for  traneferrlng etrategles or 
..  thode ... often governed  by  wlde-r~lng legislative or cultural  contexts and 
the real  capacity  for  adaptation of thi erperlence tranaferred.  ' 
Interact lon betWMn  Mllbers of  the var lous  networks  In  tbe l)f'ogr-. took  the 
for• of participation by  certain LUA  I  and  Ill  In  conferences, ...  lnars or 
study visits or~l  ..  d  by  LWA  11.  For  er.-ple,  the Bru.eela conferlftCI  (1.  11-
l~  J=,~~.:=>  at~~~~~o!t  l;:~r1Jo~  :::J:;;a:et;~t25~reas 
Nov.-bar  1•1) brOWiht  t~ther the UIA  II  and ....,_,. of  the Qeraan  and  Creek 
networks  reapecttvely.  MOreover~ sir repreeentatlves of  the centree• network 
attended the CIUdan -lnar (F,  ~1-22 sept..-.r 1 ...  )  llhlle air -.rs  of 
other  Mtworka  part lclpated  In  tM Dublin ••lnar (lltl,  2-3 Apr II  1811).  In 
retKrn,  the LMAI  of  t~  econo-lc-ln~atlon network  re-.onded  poettlvel~ to 
the  Invitation utencfed by  the centree•  networku;u.  In  oeneral,  one •-' 
re~lse the ...  kness of  Inter-network contact,  Which  Is partly due  to 
InadeQUate  financial  reeources and  staffing. 
WIth  regard to part lclpatlon by  disabled-persons·  organl ..  t Ions  In  the  local 
~dlnatlon co.altt  ...  of  the LMAI  In  the  •~lc-Tnteoratlon net~k. the 
QUestionnaire sent tot"- revealed that: 
- 11  of  the 18 UIAe Rich replied had  a  local  coordination COMittM.  Of  the 
other  two1 
one nevertalns Nlntalned contact with  diNblecl-persons· 
oroanlsat ons  eut•l~ this ~Itt  ... 
- 12 UIAI  Included ciiHbled-periOftl' organisations on  their  local  coordination 
~Itt  .. and  10 of  tbele LUAI  had  contacts with other cllaabled-per.ons· 
oroanlsat Ions outside the cc.alttH. 
- ol  UIAI  did not  have  cllsablecl-per80fts'  oroanlut Ions  on  their co.lttee wt 
one of  th .....  lntalned other contacts wltfi  disabled-persons'  organleatlons. 
(23)  The  otteri6Urg  (D)  LMA  did  In  fact  visit  the  Pengwern  Hall  (UK)  centre and 
that  In  Copenhagen  (OK).  The  Bologna  (I)  LMA  vlslted  the Birmingham  <UK> 
centre for  the  visually handlcappea - 2.C  -
e) COnclualona  and  future proapects 
"The~~ LMA  II  for•lng  the  network  have  contributed both  to tbe  lapl..entatlon 
of actlvltlea at  local  level  and  to  the pro.otlon of  an  overall eo..untty 
pOlicy  ar ..  d  at  the  Integration of  the disabled. 
Pra.otton of prlnclplea  auc~ aa ._uatlty of opportunity for  the dteabledl  or 
the  a~tlon of  new  national  pollclea  In  the flelde of evaluation,  tratn ng, 
ptac:Ment or ti'DIOYMnt  are evidence of  the active rote played by  the  LWAa  of 
the  econo~~tc-lnteoraUon network  tn  the app It cat I  on of  the COUnc II 
RecoM*Bndetlon  concerning eMploYMnt  of  the disabled  In  the CO..UnltyC24). 
Apart  ftc. tile desire erpreaeed by  the uJor tty of  LMAI  In  the  econo~~tc­
lntetratlon nttwork  to conttnue  their actlvtttes,  they expr ..  eed a  wlah  to 
contlnn the  tranenattonat  relatlonehtps eetabltehed under  the  HELlOS 
progr~.  El~t cateeortea of project• have  therefore been put  forward under 
the HORtZON  lnltlatlve.  Three project•  Involve  the ..  ntally handicapped.  Six 
have  -.;arently been adoPt., by  the w..ber States. 
2.2.2.1. LAeal .-1 actlvltiM Ill - SOcial  lnt ..  ratlon and an  Independent  way 
of II  t• (l..IM Ill)  · 
Thll  ~al .odel  actlvttlee network  11  dlalgned to pr~te  .adtftcatlon of  the 
phyelcal  enytrorwent of  the disabled and  thi coordination of aer•tcee to atd 
their aoclat  Integration.  The  activity t-..a have  accordingly  Involved 
IIOdlftH ftOultng,  aaaletance  tn fttty  tlfe, ld»ll tty. accenlbt tlty and 
tran8DOI't.  The  ujor  I ty of  the networke Mllbera were  Q~rt  lclpatl~ for  the 
flrat ttM In  a  oa-.anlty action progr-. on  behalf of  the dlablid: tu only 
ones havln. participated  In  the preceding proar .... were  the  LMA1  of 
Getantirefien  CD),  Sll ...  nca,  t.toatoles  (E)  arMI  C:OIIIbra  (P). 
Wftll• ._. of  the UIAa  In  thll network  were  drawn  fr011  the public Hctor and 
otMrl fr~ tae 'r  lvate aector ....  had  an  lnter-.ctlate atat.a.  OM •st 
etr- te. attn  I  tcance of \M etatu of  tM LMA  In ~t  tng  fMOMt lve  act ton 
to -..are an  Independent ..  ,  of  life for  the disabled.  Thta atatu uy In  fact  aovam or  lnfhaenCe tM lltwttbct- of political or  fl~lat support  for  an 
lnnoqtfve  lnt..,atlon pOliCY w  tM LIMa.  IUccln  In ·theN haa  ~rally 
•••••  on  tbe e1fetence Of natlenat  or  rNIOMI  IUJ)pOf't,  a  lint ltet-.n 
tectwtlul -"' -.nao-nt lewJa lftd  the wltllngnesa of :Profeselonats to a•t 
their  •tltodol~les, oblectlvee, qual If  lcattona1 
f lnanola I  r..ourcee, 
lnvol~t and flexlbl  tty to aselst  t~ dlea ed. 
The  ~Jactlves of  the  LMAI  reflected both  preclaely deter•lned fleldl of action 
and  ttle rewlts obtained  In  achtevlng  the aoclat  tnt~rat  lon of tM dlllbled. 
Flelcll of action were  linked to annual  te.-s (~lfled housing, .-ttlty and 
trana,ort.  acceee  to public bulldlnga,  enhar.c•••nt of  the awarMeee of  the 
prof811lonata  Involved and  ~atfon  with  t~  auppllera of  local  Hrvlcee. 
The  ,....Ita Obtalnect  thra.ta t  action of network .....,.. tiH to yield 
1-orov.~1nta for  the dleabled  In  ter ..  of  thler houelng,  envlr~t and  aoclal 
contacta,  edYcatlon and  tralnlna QPPOrtunltl ..  ,  Job  opaortUAittea, 
participation  In  lelau.re acttvtu ..  and  Mlf-conf ldenc.,  t~ther wJth enhanced 
public anrenna.  To  thl• end, all  networt ....  ra establlllled a  k»cal 
con.tt1ttve cc.~lttee anct  •  local  technical co.lttee to a•lat t"-, thanks 
to the participation of  locally elected Mllbere and  loaal  technlclca·l  e1perta 
repreaentlng the aervlcea eng~ In  providing an  Independent  way  of  life for 
the tiHbld, and  tttanka  to thi  lncreaalna participation by  their 
representative organisation• throughout  tfie  HELlOS  progra  .... 
(2a)  Council  Recommendation  86/379/EEC,  2~ July  1986 - 25  -
a)  Devel~nts 
Most  of  the  local  model  activities had  begun  th~ experimental  phase  of  their 
activities before participating  in  the HEllOS  programme.  For  the others, 
Community  activity represented a  new  Initiative reQuiring  preparation and  the 
commitment  of  sufficient  technical,  human  and  financial  resources.  Most 
network  members  employed  a multidisciplinary  team  whose  special ltles varied  In 
accordance  with  the  target  group  or  the action undertaken  (psychologists, 
sociologists,  teachers,  Brallle specialists, medical  and  paramedical  personnel, 
etc.).  Nine  LMAs  launched  schemes  to encourage  an  Independent  way  of  life and 
to eliminate physical  and  soclo-pyschologlcal  barriers encountered  by  persons 
with  a  physical  or  sensory  handicap.  Nine  network  participants worked  on 
delnstltutlonallslng services and  promoting  an  Independent  way  of  life for 
persons with  a  mental  handicap  or  mental  Illness.  Finally,  the other  network 
members  promoted  an  Independent  way  of  life  for  all  categories of  disability. 
Knowledge  of  the actual  status of  services and  care  In  the Member  States was 
very  limited at  the beginning of  the  HELlOS  programme.  Nearly  a  year  and  a 
half  elapaed before network  .embers could work  effectively as partners and 
benefit fro. each other's points of  view,  after  having overcome  the 
difficulties associated with  the size and  disparity of  the network. 
Nevertheless,  all  participants showed  a  high  level  of motivation and  dynamism 
right  from  the start, as  Is  apparent  from  their  participation and  study visits. 
Moreover  network  members  received  help  from  the experts appointed  to assist 
the COmmission  In  organising  the  structures needed  for  such  partnership work. 
Working  hypotheses  were  therefore adopted  to allow  for  the adaptation of  annual 
themes  to reflect  the  Interests and  proJects of each  LMA: 
- the  themes  of  seminars  and  conferences were  modified  to meet  the specific 
needs  of  the  target groups,  with  parallel  sessions being  organised: 
- IndiVIdual  or  group  study visits on  specific themes  were  organised and  shared 
aspects  Identified with  regard  to the methodOlogy  and  strategy of  the action 
undertaken.  Two  conferences and  four  s ..  tnars were  organtsea during  the  HELlOS 
programme.  The  conferences,  seminars  and  study visits organised each year 
enatiled detailed examination of many  aspects of  the annual  themes.  The  seminar 
served as  the starting point  for  the work,  this subsequently  being expanded  on 
during  the study visits before being presented  In  a  fuller  form  at  the 
network's plenary conferences.  A total  of 90  study visits were  organised by 
thla network  and  a  total  of  192  study vlalts to their CoMmunity  partnera were 
carried out  by  social-Integration LMAs.  The  number  of  visits arranged by  each 
L~~ either 11 guest or oraanlser1  varied between  one  and  22  between  DeceMber 
19aG  and  Dece.ber  1991.  T~e greatest participation was  by  Luxembourglsh, 
Italian, Greek  and  Danlah  LMAs.  One  should stress the  high  level  of 
participation of  the  LMAs  of Belluno  (1),  Esch-sur-Aizette  (L),  Alava  (E), 
Champlgny-sur-Marne  (f),  Jalhay  (B)  Nykollng-Falster  (DK)  and  Thessalonlkl 
(GR).  By  contrast,  German,  Dutch,  British and  Irish  LMAs  generally carried out 
few  study visits. 
Coordination at national  level  waa  usually  Inadequate  and  contacts were 
generally eatabJished by  network  members  on  an  IndividUal  basis.  Regular 
meetings were,  however,  held  In  Spaln1  Portugal,  United  Klngdom1  Ireland and 
Den.ari.  These  were  particularly useTul  In  allowing partlclpants to obtain an 
understanding of each other'a work,  to eatabllsh com.on  action atrateglea and 
to share a  range of experience.  The  COmmission  paid an  annual  subsidy  to each 
network  member  to cover  local  coordination expenses  (a.ployment  of an 
additional  person,  rent of office space, etc.).  This  subaldy  sometimes  played 
a  decisive role  In  the process of  change  at  local  level  and  permitted  Joint 
management  of  proJects by  different services dealing with  the  same  aspect  of 
Independent  life stylea for  the disabled,  or  to coordinate their  services to 
reflect  Individual  needs  In  terms  of  several  aspects of  this.  Effective use  of 
this coordination budget  varied considerably depending  on  the size of  the 
grant,  theLMA's  perception of  Its coordination role,  the sectors and  services 
lnvolved,  the  needs  tackled,  etc. - 26  -
b)  Difficulties 
The  first  year  of  the  HELlOS  programme  had  to be  devoted  to preparatory work; 
analysing annual  themes  and  deflnlnq a  Joint  mode  of  action which  would 
encompass  the  Interests and  actlvlttes of  each  partner.  InadeQuate  financial 
resources and  the  absence  of  appropriate  legislation also slowed  or  even 
prevented  the execution of  some  kinds  of  proJects planned  by  the  LMAs.  For 
example,  door-to-door  transport  services  rely entirely on  limited national 
reaources. 
In  some  Member  States  these difficulties were  aggravated by  the absence  of  a 
coherent  policy  for  the  disabled.  They  thus blocked  the development  of 
proJects designed  to establish a  transitional  period covering  the  change  from 
Institutional  life to  life  In  the  community  for  persons with  a  mental  ~andlcap 
or  mental  Illness.  Political  will  and  commitment  together  with effective 
national  coordination,  are vital  for  the  Implementation of  the  results and 
Information obtained by  this network  whose  exchanges  were  moreover 
occasionally  limited by  InadeQuate  linguistic knowledge  on  the part of certain 
participants.  Finally,  lnfor•atlon dissemination suffered from  a  shortage of 
funding. 
c) Positive Cc  anlty  Influence 
Network  activities  Influenced  the  field of  application and  the  working  methods 
of  the participants.  Most  obtained a  better understanding of  existing needs 
and  of  the  need  to eliminate both  soclo-psychologlcal  and  technical  barriers 
and  have  been  able  to put  Into practice  the  techniQues  and  Ideas  of other 
network -..bars.  The  LMA  at  Jalhay  (8)  was  thus able  to extend  Its work  with 
multiply-handicapped children to  Include  physically-disabled adults,  In 
cooperation with associations  for  the physically disabled,  with  the  aim  of 
encouraging  them  to defend  their own  Interests and  of eliminating physical 
barriers.  One  should also ..  ntlon of  the work  of  the SpiJkenlsse  (NL>  LMA, 
which  extended  It work  to cover  the employment  of  persons with  a ..  ntal 
handicap. 
Promotion  and  social  Integration and  an  Independent  life style for  the  disabled 
at ca.-unity  level  also  took  the  form  of enhanced  cooperation between  services 
and  associations. at  local  level.  Participation  In  the  HELlOS  programme 
Improved  access  to  these and  resulted  In  their support  for  the  launching  of 
Joint  projects a:t  Pelssenberg,  NUrnberg~ Gelsenklrchen  (D),  Portalegre,  Porto 
(P),  Banff,  Dyfedd  (UK)  Slnt-Niklass  (B),  Salamanca  Mostoles  Alava  (E), 
Rhodes1 
Thessalonlkl  (GR)J  Belluno,  Abruzzo  (I) and  Bordeaux  (F).  New  services 
were  a  so created, while  dentlflcatlon of  shared problems  led  to seeking  a 
number  of solutions with  the aid of partners  Incorporated  In  the network  early 
on.  SOme  LMAs  met  on  several  occasions  to  Improve  their staff's ..  stery of 
the process of social  Integration of  the disabled.  The  major  change  brought 
about  by  the HELlOS  progra  ... was  the  very  large degree of  acceptance  by 
professionals,  politicians and  •anagers of  the philosophy of socially 
Integrating  the disabled and  their acknowledgement  of  the necessary conditions 
to achieve  this.  Concrete  lmprov ...  nts at  local,  regional  and  national  level, 
together  with  methodological  consolidation,  therefore proved  possible, either 
through  better multidisciplinary work  by  local  services or  by  establishing  the 
necessary expertise and  services.  In  general,  a  large number  of  projects by 
this network  aimed  at enhancing  the  lnaependence  of  persons with  a  mental 
handicap or  mental  Illness. - 27  -
d)  Experience  transfer  and  lnforaatlon dlss ..  lnatlon 
Local  model  activities  In  the  fleld"of  s~clal  integration and  an  independent 
way  of  life developed  new  approaches  in  a  number  of  directions.  They  exchanged 
and  modified  their  programmes  covering  the  transition period between 
institutional  life and  life  In  the  community,  placing emphasis  on  the 
educational  role of aid  teams  for  the  disabled person and  placed at  their 
disposal  acc~atlon for  transition periods.  The  trends.assoclated with  this 
work  by  LMAs  were  the  progressive closure of  Institutions,  the extension of 
target groups  to  ~re serlous dlsabllltles
1 
matching  Integration to  Individual 
neeas  and  training  the  disabled person  In  ndependent  llvlng.  To  this end, 
local  model  actlvltles condUcted  training  for  their own  staff and  awareness-
enhancement  programmes  for  professionals,  families,  decision-makers  and  public 
opinion. 
Study  visits played  a  key  rote  in  the  dissemination of  this  information and  In 
the network's  scope  for  action,  despite  linguistic problems.  At  national 
level,  there  Is often a  need  for  better understanding and  support of  activities 
conductedi  In  order  to simplify and  facilitate the process of  transferring 
Ideas,  me  hodologtea  and  specific action. 
A number  of  sYMbiotic  links were  established during  the programme  and  these 
could  be  considerably more  widely  exploited at  reglonat  and  national  level. 
Moreover,  the creation of  Joint  projects between  network  members  Is  a  sign of 
the good  cooperation and  good  dissemination system existing within the network. 
e) COnclusions  and  future prospects 
The  LMAs  In  this network  wish  to continue  their  current  approach  to activities 
and  to extend  their  field of action and  their  transnational  cooperation. 
Consolidation of  links and  the  lnvotv ...  nt  of  the  various partners at  local 
level  would  seem  to be  a  primary obJective.  Other  action fields are  the 
strengthening of  legislation, ongoing  Information of  professionals and 
management  and  an  Increase  In  the  number  of  services offered  to  the disabled, 
exploiting the practical  experience gained  by  the  LMAa.  Overt  political  will 
Is vital  to the  lmpl ...  ntatlon of  the  Information  gained by  this Community 
network  together  with all  necessary  resources  (Including employ.ent)  for  the 
social-Integration process.  This  LMA  network<igotrlbutea  to  the  l~lementation 
of  the Council  Resolution of  21  December  1981  J  by  promoting  action at  local 
level  to eliminate physical  and  a  soclo-psychotoglcal  barriers.  To  this end, 
It  has  concentrated  Ita activities on  Independent  life styles  (housing,  hOme 
help,  mobility,  accessibility and  transport)  and  wherever  possible devoted  Its 
attention to promoting  other  services associated with  vocational  training, 
employment,  social  activities and  leisure pursuits. 
2.2.3  Specific action concerning an  Independent  way  of  life 
The  annex  to the Decision establishing the  HELlOS  programme<26)  calls for  the 
Implementation of  a  special  programme  to promote  an  Independent  way  of  life, 
which  covers  the  following  ftetas: 
-mobility and  transport· 
-access to public buildings and  services  (Including cultural  and  leisure); 
-housing,  Including equipment  and  home  help  to allow  Independent  living  In 
one's own  home. 
(25)  OJ  c 3~7 of  31  December  1981,  p.  1 
(26)  Decision 88/231/EEC,  OJ  L 104,  p.  42,  List  of  Specific Actions,  b) - 28  -
a) Objective of  the progra..a 
The  aim  of  the  special  programme  was  to promote  model  projects carried out  In 
these  fields within  the Member  States each  year.  In  order  to select and 
recommend  these successful  projects.  the  COmmission  awarded  prizes on  the  basis 
of  the  findings of  a  jury and  an  additional  assessment.  These  non-monetary 
prizes were  awarded  on  the occasion of  a  conference or  exhibition on  promoting 
an  Independent  way  of  life for  the  disabled.  The  programme  needed  to have  a 
coherent objective and  approach  and  to benefit  from  regular  promotion.  Because 
of  force of circumstances  In  the  form  of  the Gulf  War.  the  1991  award  ceremony 
had  to be  postponed  until  1982.  These  conferences were  attended by 
representatives of  LMAs.  members  of  the  Liaison Group  and  the Dialogue  Group. 
together  with  the winners  and  members  of  Independent.  International  juries 
appointed  by  the Commission. 
b)  ProcedUre  and  aelectlon criteria 
candidates were  proposed  by  nine dlsabled-peraons'  organisations within  the 
Liaison Group  and  by  one  government  expert  for  each  we-ber  State.  Each  of 
these nine disabled-persons'  organisations could put  forward  a  no.lnatlon of 
the  three categories of prizes (I.e. a  total  of  27  nominations each  year). 
Each  govern.ent  expert  could put  forward  two  nominations  for  each  of  the  three 
categories (I.e. at  total  of 72  nominations  each  year). 
The  juries comprised  12  leading experts  Cone  for  each  Member  State)  from  the 
fields of  architecture.  town  planning.  rehabilitation.  sociology.  transport. 
psychology  and  law.  These  juries produced  a  short  list of  the above 
candidates.  It  was  felt essential  that  the members  of  the  jury should  be 
sponsored  by  International  organisations representing or  comprising disabled 
personal  with  the additional  support of professionals.  Institutions or 
unlvers ties.  Criteria for  jury me.bershlp  therefore  Included: 
-a specialised professional  qualification: 
-a disabled familY  -.mber or  pereonal  knowledge  of disability; 
a  high  reputation within one's own  profession· 
-having contributed within that  profession to the  promotion of an  Independent 
way  of  life at  national,  European  or  International  level. 
Finally,  the composition of  the  jury had  to reflect  the  Interests of users and 
of  professionals  In  the  three award  categories.  The  chairman of  the  jury had  to 
be  experienced  In  the asses  ...  nt of projects and  In  the role of assisting the 
Jury  In  reaching  Its verdict. 
Accordingly,  each  year  saw  the  nomination of a  hundred  project  promoters.  each 
of  whom  was  asked  to fill  In  a  pre-selection form  and  to host  •rapporteurs• so 
that  their  proJects could  be  examined  In situ.  Participation  In  this special 
progr .... (also referred to as a  co.petltlon) was  open  to  local  model 
actlvltles. disabled-persons'  organisations.  companies  and  to private or  public 
organisations. 
To  be  eligible,  proJects had  to: 
-have a  reputation  for  commitment  and  success  In  Implementing  a  policy of 
equal  opportunities and  choice  In  the field of  an  Independent  way  of  llfef· 
-be unique  and  Innovative  and  be  carried out  and/or  begin operations dur  ng 
the  three years preceding  the  year  In  which  the prize was  awarded· 
-have ..  de  an  obvious  contribution to the  social  Integration of  the disabled 
and  the  promotion of an  Independent  way  of  life; 
-represent a  model  for  similar  projects  In  other  Community  regions. 
The  Incentives offered to the  candidates were: 
-that their  project  wo•tld  exhibited and  recognised,  thus  giving  It  publicity 
at  European  level; - 29  -
-scope  for  building up  their  knowledge  of  an  independent  way  of  I ife  by 
visiting award-wlnn1ng  promoters; 
- enhanc.-ent  of  their status  a~~ position  in  their  own  country  and 
consolidation of  their  pioneer  and  Innovative activities; 
-more powerful  promotion of  an  Independent  way  of  life as  a  fully-fledged 
field  throughout  the  COmmunity; 
The  projects presented sometimes  showed  that  limited  financial  resources were 
not  necessarily an  obstacle  to the pioneer  or  the  Innovator  and  that  there was 
not  always  a  clear correlation between  the  level  of  funding  and  the  value of 
the  project.  Sources of  funding  for  projects were  varied,  Including: 
-private funding  through  subscriptions or  donations after  a  publicity 
campaign; 
-funding from  central  government,  local  authorities or  semi-state 
organisation•; 
-funding and  responsibility shared between  central  government,  local 
authorltlel and  leMI-state organisations; 
-mixed public and  private funding. 
A project was  described as small  If  the "total  cost  did not  exceed  35  000  ECU. 
c) E1per lence shared and  cone luslons 
The  successful  projects revealed a  high  level  of  detailed attention paid  to the 
disabled and  to  the encouragement  of  independence  and  self-confidence,  together 
with  keenne1s  to establish mutual  cooperation  to solve  their  Integration 
difficulties.  These  projects highlighted  the diversity of possible solutions, 
depending  on  cultural  attitudes and  socio-economic  conditions,  together  with 
the  Interlinking of  the award  categories.  This was  because  an  lnaependent  life 
style can only  ~e achieved by  comblnlng  the workplace  and  an obstacle-free 
living environment  so that disabled persons can move  aboUt  and  live  there 
freely.  The ..  lectlon process also showed  that  It  was  not  always  easy  to 
classify the no.lnated projects within an  appropriate category.  Accordingly, 
It would  be  advisable to  Increase  the number  of  fields  for  which  prizes are 
awarded. 
Two  municipal  organisations won  several  prizes:  the  Patronats Municipals de 
Dlamlnults  de  Barcelona won  prizes  In  all  categories  In  1989  while  the  same 
year  the eom.1ttee on  Housing,  Transportation and  Technical  Aids,  Copenhagen, 
obtained  two  prizes  In  the categories  •Access  to public buildings and 
facilities•  and  •Housing  Clnclualng material  and  personal  support)•. 
Incidentally,  the maJority of prizes went  to private associations  (40  awards), 
followed  by  .unlclpa11tles  (17  awards),  public organisations  (11  awards), 
private companies  (10 awards)  and  local  or  regional  bodies  (8  awards).  Some 
Member  States had  prize-winning organisations,  services or  Institutions  In  all 
award  categories each  year:  Denmart,  Germany,  Spain,  the  Netherlands  and  the 
United  Kingdom.  Finally, one  should mention of  the  network  of  centres and 
projects of  vocational  training and  local  model  activities which  obtained a 
prize:  these were  the city of  Gelsenklrchen (D- LMA  Ill),  the  local  model 
activity at Alava  (E- LMA  111) 1  the Pa.eiJer  Foundation  (NL- Rehabilitation 
Centres  Net~k) and  the city OT  Rhodes  CGR- LMA  Ill). - 30  -
In  the  "Mobility  and  Transport"  category,  there were  a  wide  range  of  successful 
projects.  A number  were  "across-the-board"  solutions, others were  limited  to 
specific groups  or  even  to  IndividUals.  The  promoters  within this category 
often encountered difficulties  In  convincing  the public  that  disabled persons 
were  also entitled to participate  In  society's activities.  The  special 
programme  on  an  Independent  life style therefore highlighted the  need  to raise 
awareness  and  to  Inform  the  public about  the  needs  of  t~e disabled,  even  If 
these comprise  but  a  minority social  group.  The  maJority of  award-winning 
proJects  In  this category  concerned  Integrated transport  plans  to make  a  number 
of  types of  public  transport .ore accessible or  to enhaftce  the accessibility of 
a  particular  transport mode.  Other  prizes were  awarded  for  projects concerning 
access  to tourl .. Cthe  publishing of Braille guides or  city •aps).  sport  and 
the  furnllhlng of services or  green  zones. 
In  the  •Public buildings and  facilities• category,  a  growing  number  of  public 
and  private bodies  of  different Member  States have  constructed buildings 
accessible  to the disabled.  Nevertheless,  the clients and  architects sometimes 
failed  to contult either  the  Interested persons or  their  colleagues with 
greater  experience  In  this field.  Yost  of  the prizes were  awaraed  to proJects 
enhancing  the accessibility and  an  Independent  life style of a  category of 
disabled pareons or  Involving  the provision of  appropriate cultural,  sports or 
leisure facilities.  Other  prizewinners concerned  the accessibility of public 
transport,  air  travell  buildings used  for  education or  vocational  training,  the 
adaptation of  private  yoooewned  bUildings or  the preparation of  a  guide  to an 
accessible environment. 
In  the  •Housing•  category,  a  large number  of  remarkable  projects were  put 
forward,  varying  from  architectural  modifications  to the needs of  dally  life 
and  an  accessible environment.  The  Juries took  Into account  cultural, economic 
and  social  aspects which  had  Influenced  the promoters'  schemes  within their  own 
countries.  A large  number  of  the prizes were  awarded  to the projects dealing 
with  the  renovation,  adaptation or  construction of  housing which  favoured  an 
Independent  dally  life for  a  nu.bar of categories of  the atsablad,  as well  as 
to projects concerning appropriate ..  aaures  to help specific and  severe cases 
of disability.  Other  proJects  to encourage  the coordination of  local  services 
or  the  Integration and  participation of  t~e disabled within  local  life also won 
awards  In  this category. 
Finally,  It must  be ..  phaslsed  that  the  publicity engendered  by  the award  of 
these prizes  In  the  various categories has  proved  very  effective:  a  number  of 
prizewinners  received  requests  for  lnforaatlon or  details about  their project, 
with a  view  to applying  these  In  siMilar projects.  Work  specifically on  an 
Independent  life style as part of  the  HELlOS  programme  has  therefore 
contributed to .edifying the environMent  for  the disabled and  to aiding  the 
transfer  and  exchange  of experience proved  auccetsful  In  a  number  of cltles 
within the MeMber  States. 
In  the eyes of  the  public,  the  award-winning  projects show  sch ...  s  carried out 
to help  the disabled as well  as  the scope  for  adapting  the  envlr~nt to their 
needs,  while  combating  preJudices with  regard  to the  ll•ltatlons on  their 
Independent  life style.  Pra.otars' motivations varied widely- either  to 
ensure that greater attention was  paid to the needs  of  the disabled as 
consu..rs or  to enhance  public awareness of an  accessible  envlr~t.  The 
progra  ... of  prizes  for  specific schemes  In  the  field of  an  Independent  life 
style therefore comprises  an  essential  aspect of  the dissemination of  positive 
experiences within the eo..unlty and  must  be  continued and  extended  to other 
fields  In  order  to  Increase  Its  IMPact.  In  this context,  one  could consider  a 
travelling video-film exhibition of  these sch ...  a  passing  through  the  rural  or 
urban areas of  the  co.muntty,  together  with  the establishment of  a  resource 
centre  to encourage  education ana greater  awareness  In  this field so beneficial 
to the disabled.  The  conferences at which  the prizes were  awarded  can  also be 
regarded as  successful.  Participants described  them  as very  useful  and 
Informative. - 31  -
2.2.4. Cooperation at European  level  between  aaaoclatlona run  by  or  for 
dlaabled people  . 
a)  Developlleftta 
The  HELlOS  progra.-e aet  aa  Ita obJective  to continue,  and  where  necessary 
e1tend,  eom.unlt~_support to the  European  cooperation of  non-gover~tal 
organisations  (NGO)In  the fields of  vocational  tralnl"l and  rehabilitation, 
eco~lc lnt~ft~on. aoclal  Integration and  an  lndeaeftOent  way  of  life for 
disabled people  27J.  In  or~r to achieve  this obJectlve,  the CO..Iselon has 
Made  It a  priority to cooperate with  Europe-wide  organlntlone run  by or  for 
the  dl ..  bled Which  repr ...  nt  particular disabilities or  lntettatlon fleldl. 
These  European organlaatlons,  Which  are responsible  for  repreeentlng to the 
greatest poaelble extent  the  lnter ..  ts of  the disabled at ftltlenal  ind European 
level,  have  to co.ply with  the  fotlowl~ cooperation criteria and  prJ~Itles, 
drawn  up  In  cooperatlon with  the organisations th-elves during  the  HELlOS 
progra  .... 
-They .uat r.,re  ..  nt disabled people or  their  f ..  lllea and,  If  DOSslble, 
profesalons dealinG with  the rehabilitation or  lnt-.ratlon of  the dtsabted, 
-Have dtUbted people active  In  the  leadership and  Mftl.,_.nt of  the 
organisation'• activities. 
- ~r  I• reprHentat lve  nat tonal  asaoclat lone  within  the twelve  Mellber 
States. 
-Be run  by  a  European  ~lttee elected d..ocratlcally by  the  r~e  ..  ntatlves 
of  national  aaaoclattons. 
The  CO..If8lon haa  drawn  up  priorities for  cooperation and  participation  In  the 
HELlOS  proar .... tn  order  to deSignate  the nine dlaabled-peraona• 
repreaentatlvn  Invited to aublllt  proposals u  part of the Liaison Group<H>. 
The  repr..-ntatlves of  theae organisations are therefore consulted by  the 
COlli Inion on  policy  lnltlatlvea and  apeclf lc act ton  undertaken  ciUr lng  the 
Progr- and  have  thUs  'artlclpatecl  In  the establls-.rtt of a  Cc.unlty policy 
for  the cHM&tled.  Thla  r  ght  to participate wu asaoclatecl with the following. 
reaponslbltltl ..  : 
-organising ...  lnars and  conferencea1 
particularly as preparation for  policy 
lnltlatlves by  the CO..Isslon and  d s ...  lnatlng both  lnfor ..  tlon and 
aucceaaful  experiences at ca ..  unlty  level· 
- aublllUtng an  annual  progr.- of activities ellglbe. for  CO.tulon fundlngi 
- aut.~  ttftla-to the CGI*Iaslon  technical  Haftf'es approved  by  ae  targe aa 
poulble a proportiOn of nattonal  HIOC'Iatlona· 
- pr0110t IIJQ  ao  e1cttange of  lnfor.at ton  and  ex"r  fence  at nat tonal  and  European 
level  wlttt var lous organa..attona and  associ at lona  not  directly  lnvelvecl  In 
the  HELlOS"~-:  -regularly contributing to the editorial  content of  the HELlOS  .agazlne. 
In  this way,  the HELlOS  progr- for  the flrat ta••• It poeslble to 
Involve dlnltlecl-peraoM' organlut lone  In  carr an tty act I  vi tau. National 
dlaablect-peraons•  organlutlone wre  Invited by  their luropan orpnJsat lone  to 
reaerve a -.cuon of  ttwtr l*ltllcatlons for  ca ..  llnlty actlvltl ..  on behalf of 
the dteu·••· Morener, ·thai*e to the C:O.Iaeton•a eupoort.  EW"OCtNn 
oroanlaatiON. •re ••• to create publications specifically deVoted to 
activit lea on  a  Eur~  acale. 
(27)  Decision  81/231/EEC~ Article 3d) 
(28)  Decision  88/231/EE~. Article 7 b) - 32  -
Woreover 1 
In  order  to ensure balanced  representati~S>of  the  various categories 
of  the  d sabled and  of  varying  national  realities<  ,  the  Commission  has 
established a  Dialogue  Group  of  30  disabled-persons'  organisations.  These 
organisations are able  to appoint  a  representative  to  the Liaison Group  In  the 
form  of  an  organisation representative of  their disability category or 
specialised  Integration field. 
Depending  on  their main  Interests and  the  topic being  addressed,  these 
organisations within  the Liaison Group  and  the  Dialogue  Group  have  been  Invited 
by  the ComMission  to participate actively  In  conferences.  seminars,  study 
visits and  training sessions carried out  within  the  framework  of  the  network  of 
vocational  training centres and  projects and  of  LMAs.  Very  few  such 
organisations were 1  however,  able  to participate  In  these activities:  out  of 
the 30  members  of  the Dialogue  Group,  two  organisations or  their  national 
associations  took  part  In  LMA  seminars  and  four  attended meetings of  the 
centres'  network.  Moreover,  only eight  took  part  In  study  visits organised by 
these networks. 
The  principal  activities organised by  disabled-persons'  organisations 
themselves were  conferences  and  seminars  •.  One  should emphasise  here  that  these 
activities  Involved  all  Member  States and  a  large  number  of disability 
categories.  For  example,  18~ working  meetings were  funded  In  1991  as part of 
activities by  disabled-persona•  organisations.  921  of  these activities were 
seminars and  801  Involved  study visits.  17X  of  these conferences and  seminars 
were  organised  In  France  171  In  Germany,  13X  In  the  United  Kingdom  some  11X 
In  the Netherlands  and  ~2x  In  the other  eight  Member  States.  In  addition,  a 
wide  range  of other activities received Commission  funding,  such  as  research 
the  publlcatlon of  Journals  and  assessment,  technlcal-asslatance and  external-
cooperation activities. 
b)  Difficulties 
Europe-wide  disabled-persona'  organisations were  Invited  to participate for  the 
first  time  In  European  cooperation activities as part of  the  HELlOS  programme. 
Although  some  ca.plled  In  every  respect  with  their obligations, others  ~ad some 
Initial difficulties  In  making  the transition to this  level  of cooperation. 
There  was  only  ll•lted participation by  disabled-persona'  organisations  In  LMAs 
and  In  the centres'  network.  ua.bera of  the  Dialogue  Group  took  virtually no 
part  In  these actlvltea, while -..bars of  the Llalson Group  were  not  always 
Invited  to  the seminars  and  conferences corresponding  to their disability 
category or  to their  Integration field.  Reservations on  the part of certain 
LMAa  reduced  their  scope  for  participating  In  the activities of  the  HELlOS 
programme. 
Moreover,  the Commission  had  Invited Europe-wide  disabled-persons' 
organisations to get  In  contact  with  local I  regional  or  national  associations. 
In  order  to stl.ulate their  participation  n  local  model  activities within 
their  local  coordination committees  The  European  organisations within  the 
Liaison Group  therefore contacted  the  LMAa  In  the  corresponding disability 
category or  Integration field,  taking  Into account  factors such  as  their 
geographical  distribution and  scope  for  Involvement.  They  sometimes  experienced 
difficulty  In  obtaining  lnfor•atlon on  the  local  or  national  associations 
eligible to participate  In  local  coordination committees.  -
(29)  Decision 88/231/EEC,  Article 7  b) - 33  -
Of  the  80  LMAs  Involved  In  the  HELlOS  programme,  59  repl led  to  a  Questionnaire 
sent  by  the org,nls•tlons belonging  to  the  Liaison Group.  51  of  these  59  LMAs 
had  set  up  a  local  coordination committee  usually  featuring  both  public 
organisations and  private  Institutions.  3S  Included  a  local  or  regional 
disabled-persons'  organisation  In  their  local  coordination committee.  One 
should  point  out  that certain LMAs  which  had  cooperated with  disabled-persons· 
organisations  In  the context  of  the  local  coordination committee  had  also 
established contacts with other  disabled-persons'  organisations outside  this 
structure  (21  LMAs  In  all).  Finally,  despite  the  absence  of  a  local 
coordination committee  In  some  LMAs  or  the  absence  on  such  committees of 
disabled-persons'  organlsatlons1  10  LMAs  had  been  In  contact  with disabled-
persons'  organisations outside  these committees. 
Although  disabled persons  and  their  friends  and  relatives  had  been  particularly 
active  In  certain LMAs,  an  analysis of  this Questionnaire nevertheless shows 
that  representation of  the disabled,  and  consequently  their opinion and  needs, 
had  not  always  been  sufficiently taken  Into account  by  the  LMAs  operating under 
the  HELlOS  programme. 
With  regard  to activities organised by  disabled-persons'  organisations 
themselves  as part of  the  HEllOS  programme,  all  the  European  organisations were 
In  a  position to state their opinion on  the priority  to be  given  to 
conferences,  semlnars1  study visits or other  European  cooperation activities 
submitted  by  them  to  the Commission  for  funding  on  the basis of  their  annual 
activity programme  corresponding  to their disability category or  Integration 
field.  In  particular,  the conferences and  seminars organised by  members  of  the 
Liaison Group  and  the Dialogue  Group  resulted  In  the preparation of  codes  of 
good  practice and  the  formulation of  approaches which  could serve as  the  basis 
for  preparing policy  In  such  significant  fields as: 
-the link  between  ageing  and  disability and  the  respective  trends  In  the 
Member  States  (Florence  I;  EUROLINK-AGE,  1990); 
-the habitat of mentally-handicapped adults  In  Europe  and  the ethical  problems 
associated particularly with  bio-medical  research  (Dublin,  IAL;  International 
League  of Societies for  Persons with Mental  Handicap- European  Association. 
1991); 
-the legal  status of  disabled persons  throughout  their  life  In  the European 
Community  and  necessary changes  In  long-term  care  (Milan,  I;  Mobil lty 
International.  1990). 
Analysis of activities carried out  by  disabled-persons'  organisations at  local, 
regional,  national  or  European  level  and  funded  by  the Commission  shows  that: 
-activities funded  In  1991  concerned  (In order of  Importance)  hearing, 
medlcall  mentall  visual  and  communication  dlsabllltlel, mental  Illness and 
motor  d aablllt es· 
-with regard to disabled-persons'  organisations specialised  In  a  particular 
Integration field,  community  funding  was  provided  for  activities related  to 
mobility,  education,  creativity, medical  and  functional  rehabilitation 
tourism,  sport,  preventlon1  aid to the young  and  old and,  flnally1  to  legal 1  economic  and  social  protection,  vocational  training and  employment.  One  must 
nevertheless stress that  some  cross-sectional  topics such  as employment  and 
vocational  training were  tackled by  activities funded  by  the Commission  and 
carried out  by  organisations specialised  In  a  particular disability category. - 34  -
Attention shOuld  also be  drawn  to tho  studlos1  specialised publications, 
experimental  proJects and  reaearch carried out  by  disabled-persons' 
organisations during  the  HELlOS  programme.  Examples  Include  the  documentation 
In  Braille publlshea by  the  European  Association for  the Blind  (UEA),  the 
foreign-language  teaching seminars organised  by  the  European  COmmunity  Regional 
Secretariat of  the World  Federation of  the Deaf  <ECAS)  the  Interpreting 
services offered  by  the  European  Community  Deaf  and  Blind Secretariat  <ECDBS) 
and  the  tralnlng-eethods workshops  In  the  five  new  Linder  In  Germany  organised 
by  the  European  Association  for  Special  Education  (EASE). 
All  of  these activities,  though  Initially aimed  at  rehabilitation and 
Integration professionals,  were  subsequently directed  Increasingly at  the 
dlsa~led and  their  fa•llles.  · 
Participation by  disabled-persons'  organisations  In  the activities of 
rehabilitation centres and  LMAa  alao gave  them  an  opportunity  to put  forward 
their policy on  a  toptc or  to contribUte  the first-hand experiences of disabled 
persons.  Th ..  atlc s ..  inara beca ..  more  effective where  disabled-Persons' 
organtaatlona and  network ..-bera were  able  to coapare  their  respective 
experiences and  work  In  an  Integration field.  An  example  In  the  field of school 
Integration was  the conference at Cagllarl  (I;  1989)  at which  representatives 
of  the European  Parents'  Association  (EPA)  and  of  the Confederation of  Family 
Organisations  In  the European  Community  (COFACE)  put  forward  their point of 
view. 
With  regard  to econo.lc and  vocational  Integration,  certain European 
organisations were  able  to contribute their experience  to  the seminars at  Worms 
on  rehabilitation ayat ... and  reen~r In  the  labour  market  In  the  European 
COmMunity  CD;  AI-ECA,  1988),  Blrml  am  on  the vocational  training of  the blind 
and  partially sighted  (UK;  UEA-1990,  Ao.e  on  Integrated cooperatlvea for  the 
eaployment  of  the ..  ntally handicapped  (I;  ILSMH-1890),  Aotterd ..  1  Maastricht 
(Nl)  and  Dublin  CIAL)  on  the .-ployment opportunities for  the Mntally  111  on 
the open  labour ..  rket  (EAC  - WFWH- 1989, ·1880)  and  Valencia,  on  the  training 
and  vocational  Integration of  the deaf  CE;  ECAS- 1Q90). 
In  the field of  social  Integration,  COFACE  participated  In  the  thematic seminar 
In  Paris (F)  on  the ageing of  the mentally handicapped  (1880). 
All  these ...  lnars ..  ae  It  ~atble to exchange  information or experience with 
professionals or  technical  experts  In  the fields of  rehabilitation and 
Integration.  They  gave  disabled-persons'  organisations an  opportunity to pass 
on  their knowledGe  of  the difficulties encountered by  the disabled,  to 
highlight objectlves or ..  Jor  trends and  to encourage  the  IntrodUction of  a 
compre~enalve policy at  local,  regional,  national  and  Community  level. 
With  regard  to the specific action under  the HELlOS  progTa--. to encourage  an 
Independent  life style for  the disabled,  a  tar" number  of disabled-persons' 
organisations put  forward  model  ac~s In  the fields of  Independent  life 
styles,  technical  aida and  employment.  The  following  are some  proJects  for 
which  disabled-persona'  organisations won  awards: 
- Installing appropriate ca.munlcatlons equipment  in  housing  to allow the 
Integration of persona with  a  hearing  1-.palntent  (Association AMplitude- F-
Aasoclaeao Portuguen de  SOrdOs  - P - 1818); 
-Integration of  the blind  In  an open  envlr~nt (Association Lux.-bourgeolae 
des  Aveuglea- L - 1188); 
- acceaalblllty study of  the city of Athens  (Spastics Society- GR- 1990); 
- fitting out  the CharlerQI  Exhibition Centre as a  multi-aport  coaplex  for  the 
disabled  (Entente Caroloreglenne pour  Ia  Promotion  du  Sport  et des Lolslrs pour 
Handlcap6a- B- 1900); 
-organisation of a  transport  system  and  activities  In  many  Integration fields 
for  several  categories of  the disabled  In  Catalonia  (Federaclon  ae 
Assoclaclones de  Mlnusvalldos  de  Ia  Autonomla  Catalana- E- 1991). - 35  -
Moreover,  certain members  of  the Liaison Group  took  an  active part  In  drafti~g 
Community  poltcy  Initiatives for  the  Integration of  the  disabled  In  a  number  of 
very  spec1flc fields: 
-amendments  to driving  licences  (ECRS); 
- fiscal  harmonisation of  VAT  and  conseQuences  for  the disabled and  their 
organisations  (EBU)· 
-psychiatric reform  In  Greece  and  more  particularly  the situation of  the  L'ros 
hospital  (ERC-WFMH); 
-Resolution of  the  European  Parliament  on  official  recognition of sign 
language  In  the  European  COmmunity  (ECRS).  ~ 
Disabled-persons'  organisations within  the Liaison Group  were  also consulted 
with  reference  to the Conmunlty  Charter  of  Fundamental  Social  Rights  for 
Workers  and  concerning  the draft Directive on  the mobility and  transport  of 
persona with  a  mobility  Impairment. 
Finally, activities undertaken by  certain disabled-persons'  organisations on  a 
European  scale have  had  a  significant  Impact  beyond  the OOmnunlty.  Some 
European  organisations have  ~een a  model for  the creation of structures  In 
other  parts of  the world.  One  e1ample  Ia  the European  Secretariat of  the World 
Federation for  Mental  Health  (WFYH) 1  which  Inspired  the North  American  Regional 
Council,  while  the European  Aaaocla11on  of  the  International  League  of 
SOcieties for  the Mentally Handicapped  (ILSMH)  led  to a  similar association 
being  founded  In  Latin America.  On  the other  hand,  certain organisations such 
as  t~e European  Secretariat of  the Disabled Peoples'  International  were  able  to 
exploit  the prestige of  their world  organisation to undertake activities at 
European  level.  MOreover,  the example  offered by  the policy on  education  for 
deaf  children  (ECRS),  which  achieved  consensus  throughout  the MeMber  States, 
could be  the basis for  discussions aimed  at extra-coinunlty application. 
Official  recognition of  sign  languages  In  the European  co.munlty by  the 
European  Parll ...  nt also encouraged  the World  Federation for  the Deaf  to 
promote  sign  language  at  International  level,  particularly  In  the  fra.ework  of 
the United Nations. 
d)  Experience  transfer and  lnfor•tlon dls  ...  lnatlon 
The  HELlOS  programme  highlighted the work  of  private organisations and  aided 
the  launch of structures or activities not  previously existing  In  certain 
Member  States,  thanks  to  the know-how  and  e1perlence of  European  disabled-
persona'  organisations.  The  European  dimension of  th  ..  e  organisations also 
made  It possible to extend at eo.munlty  level  the  pol~cles for  the  Integration 
of  the disabled and  to •ake these sche.es more  effective  In  coordinating 
activities dealing with a  single topic.  With  regard  to the  HORIZON  Initiative, 
for  exa~le, meMbers  of  the Liaison Group  and  Dialogue  ~oup lnfor ..  d potential 
partners  through  their  national  associations and  alaed  the  preparation of 
transnational  cooperation proJects particularly  In  the fields of staff training 
for  rehabilitation and  educatlon  In  new  technologies,  training  In  the 
sheltered-..ploy.ent sector, •lcro-co.puter distance  training,  the  training of 
sign-language  Interpreters, etc. 
Members  of  the Liaison Group  regularly contributed their  proposals and  comRents 
on  the subJect of  the  develo~nt of  the  HANDYNET  system and  the collection of 
national  data,  In  the  form  of  Information sent on  by  their  national 
associations.  some  organisations such  as Mobility  {nternatlonal  (WI)  or  the 
European  Association for  Special  Education  (EASE)  have  played a  role right  from 
the start of  the  HANDYNET  system.  Moreover,  the ComMission's  funding  of 
coordination and  expertise expenses  Incurred  by  the  Liaison Group  aaae  It 
possible  for  them  to disseminate  Information  among  the members  of  the Dialogue 
Group. - 36  -
Finally,  many  organisations produce  an  Information  bulletin or  journal  through 
which  they  can  c~annel  to their members  (disabled persons or  persons working 
with  them)  and  to their  national  organisations news  on  developments,  techniques 
and  trials  In  their  field,  policy  Information  or  specific  Information 
concerning  their  category of  disability~ together  with  a  general  overview of 
activities carried out  within  the  HELlO~ programme.  Although  they  did  not 
contribute sufficiently to  the editorial  content of  the  HELlOS  magazine, 
European  disabled-persons'  organisations made  a  maJor  contribution  In  enhancing 
public awareness  In  the Member  States with  regard  to  the wide  range  of  aspects 
Involved  In  the  Integration of  the disabled. 
e)  Conclusions and  future prospects 
The  HELlOS  programme  made  It possible  for  disabled-persons'  organisations  to 
strengthen their structures and  their mutual  links at  Community  level.  Closer 
cooperation must  be  sought  between  the  local  or  national  disabled-persons' 
organisations and  the participants  In  Community  networks.  Against  this 
background,  evaluation of  the work  and  projects conducted  will  have  to be 
Intensified.  alongside an  Increase  In  the  resources committed  to coordination 
and  experience  transfer. 
In  addition  an  extension of  the  HELlOS  programme  Is  needed  at  the  pre-school 
and  higher  levels of education with  regard  to school  Integration,  as well  as at 
the  levels of  prevention.  early  Intervention and  functional  rehabilitation. 
The  disabled-persons•  organisations want  to see  the  HANDYNET  system  continuing 
Ita operations.  Some  of  them  are also concerned  by  the situation of  the 
disabled  In  central  and  eastern Europe.  Finally.  the Commission  has  created a 
unit  charged  with  cooperating with  the disabled-persona organisations. 
providing  technical  assistance and  acting as  the contact  organisation at 
Community  level  for  disabled persons. 
2.2.5.  Access  to creativity. aport  and  tourl .. 
a)  Devel~nts 
The  development  of organisations  Involved  In  sporting and  creative activities 
for  the disabled  Is  a  reflection of  the  Importance  of  these activities  In  the 
life of disabled persona. 
In  this context.  the Commission  (assisted by  experts)  has,  since the beginning 
of  1889  undertaken  the coordination between  Member  States of activities  In 
these diverse fields and  has  provided  funding  for  events or  projects designed 
to give  the disabled greater access  to creativity,  aport  and  tourism.  The 
~~%f~891a:::po~Y:~:t~r:l!~e!~11~~~y~ef~rd~=~~~=~P=~~~;~~~n~~~}!~~. 
In  the fie d of creativity.  Each  year.  EUCREA  acta  together with  a  sponsor  to 
carry out  Ita progr .... of  bursaries awarded  to artists (both disabled and 
able-bodied)  and  to therapists.  Each  sponsor  undertakes  to contribute 
25  000  ECU,  co.prlalng the  award  of  bursaries of  3  000  ECU  and  the appropriate 
media  support. 
b)  Difficulties 
Obtaining subsidies,  seeking public recognition and  the pursuit of different 
obJectives can  engender  a  certain degree of  rivalry within  the  same  field of 
activity.  Some  organisations have  tried to carry out  similar events at  the 
same  time  In  the same  field,  highlighting the  need  for  coordination at  European 
level. 
Given  that  some  10X of  the  population of  the  Member  States are disabled.  one 
must  stress their  relatively  low  level  of participation as active members  of 
sports or  creative organisations  for  the  disabled. 
(30)  This  European  association was  founded  In  December  1987 at Seville,  on  the 
occasion of  the  second  European  conference  on  the  creativity of  the 
disabled,  and  comprises  a  national  committee  in  each  Member  State. - 37  -
Finally  until  society as a  whole  becomes  truly aware  of  the  Importance  of 
creatlvl.ty  anc;t  aport  for  the  disabled,  substantial  resources will  probably  not 
be  made  available  to  them. 
In  the  field of  tourism,  the British Tourist  Board,  In  cooPeration with  the 
Commission,  organised a  European  conference  In  March  1881  entitled •Tourism  for 
a11•.  Thla  conference  focuaed  particularly on  the  touriat  Industry and  the 
scope  for  providing an  efficient service for  disabled persons,  rather  than 
social  services or disabled-persona'  organisations.  · 
c >  Poe I tl  ve  Ccr•un lty  I  nf hlence 
Analysts of  the progr..-e of events and  projects  funded  by  the Commission 
reveals a  significant  Increase  In  the number  of  proJects  funded  over  the course 
of  the progr ..... 
Between  1088 and  18011 
between  7  and  1Q  aport• proJects received eo..unlty 
funding.  The  proport on  of  truly aport lng  events flaa  shown  a  ateady growth, 
reaching 78 on average  for  that  period.  In  addition to the  ParaiY~~Ctlc GaMs 
for  the Mntally taancllcapped  specIfic aport ing  events such  aa aalllng and 
water-akllng  for  the physically handicapped,  football  for  the deaf  ana  cycling 
for  the blind could be subsidised.  The  Colnlaalon has also supported work  such 
as  the collection of  lnfor•atlon on  creativity and  sport  for  the disabled,  the 
production of a  promotional  film covering sporting activities at  European  level 
and  the organisation of  conferences or  s ..  lnars. 
With  regard to creativity and  therapy projects for  the disabled,  8  subsidies 
were  granted  In  1888,  for  International  arts ..  etlnga or  events  In  the  fields 
of .ualc,  theatre and  dance,  as well  as exhlbltlona of paintings, or activities 
using new  technologies as a MaM of expreaalon,  lnt..-atlon and  therapy.  The 
C:O.laalon has alao atl.ulated the organisation of ._lnars such  as  •.ualc and 
.ov..ent•  (1888-1111,  Velte  Amt  - DK),  or  •creativity and  lnteoratlon of  the 
disabled•  (1110/1H1.  ~  os Spyr I  don,  GR).  Var loua  Eur9f)ean  events have 
encouraged ...  tinge between  disabled and  able-bodied arttata and  ~lghllghted 
the creat lve ablllt lea of all  d.laabled  people,  part lcular ly  those with a  Mntal 
handicap. 
Whatever  the  nature of  the proJects funded,  analysts by  country  reveals that 
Belglu. and  the united Kl~dom are well  to  the fore,  followed  by  the  Federal 
Republic of Geraany  and  the Netherlands  In  the caae of creative activities and 
by  Portugal  with  ref.,.ence to sports.  One  bUrsary  per  country has also been 
granted  ~Y EUCREA1  In  cooperation with  Very  Special  Arts and  laY-Europe 
respectively for  the per loda  1888-1Q80 and  1Q80-1881,  these awards  going  to 
persona uklng an  exceptional  contribution to the  develoP~Mnt of artlstlc 
creativity among  the disabled. 
Apart  fro. the  lncrean  In  the nullber  of proJects  funded I ca-.tnl  ty act ion  has 
also contr lbuted to the strengthening of a  nu.ber of  nat onal  oryantaat Ions. 
An  lncreaae  In  the ...-er of active llellbera  In  leisure organlaat ona  Ia  also a 
reflection of  the growing  Interest  shown  In  creativity ana  sports by  disabled 
people  t~elves. 
Creative expression and  participation  In  sporting events bavs also contributed 
to the proaotlon and  development  of a  poaltlve  1-.ge of  the disabled ..eng the 
public at  large.  Broadcasting of  sporting or artistic events have  played a  key 
role  In  this  r~ard.  In  Greece  for  exa.ple,  the entire population waa  able  to 
watch  on  televlelon an  International  basketball  tourn  ...  nt which  highlighted 
the participation of  disabled sportsmen.  Similarly(  the Spanish press covered 
the  youth  sports feetlval  over  a  three week  period  n  suaner  1991. - 38  -
d)  Conclusions and  future prospects 
One  must  emphasise  the much  greater  awareness  there  is  now  of  the  beneficial 
effects for  the  disabled of creativity,  sport  and  tourism as  therapeutic  tools, 
leisure activities,  sources of  personal  development  and  Job  opportunities. 
Sport  has  proved  to be  an  •ef§'Dtlonal  form  of  communication  between  the 
peoples of  the entire world•  1,  encouraging equality of opportunity  between 
the  able-bodied  and  the dllabled.  Involvement  In  a  sport often helps  the 
reintegration process,  both  physically and  mentally1  and  strengthens  the  sense 
of  leaalng a  fully  Independent  life.  Promotion  of  1hese actlvltles for  the 
disabled ls essential  In  a  society where  leisure activities are becoming  ever 
more  Important. 
Subsidies granted by  the eom.tsslon  to a  range of  sporting,  creative or  tourist 
events or  projects has  stimulated participation  In  these activities by  disabled 
persons  themselves  and  raised  the profile of  their  sporting successes and 
artistic achievements  among  the public at  large. 
3  - INFORMATION  AND  DOCI ..  ENTATION 
3.1.  HANDYNET  IYit .. 
a)  Develop~~enta 
Article  ~(b) of  the  HELlOS  programme  Decision provides  for  the  establishment of 
a  system,  •using new  Information  technologies,  for  the collection,  updating and 
exchange of  Information concerning  the  Integration of disabled people•,  known 
as  HANDYNET.  The  Annex  to  the abOvementioned  Decision specifies that  the 
system will  be  reviewed  by  the Council  on  the basis of  a  Commls11on  report  and 
a  OOmmllslon  proposal  for  a  Decision on  the conditions  for  continuing  the 
system after  1  January  1990(321.  The  Council  actually decided  to continue 
develop~~ent of
3tbe  HANDYNET  sy1t .. In  the context of  the  HELlOS  programme  on  18 
December  1988(  3J. 
HANDYNET  Is a  computerised system  for  the collection and  exchange  of 
Information designed  to help meet  the needs of disabled people  and  their 
faMilies.  those working  In  the field concerned,  administrative staff, 
manufacturers,  etc  •• 
In  accordance with  the provisions  laid down  In  the  HELlOS  programme,  work  has 
been  concentrated on  the coordination and  further  development  of  the  HANDYNET 
system,  giving priority to  the development  of  the  HANDYAIDS  module  on  technical 
aids  for  oe~eona affected by  Impaired  motor,  visual,  hearing or  communication 
facul t  lea';s~J. 
The  system design  Is  Innovatory  becau1e  It  combines  a  factual  Information 
system  (data bank),  a  dally  lnfor ..  tlon system  (electronic newsletter)  and  a 
means  of communication  (electronic message  system): 
-The data  bank  comprises  three  Interactive flies on  products or  services at 
European  level,  commercial  and  non-commercial  organisations associated with 
these products or  services and  regulations  In  force  In  the  various Member 
states. 
-The electronic newsletter  provides  Information on  events of  Europe-wide 
significance and on  new  developments  relating to products,  services, 
organisations or  regulations. 
{31) 
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Statement  by  Mr  J.  Delors,  President  of  the  Commission 
Report  by  the Commission  to  the Council  concerning  the establishment  of 
the  HANDYNET  system,  Brussels,  27  September  1989,  COM(89)450  final. 
Councl I  Decision 89/658/EEC  of  18  December  1989  concerning  the  further 
development  of  the  HANDYNET  system  In  the  context  of  the  RELICS 
progranme. 
For  practical  reasons,  the  technical  aids module  has  been  divided  into 
four  submodules  relating  to  these  four  categories of  disabll lty. - 39  -
- The  electronic message  system  provides  an  Instantaneous means  of 
commu~lca~lon between  active partners on  the  HANDYNET  system. 
The  creation of  a  European  col lectlon network  with  a  coordinating body  in  each 
Member  State has  proved  to be  essential  In  order  to control  the quality of 
data.  ensure  the  consistency of  the  information collected and  coordinate data 
collect ion. 
National  Data  Collection and  Coordination Centres were  designated on  the basis 
of  the expert  knowledge  and  experience of organisations  In  possession of  a 
national  data bank  and  therefore already  collecting and  disseminating data on 
technical  aida at  national  level.  Data  collection and  coordination centres 
were  established specifically  for  HANDYNET  In  Greece,  Spain,  Portugal  and 
Luxembourg.  However.  not  all  Member  States designated  a  data collection and 
coordination centre  for  each  category of  technical  aids.  Some  centres 
contributed to a  national  network  of  collection centres,  depending  on  the 
situation  In  each  Member  State. 
The  Commission's obligations  the obligations of  the data  collection and 
coordination centres and  their obligations to each other  are  laid down  In  an 
agreement  drawn  up  and  signed by  the Commission  and  forwarded  to each of  the 
national  data collection and  coordination centres on  30 April  1990  for 
signature.  At  the beginning of  December  1990 all  the national  coordination 
centres.  with  the exception of  the United Kingdom  and  the  Federal  Republic of 
Germany,  had  signed  the  protocols  lnterpretica  the  agreement.  The  Installation 
of workstations  (data acquisition software  3~7,  password)  was  carried out 
between  January  and  March  1991,  after  each  national  centre  had  signed  the 
contract. 
In  order  to disseminate  Information,  which  Is  the  responsibility of  national 
authorities pursuant  to Article 8  of  the  abovementioned  agree~et•  It was 
necessary  to designate several  Information and  advice  centreal~ J  as close as 
possible  to the end  user  and  the disabled person.  Multilingualism,  which  has 
been  a  dominant  factor  In  the development  of  the system,  software design and 
collection,  was  Justifiable  for  this very  reason,  I.e.  It ensured  the  highest 
possible degree of accessibility whatever  the geographic  location of  the user 
In  Europe. 
In  accordance with  the opinion delivered by  the Advisory  Committee  In  October 
1989,  the Commission  set  up  a  technical  coordination group which  meets  four 
times  a  year  and  provides  technical  advice on  the organisation of data 
collection and  dissemination.  It also draws  up  proposals on  the  HANDYNET 
system,  Its updating and  development  and  ensures that  Information  Is 
transferred to Member  States'  representatives within  the context  of  the 
Advisory  Committee.  It  played a  particularly  Important  role  In  rendering  the 
HANDYNET  system operational  between  1990  and  the end  of  1991. 
In  addition  further  to a  proposal  presented at  the group's  third meeting  In 
December  1990,  four  study groups  comprising experts  from  the Member  States were 
set  up  during  1991.  The  objectives of  these groups  were  as  follows: 
- to draw  up  classification principles for  technical  aid modules 
(classification group); 
-to modify  collection structures and  ensure consistency  between  the  submodules 
(structures and  protocols group)· 
- to draw  up  proposals  for  graphic  Image  processing of  technical  aid modules 
(Images  and  graphics group)· 
-to define a  range of special  Interfaces,  In  particular  for  the  blind or  for 
people with  a  severe motor  dlsabl llty  (special  Interfaces group). 
(35) 
(36) 
These  data  were  then  transmitted  to  the  European  Space  Agency's  (~SA) 
computer  in  Frascati  (I),  which  central lses  the data  collected  in  each 
Member  State. 
However,  In  view  of  Art lcle 15(6) of  the agreement.  It  is obviously 
beneficial  for  the  national  collection centre  and  the  various data 
dissemination centres  to be  closely  linked. - 40  -
HANDYNET  has  been  developed  In  accordance  with  a  precise schedule on  account  of 
the  lengthy  Initial  software preparation and  development  stage  reQuired  for 
bQth  data acQuisition and  Interrogation. 
The  following  developments  took  place  from  January  1988  to December  1990. 
-Analysis of  Information  reQuirements  In  the  field of  technical  aids for  the 
motor  disabled; 
-Overall  structure of  the ayst .. established and  preparation of: 
-the collection structur .. and  protocols; 
-the Interrogation procedure  (MUltilingualism  In  particular); 
-data acQUisition software; 
- Interrogation software. 
Thla  preparatory work  was  also carried out  simultaneously  for  the other 
aubDodutea  and  was  ~teted In  June  1881  In  the case of edUcation software and 
In  Dece.ber  1881  In  the caae of  technical  aids  for  thole with  vlaual  and 
comMUnication  dlaabllltlea. 
The  HANDYNET  .odule on  technical  aida  for.  people with .otor disabilities became 
operational  In  1881.  A total of  18  944  lt ... of  lnfor ..  tlon had  been  collected 
In  the ayst• by  31  Decellber  1991.  Workatat lona  (on-line ayat•> were 
Installed between  January  1811  and  March  1881  and  three training Haalona took 
place:  the first  In  De~rk In  S.pte.ber  1880,  the second  In  Lux.-bOUrg  In 
March  1881  and  the third  In  the Netherlands  In  December  1191.  These  ta~ht 
staff at data collection centres  hoW  to use  data collection software and  how  to 
update  the  lnfor ..  tfon collected.  Data  collection could only begin  In  earnest 
In  March  1881,  the  Interface probl ..  between  national  data  banks  and  HANDYNET 
being  resolved between  May  1881  and  September  1991  In  the  Federal  Republic of 
Ger•ny,  DeMark,  BelgiUII  Italy  the Netherlands and  France.  Work  on  a  CD-ROM 
version of  HANOYNET  was  started  In  May  1991,  and  It was  officially preaented  In 
Hoenabroeck  (NL)  In  Decellber  1181. 
b) Dlff laaltl• 
It was  only poaalble to begin developaent  of  the  HANDYNET  syat .. In  a.neral  and 
the flrat  HANDYAIDS  .odUie  In  particular once  certain structure• grovlded  for 
In  the HELlOS  progra-., notably  the advisory  bodies and  the HELl  s Te• of 
Experta,  had  been set up,  and  after a  services contract  had  been concluded with 
the European  Space  Agency  (ESA),  whOle  central  computer  Is capable of ..etlng 
the capacity requlr ...  nta and,  .ore particularly,  the multilingual  requlremer.ts 
of  the ayat ... 
The ..  In  technical  difficulty was  .ultlllnguall .. aog7Jhe  translation of 
software  Into the nine official ea.-unity  languages{  • 
The  ayat .. also had  to be  adapted  to technological  devel~nts 1  which  are 
particularly nu.eroua  In  thla field  so  the ayat ..  bee ... operallonal 
gradUally.  In  actual  fact1 
•lnl  lnfor ..  tlon proceealna, which  had  pre~lnated 
at  the atart of  the operat on,  waa  baaed  to a  large extent on  hOst  computers 
and  their un by  teleca..unlcatlona networks.  The  HANDYNET  sy•t,. was 
therefore  Initially developed on-line as a  centralised ayat ..  \38.  However, 
In  order  to provide 'reater flexibility and  reduce  the coats of consultation 
and  the .onltorlng o  technological  developaenta,  a  version of  HANDYNET  was 
produced  on  compact  dlak  and  presented at  the Hoensbroeck  (Nl)  training session 
In  Decellber  1881. 
(37) 
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The  appearance on  one  screen,  for  example,  of  Information  In  Greek  or  In 
Danish  (two  languages  with  special  characters)  Is  a  real  data  processing 
achievement. 
In  the case of  an  on-line system,  data  Is  transferred from  the centres to 
the  host  computer  and  vice  versa  by  means  of  telecommunications. - ~1  -
In  addition  to  the  fact  that  It solves certain teleca.aunlcatlona problema 
encounter•d  InitiallY by  Greece,  Spain  and  DenmarklaVJ,  the  CD-ROM  offers 
various advantages,  In  particular: 
-considerable scope  for  storing  lnfor ..  tlon due  to the existence of  a  data 
compreaalon  and  deco-oreaaton progr ....  ; 
- eaay  ace••• for  the uaer  and  all-round availability; 
-wide distribution (no  ll•lt to the nu.ber of  hoat  co.puter porta); 
-decrease  In  consultation coata  In  proportion to the nu.ber  of uaera 
(converaely,  the slow  retrieval  of on-line data Makea  the costa of 
Interrogation high). 
However,  It  Ia  not  poaalble  to update  the data contained on  a  CD  ROU 
cont lnuoualy.  Neverthelea11  prov111on  haa  been ••  for  regular  updat lng  of 
CD-IOU  uter Ia I  and  the up-to-date transfer of  lnforut lon ..  Y  be carr led out 
via  the newsletter  and  the electronic ..  aaage •rat  ... 
The  collection of data from  Yarch  1181  onwards  ralaed .a.e difficulties with 
regard to the COIII)atlblllty between  the data banks exlat  I~ In  ac.e tllnller 
States and  the HANDYNET  ayat•'• collect lon structures.  To  avoid over loading 
national  lnfor•tlon ayat .... software  Interfacing national  data and  the 
Eurooeea  ayat• waa  IntrodUced  In  .a.e Uellber  states between May  and Sept.-ber 
1H1l4  J.  With  regard to data collect I  on  I taelf.  a011e  national  collect I  on 
centres wanted  to extend data collection to  l~rted pceducts because of 
special agr.-nts concluded with  non  •••ber  countrleat~TJ.  so.e .....,.r 
States such aa  Belgtu. exprea ..  d  reservations  In  thla respect owing  to  lack of 
staff and  financial  reeourcea. 
The  subject of dlaaemlnatlon of  lnforutlon within the u..ber States was  widely 
discussed. 
- Firstly,  It was  necessary  to ensure that control  of dl ....  lnatlon of 
lnfor ..  tlon was ..  lntalned,  In  particular by  alanlng a  -.ectal aar...-nt with 
each dia-l  nation centre.  The  dlsaMinat lon  of  lnfo....tlon to alaabled people 
and  fleldworkera was  atlll obvloualy one of  the syat ..  •a prlorltl ... 
- Secondly,  centre• which  already operated a  nat lonal  data  bank •lght have 
regarded  HANDYNET  aa  a  rival  to their own  product.  The  ab ..  nce  of a  Joint 
afre  ...  nt  between  the centres on  rules for  data dla  ...  lnatlon  In  fact  led ~ 
o  th• to be oppoHd  to extensive dl.-lnatlon of  lnfor ..  t lon  Which  would 
allow each centre to dlal  ..  lnate data collected by  other  centres. 
-Finally,  t~ ,.neral QUeltlon  wa1  ral ..  d  ae  to whether  or  not  the  lnfor ..  tton 
shoUld  be given free of charge.  The  Mellber  States agrMcl  that  the  lnfor•t ton 
shoUld  be frM to the encl  ueer.  However,  given  the coete of collect tng  tbe 
data and  the =-erclal nature of  80118  national  dta  ...  lnatlon centr  ... Mven 
~~~!·:~:Oia 1 ~a~re~~r::~~~~~~~~'·  lnfor.atlon centres.  three ..  re 
(39) 
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Initially,  these countries were  confronted with,  re1pectlvely:  connection 
probl ..  a  between  the  system  and  an  X25  line,  ab1ence  of an  ESA  node  and 
the absence of  a .odem  In  the data  processing configuration. 
The  Federal  Republic  of  Germany,  Belgium,  Denmark,  ltaly,  the  Netherlands 
and  France. 
This  was  the case of  Denmark  In  partlcular1  on  account  of  its special 
relations with  the other  Scandinavian countries. 
The  United  Klng~l the  Netherlands,  France,  Denaark,  Belgium~ Portugal 
and  LuxeabOUrg  dec  ded  In  favour  of selling CO-ROMe;  Greece,  ~pain and 
the  Federal  Republic  of  Germany  wanted  them  to be offered free of  charge 
to  lnfor•atlon centres;  Italy and  Ireland did not  expre11  an  opinion. 
(Sixth meeting of  the  HANDYNET  technical  coordination group,  Brussels, 
31  October  1991). - ~2 -
c)  Positive  ~·•~nlty Influence 
A total  of  18  9~~  Items  of  Information  had  been  collected  In  the  system  by  31 
December  19~1,  1  ~73 of which  had  been  collected directly and  17  ~71 of which 
had  been  collected by  Interface software which  transmitted national  data  to  the 
HANDYNET  system  and  had  been  requested by  the  Member  States. 
The  HANDYNET  system  contributes  to market  transparency,  since  It  allows 
technical,  economic  and  operational  comparisons  to be  drawn  between  the  various 
products available  In  the w..ber  States. 
- In  this respect,  the  European  data bank,  the electronic message  system  and 
the electronic newsletter  can  draw  attention to new  products on  the market, 
giving disabled people  the opportunity  to assess  the benefits and  quality/price 
ratio  In  relation to existing products.  Disabled  people  may  then select  the 
technical  aid best suited to their disability  In  a  much  shorter  time  than  If 
they  had  had  to consult  the  flies of numerous
1 
widely  dispersed organisations. 
-The extent of  Information supplied on  organ  satlons will  make  It easy  for  the 
user  and  disabled people  In  particular  to compile  a  list of organisations 
meeting a  particular criterion,  be  It geographic or  relating to a  particular 
sector of  activity or  target group. 
- In  addition  the  European  system  prevents certain manufacturers  from 
monopolising  the  technical  aids market  and  gives new  manufacturers  the 
opportunity of offering prodUct• of equal  quality at  truly competitive prices. 
New  production opportunities might  also be  envisaged  for  products not 
manufactured  In  Europe.  The  syst ..  should also bring aboUt  an  Improvement  In 
the quality of  technical  aids and  a  general  reduction  In  price  for  the benefit 
of  dllabled people. 
-Finally, .a.e national  social  security reimbursement  organisations expressed 
reservations about  an  over-rapid expansion of  the market  ln  that  there might  be 
Increasing requests  for  subsidies.  However,  any  Increase  In  d ..  and  should  be 
offset to a  large extent by  the general  reduction  In  prices and  a  decrease  In 
benefits for  disabled people.  Technical  aids encourage greater mobility and, 
consequently,  Improve  school,  vocational  and  social  Integration.  Disabled 
people should also benefit  fro.  Increasing pre1sure  to harmonise  social 
security reimbursement  schemes  at  European  level. 
The  bonus  offered by  the European  system
1 
as oppo1ed  to the  twelve  national 
data banks  co-blned,  Is  Its .ultlllngual  sa and  the  homogeneity  of  Its contents 
and  also of  the  procedure  for  gaining access  to the system. 
- The  data can  be  consulted  In  the nine official  languages,  regardless of 
origin, which  would  not  be  the case  If  the national  data banks  were  simply 
combined. 
-Furthermore  since  the  HANDYNET  system  Is  based on  data collection at 
national  level  the sharing out  of  tasks avoids duplication and  allows each 
collection centre to concentrate on  national  data  for  entry  Into  the system  and 
to benefit  fro. the output of  InforMation at  European  level. 
-As data bank  structures sometl ..  s  vary  considerably,  comparison of 
InforMation  Is  l•posslble without  a  mlnl.u. ca.non structure. 
- In  addltlonl  a1  there are  Just  as ..  ny  different  Interrogation procedures as 
there are nat onal  data banks,  It would  be  very difficult  for  a  user  to obtain 
lnfor•atlon by  switching fro. one  procedure  to another. - .. 3  -
COmmercial  and  non-commercial  organisations as well  aa private  lndivlduala have 
shown  lnt~reat  In  the  HANDYNET  aystem.  Dlaabled  people,  their  families  and 
those  working  In  the  field of  rehabilitation mainly  sought  accurate  information 
on  technical  aida and  organisatlona.  Manufacturers  and  dlatrlbutors of 
technical  aida wondered  how  to gain acceaa  to all  the data on  the syatem or  the 
procedure  to be  foltowed  for  lnaertlng  Information.  Enquirlea have  come  from 
lndlvldual13,nd organlaatlona  In  both  the European  co.-unity and  non  member 
countrlea  •  SOie non  •e~r countrlea wiahed  to eatabliah·cooperatlon  In 
order  to create  ~atlble data banta.  The  HANDYNET  ayat ..  which  Is kept 
conatantly up-to-date with  the OO..Iaalon'a aclentiflc and  iechnical  programmes 
:~Y:nfTs~!wwi::i~g ~!bt!Tn ~~~!~af~!nT~n.:t:da~~h~i:n~:~~:~ti.-9~ 
d)  lnfor  ..  tlon clla ..  lnatlon 
The  European  ayat .. haa  proaoted  Intra-co.-unity exchange•  between  HANDYNET 
data collection and  coordination centres. 
In  addition, collection of data for  HANDYNET  haa  been  baHCI  on  close 
cooperatIon bet_.n collection centres and  uaera of  the  lnfor•tlon,  i.e. 
dlaabled people  and  alao •nufacturere, who  are an  lndlapenaable source of 
lnfor ..  tlon.  In  order  to guarantee  the co.prehenalveneaa and  QUality of  the 
data collected through  a  Joint effort,  eo.e centrea hive carried out 
lnfor ..  tlon campalgna  for ..  nufacturera.  The  French  and  Portugu ..  e  centr ..  , 
reapectlvely~ condUcted  a ..  11  ca~algn and  held a  conference at  the AJutec 
exhibition  c~orto (P),  Dec.-ber  1981). 
Whenever  HANDYNET  Ia  Involved  In  International  exhlbltlona on  technical  aida, 
the collection centre•  In  the w..ber  State•  In  which  the exhlbltlona are held 
are  Invited to organlae the  HELIOS-HANDYNET  atand,  which  gives  t~  ~re 
opportunity to ...  t  UHra of  lnfor ..  tlon (dlaabled ~le, f ..  lllea, 
rehabilitation profeaalonala, etc.) and  Mlnufacturera and dlatrlbutora of 
technical  aida. 
With  r.oard to the electronic ..  aaage  ayetem  and  the newsletter  which  are 
vital  lnfor ..  tion and  c~nicatlon lnatru.enta,  an  Initial  lna{allatlon at 
HANDYNET  altee ahoWe  that  there are no  particular  technical  dlfflcultlea 
Inherent  In  the product  itself.  The  only  likely probl ..  a  are related to  the 
poor  quality of  tele~nlcatlone network•  In  SOMe  w..ber Statee such  ae 
Spain,  Portugal  and  Greece.  Funding  of  the ayatem  could  be  divided up  between 
the eo..laalon (provlalon of software>  and  uaere  (hardware  and 
telec~nlcatlona). 
On  account  of  the  new  dl ..  nslon  Introduced  by  CO-ROMe  and  the  new  contractual 
procedure• which  thla  1.,11ea for  dlaa ..  lnatlon centrea.  It  Ia  not  poaalble at 
the pre1ent  tl .. to apeak  of wldeapread  direct acceaa  to the  ayat ...  However, 
the collection centrea,  Which  are also reaponalble  for  dla ...  lnatlon of 
Information,  use  the eyetem  to  Inform  Individuals or organleatlona which 
coneult  th  ... 
The  rate of consultation of  the European  data bank  ahoUid  lncreaee 
algnlflcantly with  the  Incorporation of  l•agee andJraphlca which  allow a 
better  repreeentatlon of  the  technical  aida analye  and ..  lected.  An  Initial 
application to categories of  prodUcta  euch  aa Wheelchalra,  hoUaehold  aide or 
communication  aida might  be  envisaged  In  the near  future. 
Enquiries  have  come  from  the  following  countries:  United  States,  Canada, 
Tunisia,  South  Africa,  Switzerland,  Austria,  Finland,  Norway,  Israel, 
Russia,  Czechoslovakia. 
Notably  Profe11or  Pier  Luigi  Emlllanl,  Institute for  Research  on 
Electromaynetlc Waves,  Flrenze  (I)  and  Doctor  Stephens,  School  of 
Blologlca  Science,  Hampshire  (UK). e) Conclusions.  future proapecta 
Despite ao.e  Initial  technical  difficulties associated with  the desire  for  a 
multilingual  system.  the speed of  technological  developments  and  the  problem of 
compatlblllty between  the European  aysta. and  the  various existing national 
data  banks.  the  HANDYNET  ayat ..  entered an  Initial operational  ph ..  e  In  1981. 
The  ayat811  was  Innovatory  in concept,  design  and organisation and  there  Is  no 
other ayat .. like  It except  In  the United States. wfiere  only  the  content  Is 
comparable,  since  the ABLE-DATA  data bank  Ia  ~lingual.  In  addition  to  the 
naarket  transparency which  HANOYNET  gives  to  lndlvldualsl  organisations and 
manufacturers.  the  HANDYNET  ayat ..  ·a advantage  Ia  that  t  provides  homogeneoua 
data at  European  level  and  al•llar access procedures  for  various  types of 
lnfor ..  t ion. 
HANDYNET  encourages  technical,  econo.lc and  operational  comparisons  for  the 
benefit of u ..  ra- disabled people,  their  f ..  lllea and  rehabilitation 
profeaalonala.  An  added  bonus  of  the European ayat•  Ia  that  It has  developed 
a  net~k of  lnfor ..  tlon centres within easy acceaa of  Individuals,  thereby 
reducing their  leolatlon.  There  Ia  also the poaalbtllty that  the electronic 
~~esaaae ayst• •Y be-extencled  to  Institutions or organisations  In  dally 
contact with  dlaabtecl P801tle  to enable  the~~ to ~nlcate uongat  thMaelvea. 
The  HANDYNET  ayat .. Ia  decentralleed and  flexible and  European  experts are on 
hand  to give  technical  advice concerning  the organisation of data collection 
and  dl ....  lnatlon.  Priority has been  y1ven  durl~ the past  few  years  to 
developing the  technical  aida .actule,  aylng 8111)haala  an  the design of a  module 
which  now  offers total  transferability of  the content of  the organisations• 
file and  of  the procedure  In  the case of  the other  fllea.  The  structure of  the 
organisations file  Ia  such  that  It can  now  be  uaed  to  locate all organisations 
aa80Ciated with dlubled people.  In  add It  ton.  4 000  addr ....  a  of  aporta 
organlaatiOM have  been  Introduced  Into  the ayat• alongside  lnforNt ton  on 
•anufacturera and  retailers of  technical  aida.  The  ex per lence acqul red and  the 
structures established now  provide the baala  for  developing  the ayat .. In  other 
areas such  aa  vocational  training and  a.plo~nt, acce ..  lblllty and  transport. 
tourl ... aport,  recreational  actlvltlea and  the arts. 
The  dl ....  lnatlon of  lnfor ..  t lon  to the disabled and  people work lng  wl th  thM 
will  be given priority  In  the years to co.e.  The  lnfor ..  tlon available should 
be  accenlble to all  disabled people  In  as wide  a  ra~  of for• as possible, 
often  In  co.blnatlon with  special  Interfaces.  dependln§ on  the  type of 
disability.  Joint collection of data will  continue ana graphic  1-.ge 
proceaslng will  soon  be  Incorporated  Into  the  technical  aida lftOdule. 
Given  the considerable  econo~~lc  IIIPIIcatlons of the  HANDYNET  systu and  Ita 
obvious benefits for  dlsabl.cl people,  It  has  been  the subJect of  ~~~t~ch 
discussion.  The  eyst .. Is  ~fectly adapted  to the single ..  rket,  promoting 
free ~v  ...  nt and  greater ..  rket  transparency at European  level. 
3.2.  lnfor•tlon and ~ntatlon  Service 
3.2.1.  lnfor ..  tlon actlvltl .. 
The  al• of  the  lnfor•tlon and  docMentatlon service was  to help  wJJ.th  the 
dlaaMinatlon of  lnforNtlon and  transfer of  knowledge  relating to':'the 
activities of  the HELlOS  progr .....  The ..  In ..  thode  used  to achieve  this 
obJective have  been  the publlcatlon of a ..  gazlne,  replies  to  Individual 
lnfor ..  tlon requests and  participation  In  events concerning disabled people  In 
the u..ber States. - -45  -
The  HELlOS  magazine  was  Intended  to act  as a  link  between  the  HELlOS  programme 
and  pu~lic oplnion and,  therefore,  to raise public awareness  of  eo.munlty 
action  lil  favour  of disabled people  as  much  as  possible.  This  limited  the 
possibility of  providing  InforMation  for  those working  with disabled people  and 
for  those  Involved  In  t~e HELlOS  program.e.  In  spite of  the difficulties of 
publication  In  the  nine eo.munlty  languages  and  the  fact  that  It  Is  only 
published every  three months,  HELlOS  ~as gained several  thousand  new  readers. 
Three  years after  the magazine's  launch  there were  33  000  subscriber•  (free of 
charge),  out of a  total  dlltrlbutlon of  ~0 000  copies.  HELlOS  had  a  varied 
readership whose  expectations could not  be  fully met,  given  the  ll•lted number 
of  pages  (16)  and  a  limited budget.  The  general  presentation  (headings  lay-
out  and  editorial  style) was  finalised  In  1990 and  this resulted  In  an  Increase 
In  subscription requests.  In  addition,  the  lnfor•atlon service  received 
numerous  requests  for  additional  InforMation on  articles which  had  appeared  In 
the magazine  (In particular on  the results of  questionnaires concerning 
disabled WOMen  and  .-plo~nt, mobility and  transport  and  job plac  ...  nt). 
Readers  also requested  lnfor•atlon on  report• of  training sesslons
1 
seminars 
and  conferences organised under  the HELlOS  progra ... and  new  offlc al  eo..unlty 
texts concerning disabled people. 
The  lnforMitlon service alao answered  a  large nuMber  of  IndividUal  reque1t1  for 
general  lnfor ..  tlon on  the  HELlOS  programme  (approxl•ately ten requests per  day 
on  average)  by  sending dossiers updated with  the  latest official  European 
Community  texts and  ~nts  drawn  up  by  the service.  The  dossiers dealt with 
general  aspects of  the  HELlOS  programme  school  lnt~atlon  vocational 
rehabilitation and  Integration,  aoclal  Integration,  the  HAN6YNET  system  and  the 
HELlOS  •agazlne.  Replies were  also given  to requests  for  1peclflc  InforMation 
on  professional  or un1ver1lty  re1earch,  Mattera  relating to a  particular  type 
of disability,  national  policies or  a  particular sector of activity.  In  these 
cases the  Information service cooperated with  the docu.entatlon centre or with 
the  ~tent  experts appointed  to assist  the eo..lsalon.  In  addition,  press 
releases were  11sued  and  a  video produced on  the  Innovative developments of  the 
LMA  network  In  the  field of social  Integration. 
Finally,  the  Information service prepared  for  the Commission's  participation  In 
events directly concerning disabled people oryanlsed  In  the Member  States by 
designing posters and  display panels  lllustra  lng  the programme's  activities 
and  areas  In  which  disabled people were  Integrated. 
3.2.2.  ~ntatlon  centre 
The  docUmentation  centre was  created  In  1888 to help  the CoMmunity  networks  and 
the HANDYNET  sy1tem with  the  task of dlss  ..  lnatl~ knowledge  and  Information on 
the activities and efforts undertaken  In  the w..bir States and  by  the 
C:O..Isslon  to  IIIProve  the process of  Integration of diHbled people.  The 
~ntatlon  centre receives and  holds  varlou1  types of docuaents:  directories 
of disabled people's  Institutions and  organisation• or services,  product 
description•.  te1ts or protocols relating to them,  reports of conferences, 
s ..  lnars or meetings  financed  by  the Comilsslon,  reports of  European  and  also 
~rlcan and  Canadian  aseoclatlons, .anoaraphl,  journal•.  press  reviews  and 
various books  on  the subject of disability. 
All  the1e  docu.ents relate to  leglslatlonl economic,  financial  or statistical 
InforMation and  policies concernlng dlsab ed  people.  Reque1ts  for  the 
documents  which  follow  the  International  Classification of  l~alrments, 
Disabilities and  Handicaps  (ICIDH)  ca .. prl ..  rlly from  the European  Community 
and  also from  ..-ber countries of  the European  Free Trade  Association  <EFTA) 
and  non-European  countries. - 46  -
A small  percentage of  requests c ... from  disabled  people,  but  a  quarter  of  them 
came  from  organ I  eat lone  dealing with  the  disabled.  Contacts were  establl.shed. 
with  the CO..Isslon's  lnfor ..  tlon centres  In  the Member  States.  The  documents• 
available are distributed free of charge  In  response  to written requests,  phone 
calls or  visits to the docu.entatlon centre.  A more  balanced distribution of 
Information  to  the various W..O.r  States could  be  obtained  If  the dissemination 
of  knowledge  and  research undertaken  In  the  field of disability were  better 
taryeted and  If  llete of publications adapted  to the  requlr.-ente of  the 
par  lee concerned were  distributed auta.atlcaiiY at  reeular  Intervals. 
4  - PRGMOTIOH  OF  A CCIIPREHENSIVE  OOtiiiNITY  POLICY 
4.1.  Re ...  rch 
The  main  al• of  the  re ..  arch undertaken under  the  HELlOS  progr...a was  to carry 
out  a  co.paratlve analysis of  Integration of disabled people  In  the w..ber 
State• and  to help prepare  the CO..Iselon's policy  Initiatives.  The  research 
uy also help unagers and  those  re8J)Onllble  at  local,  regional  and  national 
level  and  help ..  t  up  activities  In  the field.  They  have  also helped develop  a 
th  ...  -b&led  approach  In  the case of certain actlvltes.  The  respective 
obJectives of  the  research ..  re as  follows: 
- •  The  Centres of  the CO.-unity  Network  ae  viewed  thf.~ft: the  national 
rehabilitation syet ..  e  and  the proJect  co.aon  to all  r  State• for  the 
global,  coherent  and  continuous  eoclal  and  econo~~lc  Integration process of 
pereons with dlsabllltlee• (1118- Prof.  A.  Storm- B) 
To  update  knowledGe  of  the European  network  of  rehabilitation centres following 
adoption of  the  HELlOS  progra  ... and  also of national  eyet ..  e  which  eeek  to 
achieve soclo-econo.lc  Integration of  the disabled. 
- •The  vocational  rehabllltatlon of disabled woaen  In  the  European  Community• 
(1888 - Mrs  Croxen  John  - UK> 
To  review and  analy  ... for  the first  t1 ..  1 
the soclo econo.lc situation of 
dleabled  WC~Mtn  In  the context of  the deve  op~~ent of an  equal  opportunlt les 
policy for Mn and  WOllen. 
- •1nco.e beneflte and  aervlcee:  public social  protect~ for  handicapped 
pereone  In  European  eo..unlty countries•  (1888- Ministry for  Social 
Affalrs/RI-ECA - E) 
To  carry out  a  coaparatlve analyels per u..ber State of  the deelgnatlon and 
as ..  s ...  nt of dleabllltles and  the econo.lc beneflts1 
provisions of services 
and  social  protection  In  the event of worker  Invalid ty. 
- •Occupational  and  leisure activities for  people with profound  retardation and 
.ultlple l.,.lr-.nts• (1111- Mancheeter  Unlverelty- UK) 
To  give an outline of  the ~entation (In Engll.-)  a~llable on  the eubJect, 
develop a ..  thod of data coiiMtten and  analyM  80118  pUot  proJect•  In  the 
United Kl~.  France  and  Qer.any. 
- •New  technology ancl  education•  (1888 - Mr  HueUnx  - B) 
To  ex ..  lne  the posslbllltl ..  of  lnt.aratlon of dleabled children and  young 
people  In  echools and  their  transition fro. school  to the  labour  Market  wlth 
the aid of adaptable tools offered by  new  technology.  ·· 
:·. 
- •Mov I  ng  to  Independence  - A rep0r t  concern I  !!I EC  In It Ia t I  vee  to pr0110te 
.oblllty and  accessibility for  dleabled people  (1888- ERICA- UK> 
To  contribute to the CO..Iselon's effort• to pra.ote an envlron.ent  In  which 
disabled people •ay  live  Independently.  This  study  Is part of  the poselble 
Initiatives  In  the field of mobility,  the  creation of  a  European  mobility card 
and  acceee  to buildings and  public  s~rvlcee. - ~7 -
- •survey of  the situation of  deaf  people  In  the COmmunity"  (1989- D. 
Brl•n/Brltlsh Deaf  Association- UK) 
To  carry'out  for  the  first  time  a  survey of  the  social  and  economic  situation 
of  people  with  a  serious hearing disability and  also of  the edUcation, 
training,  employment  and  health of  deaf  people  and  the sign-language services 
available  In  the Member  States. 
- •Disabled persons:  statistical data concerning  the social  situation of 
disabled people  In  six Member  States•  (1990/1891  - Stefan Gra.nenos/CESEP  - 8) 
To  obtain for  the first  time  at Community  level  reliable and  ca.parable 
statistics on  the  socio-economic situation of disabled people  In  the  twelve 
Member  States. 
- •sheltered employment  In  the  European  COMmunity•  (1981  - SAMOY/HIVA  - B) 
Consideration of  the alms  of  sheltered .-ployed and  the Member  States·  policy 
In  this area  and  evaluation of work  progr ....  s  for  severely disabled people. 
- •Copyright  for ..  ntally handicapped artists• (1891- UNAPEI- F) 
To  ex ..  lne  copyright  and  royalties for ..  ntally handlcaDOed  artists on  the 
basis of  French  law  In  order  to find a  solution applicable  throughoUt  the 
European  eo..unlty. 
Better  use  needs  to be  made  of  these studies  In  order  that  more  of  them  •ay 
produce  tangible results. 
4.2.  Polley  Initiatives 
4.2.1.  EllploYMnt  and  vocat lonal  training 
a) Or I gin and  ~-anlty legal  basis 
The  al• of  the HELlOS  program.e was  to •contribute to  the  i~l  ...  ntatlon of 
Re~ndation  88/379/EEC  and  of  the Resolution of  the Council  and  the 
representatives of  the Govera.eots of  the u..ber  States ...  tina within the 
Council  of  21  Dece.ber  1081•l4DJ,  The  Resolution reafflr  ..  d  tfiat  •the 
COmMunity  and  the w..ber  States have  a  responsibility  to  ~a.ote bitter  living 
and  working  conditions for  handicapped  people•(~6l.  The  ber  States also 
agreed  that  It  was  necessary  to  •ensure that  handicapped  people do  not  shoulder 
=~~T~rd~~~~~fe!~f47J~ects, on  both une.ployment  and  resources,  of 
RecoaDendat lon  88/379/EEC  was  adopted on  24  July  1981  and  concerned  the 
employ ..  nt of disabled people  In  the CO..Unlty.  This policy  Initiative 
recomaended  ue-ber States to  •take all  appropriate ..  aaures  to pra.ote fair 
opport~nltles for  disabled people  In  the  field of  .-plo~nt and  vocational 
tralnlng1  lncludlaa_lnltlal  training and  ~loy-.nt as well  as rehabilitation 
and  rese1tl ...  nt•liMSl,  It also reco..ended th• to •continue and,  If 
neceesary,  Intensify and  re-e•a•lne their policies to help disabled people, 
where  appropriate after consulting disabled people's organisations and  both 
sides of  Industry;  such  policies should  take account  of ...  eures and specific 
activities  1~1.-.nted In  the other w..ber States which  have  proved effective 
and worthwhlle•1  providing for  the ell•tgltlon of  negative dlscrl•lnatlon and 
for  positive ac11on  for  dlsabled people(  l.  For  this purpose  the 
Recom.endatlon  Invited  the w..ber  States to report  to the eom.lsslon on  the 
measures  taken  to  Implement  It within  two  years of  Its adoption. 
(~5) 
(46) 
(47) 
(-48) 
(-49) 
Decision  88/231/EEC,  Article 3(c)  p.  ~o. 
Resolution  81/3~7/EEC, OJ  No  c  3~7 of  31  December  1981,  third  recital, 
p.  1. 
Resolution  81/3~7/EEC, paragraph  I,  p.  2. 
Recommendation  86/379/EEC,  J  No  L 225,  p.  ~3.  paragraph  1. 
Recommendation  86/379/EEC,  paragraph  2. - 4(8  -
b) ee-l  salon report on  the appllcat lon  of  the  AeCOIIIIIenclat lon  on  the ...,lo)'Mnt 
of disabled people  In  the ~  ..  ~nlty 
In  response  to50be  Council's  request,  the Commission  presented a  report  to  the 
Member  States\  J  on  15  December  1988,  the  aim  of which  was  to give an  overal 1 
description of  the situation  In  each  Member  State,  Identify  the main  features 
of  national  policies and  place  them  In  the  context of  Recommendation 
86/379/EEC.  The  report  also souyht,  with  the aid of  tables and  on  the basis of 
the guidelines of  the Recommenda  lon,  to make  a  comparative analysis of 
national  policies and  Identify any  areas of  convergence  or  divergence. 
On  the basis of  the  report  It  could be  concluded  that  the  Council 
Recommendation  of  24  July  1988 had: 
-contributed to a  review of  national  measures  on  the basis of  Community 
objectives, 
-provided a  reference  framework  for  national  measures  being  drawn  up  at  the 
time  of  Its adoption, 
- and  encouraged  the Member  State•  to  Introduce  new  measures  In  keeping  with 
the  Aeconnendatlon  by  Identifying the Nl.n principles of  a  European  policy. 
c) council's conclusions on  the subject of eiiPIOYMnt  of disabled people  In  the 
Ccl•~nlty 
On  the basis of  the  abovementioned  report~-!~~ CouociJ  adopted conclusions on 
the  emplo~nt of dltabled people  In  the  uommunlty\~1) on  12  June  1989.  In 
Ita conclusions  the Council  considered  that  •the  Implementation,  both  at 
national  and  Community  level,  of  programmes  Intended  to encourage  the process 
of  Insertion  In  the  labour  market  ana  to  Improve  the situation on  the  labour 
market  for  dltabled people1  Ia  a  batlc reQUirement  of  an  active social  policy 
of  a  kind which  will  help  10 strengthen ecooomlc  and  social  cohesion  In  the 
context of achieving the  Internal ..  rket•tD2J.  COnsequently  the Council 
Invited the CO..Isalon  to  •develop ..  aaures  to achieve a  better  knowle~ of 
the social  realities affecting dltabled people  and  of  their situation  In 
relation to .-ployment• and  to •subalt  proposal•  In  the  field of employment 
which  will  ensure better coordination and<a[,ater  consistency between  the 
measures  Introduced  by  the Member  States•  ~3  • 
4.2.2. Activities concerning school  Integration 
The  progr .... of  European  collabOration on  the  Integration of  handicapped 
children  Into ordinary  schools~ adoDted  by  the Ministers of  EdUcation  meeting 
within  the Council  of  1~ uar  1w87{~·'· eaphatlsel the  need  to continue working 
odnl  tbhe
1  pdrogr ....  J  sAD  the
1 
con~~xttofdothethf 1
1rttthco.muCounlt 1
y 1  actlond  ptroghra..a  for  sa  e  people{  '·  n oruwr  o  s,  e  nc  agree  o  t  e 
COmmission's  proposal  to renew  the •andate of  the working  part' on  the 
Integration of  handicapped  children  Into ordinary schools •oct 't It  could 
finalise  the four-year  pr9Qr .... and  supervise  Its  ~eratlon ~  . 
Furthermore.  the Council  Decision attabllshlng the H LJOS  progr .... provides 
for  •close coordination•  between  the  two  programmes{  7)  and  aleo provides  for 
the budaet  for  IMPI ...  ntatlon of  the actions contained  In  the  tchool 
Integration program.e.  The  HELlOS  progra  .... therefore
1 
constitute• the  legal 
basis and  the  Implementing  lnstru.ent  for  COmmunity  pol  cy  for  dlsa~ed people 
and  Ia  conaprehentlve  and  coherent.  ~-
(50) 
(51) 
{52) 
{53) 
(54) 
(55) 
{56) 
(57) 
C0U(88)  746  final. 
OJ  No  C 173/1  of 8  July  1989. 
COnclusions of  the Council  89/C  173/01,  paragraph  5. 
Conclusions 89/C  173/01,  paragraphs  10  and  11(c). 
OJ  No  c  211  of 8  Auyust  1987,  p.  1. 
Third paragraph of  he  Conclusions  of  the  Council  of  14  May  1987. 
Sixth paragraph of  the Conclusions of  the Council  of  14  May  1987. 
Council  Decision 88/231/EEC  of  18  April  1988,  OJ  No  L 104  of 
23  Apr I I  1988. - 49  -
The  pol icy  initiatives  in  the  field of  school  Integration were  prepared  by 
means  of  ~ctlvltles undertaken  at  all  levels,  In  local  model  activity networks 
and  at  seminars  and  conferences  attended by  disabled people  and  their 
representatives.  A local  model  activity network  In  the  field of  school 
IntegratIon was  set up  under  the  respons ib Ill ty of  the MIn l•ters of  E_du<.at I  on 
of  the  twelve  Member  States.  " 
a)  Integration of children and  young  people  Into ordinary syst ... of education 
In  accordance  with  the objectives and  subjects contained  In  the  programme  of 
European  collaboration  In  the  field of school  Integration,  the COmmission 
organised  the first  European  Conference on  Handicap  and  Education  In  the 
context of  the  local  model  activity network  In  the  field of  school  Integration 
(Rotterdam,  NL:  25-27  October  1989}  In  order  to support measures  undertaken  In 
the Member  States.  The  conference  dealt  with  the  following  subjects: 
-special  systems  and  Integrated situations, 
- the  learning environment, 
- transition to the  labour  market. 
The  conclusions of  the conference  can  be  summed  up  as  follows: 
-the Integration of  disabled children  In  schools should  be  seen as an 
Important  and  Integral  part of  the drive  for  social  Integration of disabled 
people:  · 
-the policy of  Integration  Is bringing about  changes  In  school  systems  and  the 
systems  should develop  further  so  as  to enable all  children to reach  their 
Individual  potential: 
- In  the medium  and  long  term  Integrated situations and  specialised 
establishMents should be  complementary  and  the choice of  the children and 
parents of disabled children should  be  taken  Into account; 
-cooperation should be  developed,  In  the context of  the  AELIOS  programme. 
amo~st all  the bodies caring  for  disabled children  (teaching,  vocational 
training,  services dealing wlth  the transition to working  life,  health and 
social  services); 
-the various educational  possibilities afforded by  new  technologies should be 
explored. 
On  the  basis of  the conclusions of  the Rotterdam  Conference1  the  lrfsh 
Presidency of  the COUncil  presented  In  February  1990  a  draft  Resolution 
concerning  Integration of children and  young  people  with disabilities  Into 
ordinary syst ... of education.  The  Reaolutlon was  adopted  unanlmou,ly  by  the 
'Ministers of  Education meeting  within  the council  of  31  May  1980\~a ..  It 
Invited the Member  States to make  a  particular effort and  apply  the necessary 
political will  to  Implement  pragmatic  and  tangible measures  In  close 
cooperation with  specialised  Institutions.  The  Commission  was  also  Invited  to 
draw  up  a  report  by  July  1992 on  the progress made  to  •encourage  the 
formulation of comprehensive  and  coherent  policies,  with  regara especially to 
the organisation of educational  provision,  the suppl{  and  manag..ent of 
~1::U~~~=tl!~eo;o~r~~~cf?~e:~fA~'~
10~1~~~~{~ey~:tR~~oT~~i8B;s~~~~~~=s that 
~:k~~=~t~an~~~e~~~!~a;~~('~'  ::~c~p ~~d~~!t~;LIOS :~~:::.. 
•will  ensure  that all  the activities and  progra..es which  It  supports  In  the 
areas of education,  training and  youth  policy and  transition to adult  and 
working  life generally endeavour  to take account  of8tbe  special  needs  of  people 
with  dlsabllltles who  wish  to participate  In  them"{  2J. 
~OJ  No  c 162  of  3  July  1990,  p.  2. 
(59)  See  the  report  on  the  evaluation and  progress of  the  school  Integration 
policy  In  the Uember  States. 
(60)  The  Education  Committee  was  set  up  by  a  Resolution of  the Uinisters of 
Education of  16  November  1971.  1  ts  task  Is  to report  to  the Ministers of 
Education  on  all  matters  relating  to cooperation  In  the  field of 
educ:a t I  on. 
(61)  see  chapter  5.1.3.  Structures established at  Community  level,  p.  59. 
(62)  Resolution  No  C 162/90/02,  ~·  3,  paragraph  8. - 50  -
b)  Teacher  training and  the  ln~lv.-.nt of parents  In  ordinary educa1lon 
The  subJect  of  the second  European  Conference  on  Handicap  and  Education,  held 
In  Cagl1arl  (I) on  25-27 October  1880,  was  •parents and  teachers  faced  with 
lntegratt01•.  The  following  conclusions were  drawn: 
- acholaatlc achievement  of all  pupils depends  on  high-Quality basic  teacher 
training,  Incorporating modules  on  special  education and  the  problema  of young 
disabled people· 
-a vital  contribution  Ia  made  by  specialised  teachers acting as  technical 
advisers to teachers  In  ordinary education· 
-parents should be  offered guidance  facilities  to help  prevent  difficulties 
and  provide advisory and  monltorlng services; 
-parents' associations should be  encouraged  In  order  to ensure more  active 
lnvotv ...  nt of all  parties  Involved. 
On  the basis of  the conclusions of  the Conference
1 
the  Lux ..  bourg  presidency of 
the Council  drew  up  a  draft  Resolution on  the  tra ntng of  teachers  In 
Integrated situations and  the parents'  role  In  ordinary education.  The  third 
recital of  the  draft Resolution reaffirms  that  the education and  care of 
children and  you~ people with disabilities  In  ordinary schools  reQUires  a 
comprehensive  and  coherent  DOlley.  The  draft  Resolution also reco.enda a 
series of ..  aaurea designed  to mo41fy  and  l~rove teachers'  Initial or  baste 
training ao  aa  to take ~e  account  of parent-child relatlonahlpa,  parent-
teacher  relat lonshlps and  new  technologies and  tecbnrcaues  used  In  special 
edUcat ton.  The  dr&ft  Aeaotut ton  encourages  greater  cooper at ion  wl th relevant 
lnatttutlona  In  the Mdfcal,  aoclal  and  .recreational  sectors and  those which 
help prepare  for  working  life and  Is  Intended  to  IMProve  conditione for  the 
acceptance of  dlaable4 children or  young  people  In  actloola. 
c) Other activities In  the field of achool  Integration 
The  adlllnlatratora of  the  21  local  model  activities  In  the school  Integration 
network ..  de  a  substantial  contribution to the transfer  and dlaaemlnatlon of 
lnforaatlon and  practices  In  accordance  wlth-tbe Council's conclusions of  14 
May  1887 by ..  ana of atudy  vtalts,  th  ...  tlc ...  lnars and conferences organised 
at  local  regional  and  national  level.  EurOPean  disabled-Persona· 
organlsafl0ft8 also Joined  forces  to draw  up'technlcal  criteria ~ovldlng a 
better raponu to the real  needs of disabled pupils.  TheN comr I  but Ions  have 
therefore had  an  Influence or  Impact  on  the  laws  of  the Member  States, 
Including: 
- an  Increase  In  the nu.ber  of special  classes provided  In  ordinary schools  In 
Greece  (fro. 140  In  1888  to 520  In  1891), 
- the adoption  In  Dec.-ber  1881  In  France of  a  circular creating  Integrated 
claa  ..  a  and  auppt ...  nttng the. circular on  Integration support  networks  and  the 
completion of a  national  evafuatlon proJect  by  the sureanes centre, 
-the establishment  In  Portuoal  of a  national  plan to evaluate and  adapt 
education ayatema  with  a  view  to  lntegratl~ disabled children  CDecrH  of  23 
August  1111)  following  the  Initiative developed  In  Porto  In  cooperation with 
the Lisbon  LMA 
- the contribution by  the  Irish  LMA  to a  national  education act  currently being 
drawn  up,  .. 
- the  forthcoming  preparat ton  In  Germany  of  a  draft  law  on  the  posa·lt)lll t lea of 
Integration  In  ordinary education,  baaed  on  the experience of  the Bonn  LMA. - 51  -
All  these  Initiatives attempt  to  Improve  the  Integration of disabled pupils 
lnto.ordinary  systems of education.  In  addition  to specific Community 
technical  cooperation activities,  the  Commission  has  undertaken other 
Initiatives  in  the  field of  school  Integration.  An  edUcation  software module 
has  been  devised within  the  general  structure of  the  HANDYNET  system.  Several 
studies  financed  by  the Commission  Include  a  section devoted  to the  Importance 
of  disabled children and  the  type of education  they  receive.  Coordinated 
action  has  also been  developed  within  the Commission's  departments  (In 
particular  with  the  Task  Force  for  Human  Resources,  Education,  Training  and 
Youth)  to oigvtde facilities  for  young  disabled people  In  eight Community 
programmes\  J.  Finally,  the Commission  has e1tabllshed coopec11Jon  with 
International  organisations  In  the  field of  school  Integration(  '· 
~.2.3. Mobility and  transport 
a) Origin and  legal  basis of  the proposal  for  a  Directive 
The  Community  Charter of  Fundamental  social  Rights  for(Workers  was  adopted on  9 
December  1888  by  eleven Member  States ?tsJhe COmmunity  66J.  In  Its action 
~r~~~  ~~~e!~!=-:~tl~r~~:dc~~1~ty of  ~~k~!1f~~e:~::da.:~~~f~le~~~ 
This  proposal  for  a  Directive  Is also  In  keeping with  the commltment_elpressed 
by  the Commission  In  its proposal  for  the  HELlOS  programae  Decision  GBJ  to 
present  policy  initiatives  in  the  field of  mobility and  transport  for  the 
disabled. 
The  European  Parlla  ..  nt  supported  this  initiative and1  dUring  lt1 debates on 
the  adoption of  the  HELlOS  programme  and  the  transport of  disabled and  eJderly 
persons,  expressed  the wish  that  It  shoufd  take  the  form  of a  Directive.  The 
Council  also adopted  a  Resolution concerning a  Community  action Droaramme  on 
the acceaslbllltr of  transport  to persona  with  reduced .obllityC59J-on 18 
December  t891.  The  European  Conference of Ministers of  Transport  (CEMT)  also 
~~~r
1 1::0'f+HJ~~hy~ht::a}~
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1 ~:'1~~ =~d 
coaches.  The  Resolution recommended  to member  countries of  the CEMT  (lncludlng 
the  twelve MeMber  States of  the  European  Community)  that all  International 
regulations should  take  Into account  the needs of  persons with  reduced 
mo~lllty.  The  Resolution also specified that  vehicle and  Infrastructure 
facilities must  be  part of  a  global  policy  Incorporating access  to  terminals 
and  stations as well  as  the  procedures  for  operating  pu~llc transport,  staff 
training and  dissemination of  Information. 
The  Commlss\on's proposal  for  a  Directive supplements co.munlty  legislation  In 
the  field of  health and  safety at  work  of workers  with  redUced  mobility. 
Disabled workers are one  of  the  risk groups  which  employers  are aeoerally 
obliged  to protect  against  risks whlcfi  affect  them  speclflcally(71J:  design of 
work  places,  accessl~lllty of  premises,  Internal  transport  and  sanitary 
Installations. 
The  Commission's  action  Is  restricted to workers with  reduced mobility,  since 
the  legal  basis of  the proposal  Is Article  118a  CEEC),  which  covers measures 
designed  to eliminate or  avert  risks  to  the  health  and  safety of  workers  at 
work.  The  text of  the proposal  does  not  cover  the  health and  safety of  workers 
at  the work  place,  since the  journey  to and  from  work  Is considered to be 
Included  In  the concept  of  the  working  environment.  The  proposal  for  a 
Directive  Ia  targeted at  the  specific risks  to which  workers  with  reduced 
mobility are exposed  on  their  way  to work. 
(63)  See  chapter  4.5.,  p.  58. 
(6~)  See  chapter  4.6.,  p.  59. 
(65)  See  Chapter  4.3.,  p.  52. 
(66)  Document  COM(89)  568  final. 
(67)  COM(90)  588  final- SYN  327; OJ  No  C 68  of  16  March  1991,  p.  7. 
(68)  Document  COM(87)  342  final. 
(69)  OJ  No  C 18  of  24  January  1992, 
(70)  CEMT/CM(90)  21  final. 
(71)  Framework  Directive 89/391/EEC  on  the  introduction of  measures  to 
encourage  Improvements  in  the  safety  and  health of  workers  at  work  (OJ  No 
L 183  of  29  June  1989,  p.  1). - 52  -
b)  content  and  enacting teras of  the  proposal  for  a Directive 
The  proposal  concerns  workers  with  reduced  mobility,  whatever  the  nature of 
their disability.  In  view  of  its  legal  basis,  the  proposal  does  not  apply  to 
the unemployed,  students,  schoolchildren,  retired people  and  disabled people 
employed  In  sheltered workahops,  who  are not  always  considered as workers  In 
alI  the Member  States,  but  It  does  apply  to  trainees,  apprentices and  those 
undergoing  vocational  training. 
The  eom.tssJon's  Initiative provides  that  transport must  be  made  available to 
workers  with  reduced mobilitY  In  such  a  way  as  to meet  their  special  needs. 
This covert acceeslbllltyi  facilities enabling workers  with  reduced mobility  to 
travel  safely,  In  partlcu ar accompanying  measures  to  Inform  and  train the 
persons concerned:  familiarisation of  the disabled worker  with  the  technical 
aids  for  using means  of  transport  or  Infrastructures,  personalised assistance 
from  transport staff,  advice and  Information  for  the workers  concerned. 
The  means  of  transport  may  be  public  transport,  transport  organised  bY  the 
employer  or  special  transport  services  for  the disabled  (public or private). 
The  proposal  also obliges u..ber States to eneure  that  workers with  reduced 
mobility  do  not  pay  higher  transport  costs  than other  workers. 
c)  l~l  ...  ntatlon of  the proposal  for  a  Directive 
The  Commission  Is of  the opinion  that  the  proposal  takes  dUe  account  of  the 
orlnclple of subsidiarity,  a  particularly  Important  aspect  In  the  field of 
~ubllc transport which  Ia  organl•ed at  local  or  regional  level  In  nearly all 
Member  States.  consequently,  the proposal  for  a  Directive sets the obJective 
to be  attained and  leaves  each  competent  authority free  to choose  how  to 
Implement  It, bearlng  In  mind  users'  requirements. 
The  Initiative provides  that MeMber  States .uat bring  Into force  the necessary 
laws,  regulation. and  a~lnlatratlve provisions by  the  end  of  1882  and  .uat 
present a  tl  ..  table for  the  lmpl ...  ntatlon of  the measures  by  the end  of  1189. 
Thlt timetable ..... reasonable,  given  that  the ..  Jorlty of public transport 
equipment  Ia  renewed  In  rneral every  ten years and  that  there  Ia  a  tendency  to 
replace present  equl~n  by  equipment  which  takes  Into account  the special 
requirements of  people with  reduced mobility. 
The  Annex  to the proposal  contains minimum  requirements  which  means  of 
transport  made  available  to workers  with  reduced mobility must  meet.  This  does 
not ..  an  that all means  of  transport must  be  totally adapted,  but  that  there 
must  be  a  sufficient nu.ber  and  frequency  of services and  appropriate  transport 
schedules. 
With  regard  to the  Introduction of  speciallY adapted  means  of  transport  and  the 
relevant  acco.panylng meaeures,  the ComMission  will  present  to  the Council,  the 
European  Parliament  and  the Economic  and  Social  Committee  a  report  on  the 
progress made  In  Implementing  the Directive by  31  December  1996 1  as part of  the 
general  report on  the  Implementation of  the Community  Charter or  Fundamental 
Social  Rights  for  Workers. - 53  -
•.3 CommUnity  Charter of  Funda.ental  SOcial  Rights  for  Workers 
a)  Development~ 
At  the meeting  of  the  European  Council  In  Strasbourg on  8  and  9  December  1989, 
the  Heads  of  State or  Government  of  11  Member  States of  the  European  Community 
adopted  the  COmmUnity  Charter  of  Fundamental  Social  Rights  for  Workersl'~J. A 
vital  component  of  the social  dimension  of  the construction of  Europe,  the 
Charter  establishes a  basic set of  social  rights which  must  be  guaranteed and 
Implemented  at  national  or  Community  level  as appropriate.  Since completion of 
the  Internal  market  Is  liable  to  Increase  the  vulnerability of  certain groups 
of  persons,  the Charter  contains an  Important  provision relating  to  the 
disabled.  Article  26  states that: 
"All  disabled persons,  whatever  the origin and  nature of  their  disablement, 
must  be  entitled to additional  concrete measures  aimed  at  Improving  their 
social  and  professional  Integration.  These  measures  must  concern,  ln 
particular,  according  to  the capacities of  the beneficiaries,  vocational 
training,  ergonoMics,  accesslbltlty, mobility,  means  of  transport  and  housing." 
The  Charter  Is  a  solemn  declaration and  as such  does  not  change  the existing 
legal  situation.  A programme  of action  for  implementation of  the Charter  has 
therefore been  preparea by  the Commission.  incorporating •7  Initiatives aimed 
at  the effective  1m9tementatlon of  the rights which  come  within  the COmmunity's 
area of  competencet  3J.  On  the  subJect of  action  for  the disabled,  Item  13 
makes  provision for: 
- further  development  of  the  HANDYNET  system; 
-a proposal  for  a  Council  Directive on  the  introduction of measures  aimed  at 
promoting  an  Improvement  In  the  travel  conditions of  workers  with motor 
disabilities; 
-a proposal  for  a  council  Decision establishing  the  third Community  action 
programme  for  disabled people  (HEllOS)  for  the  period 1992-96. 
Article 29  of  the Charter  also requires  the Commission  of  the  European 
Communities  to establish each  year  a  report  on  the application of  the Charter 
by  the Member  States and  the co.mlaslon.  Adopted  by  the COmmission  In  December 
l:e!r<~Q,_flrst report  described activities at  both Community  and  national 
b)  Positive ca.-unity  Influence 
Initiatives within  the Community's  area of  competence  Include  the  following: 
-On 18  December  1989  the Council  agreed  to continue with  the  HANDYNET  system. 
-On 11  February  1991  the Commission  presented a  proposal  for  a  Directive on 
minimum  requirements  to  l~rove t9e>moblllty and  the safe  transport  to work 
of workers  with  reduced MObility  ~  . 
-On 2 October  1991  the COmmission  adopted  a  proposal  for  a  Decision 
establishing a  third Commuolty  action programme  to assist dl,abled people 
(HELlOS  II  (1992-1996))l75J, 
{72) 
(73) 
(74) 
(75) 
(76) 
The  United  Kingdom  has  not  subscribed  to  the  Community  Charter  of 
Fundamental  Social  Rights  for  workers 
~nication from  the Commission  on  its action programme  relating  to  the 
Implementation of  the Community  Charter  of  Fundamental  Social  Rights  for 
workers,  COM(89)  568  final,  Brussels,  29  November  1989 
First  report  on  the  application of  the  Community  Charter  of  Fundamental 
social  Rights  for  Workers.  COM(91)  511  final,  Brussels,  5  December  1991 
COM(90)  588  final  - SYN  327,  OJ  No  C 68 of  16  March  1991 
COM(91)  350  final,  Brussels,  23  October  1991 - 54  -
c)  Positive national  Influence 
As  far  as  the situation  In  the  Uember  States  is concerned  ,  the  rights 
contained  in  the Charter  are generally quaranteed  by  national  constitutions or 
legislation~ co11e971ve  conventions or  International  conventions  ratified by 
the Uember  ~tates(  J.  Legislation and  regulations may  be  reformed,  and 
policies benefiting  the  disabled at  national  level  may  be  developed  to achieve 
the obJectives  laid  down  In  the Charter.  The  following  are  but  a  few  examples. 
- In  the  specific context of  the unified Germany,  new  rules on  disabled persons 
were  drawn  up  as  part of  the Treaty  establishing monetary,  economic  and 
social  union,  coming  Into effect  In  the  eastern Linder  on  1  July  1990.  As  a 
result,  a  network  of  general  Infrastructures designed  to promote  the 
vocational  rehabilitation of  disabled persons  is  now  being set  up,  and 
various social  measures  benefiting  the severely disabled are gradually  being 
Implemented. 
- In  Greece,  recent ministerial  decreeaC78)  have  been  designed  to encourage 
the employment  of  disabled persons  by  assuming  part of  t~e cost  of  adapting 
workstatIons or  by  var·lous  eubsldy  progrannes. 
- In  France,  a  multlannual  programme  has  been  set  up  to give  new  Impetus  to  the 
sheltered employment  sector  and  to open  up  sheltered structures  to  the 
outside world.  An  employment  plan  for  the disabled was  announced  at  the 
Council  of Ministers on  10  April  1991  and  Is  designed  to facilitate access 
for  the disabled  to training facilities,  give priority  to  the disabled  In  the 
allocation of  •solidarity  Jobs•,  and  encourage  the  employment  of  disabled 
persons  In  the civil  service. 
-In Italy,  Law  No  ~86/1968 on  the obligation to allocate a  specific proportion 
of  jobs  to disabled persons  Is currently being  amended. 
A ma/or  effort  has  also been  •ade  In  recent  years  to  Improve  accessibility, 
hous  ng  and  service• for  persons with  reduced mobility.  Fare concessions  for 
pub lie transport are avallab le  In  most  countr les,  as  are  tax  benef 1  ts 
particularly  In  connection with  acceas7&o  housing.  Various  provisions cover 
access  to buildings and  public places(  J,  and  specific measures  have  been 
adopted  In  the  Member  States  to facilitate access  to  technical  aids. 
b)  Conclusions and  future prospects 
The  principles set out  In  the COmmunity  Charter  of  Fundamental  Social  Rights 
for  Worker•  reflect  a  reaolve  to  Introduce  and  develop  a  set of  minimum  social 
provisions common  to all  Member  states. 
Without  Imposing  any  obligation on  the  Member  States,  the Charter  recommends 
the adoption of ..  asures aimed  at  Improving  the social  and  vocational 
lnteyratlon of  the disabled.  The  first  report  on  ImpleMentation of  the social 
Char  er,  dated December  1991  takes stock of  the  various provisions adopted  In 
the MeMber  States  In  the  flefd of  vocational  training,  accessibility, mobility, 
means  of  transport  and  housing. 
The  Commission  has  also complied  with  the  programme  of action which  It 
established for  Itself  In  1989,  by  presenting all  the  programme's  proposals 
over  the  past  two  years. 
(77) 
{78) 
(79) 
International  Labour  Organisation Convention  No  139  covers  the 
occupational  rehabll ltatlon and  employment  of  disabled  persons 
Decree  No  30052  of  2~ January  1991  of  the Minister  of  Labour  and  Joint 
Decree  No  30993  of  27  March  1991  of  the Ministers of  Finance  and  Labour 
One  specific example  Is  the  programme  on  improving  accessibility,  adopted 
on  21  November  1990 - 55  -
~-~ Initiatives and  progra  ...  s  directly  Involving  the disabled 
~  •••  1  The  HORIZON  Initiative 
a)  Devel~nts 
On  18  July  1990,  In  the context  of  the structural  Funds.  the Commission  decided 
to establish  three Community  human  resources  Initiatives for  the  period  1991-
1993.  These  were  named  EUROFORM,  NOW  and  HORIZON.  The  HORIZON  Initiative  Is 
more  specifically concerned  with  the disabled and  certain other  disadvantaged 
groups  such  as  the  long-term unemployed,  young  persons with  Inadequate 
training,  and  persons  confronted with  a  new  socio-economic situation.  Its aim 
Is  to  Improve  their  conditions of  access  to  the  Job  market  by  transnational 
measures.  The  Initial  breakdown  of  funding  allocated 70S  to proJects relating 
to or  Involving  the disabled and  301  to proJects concerning  disadvantaged 
groups. 
In  accordance  with  the provisions adopted  with  the  reform of  the structural 
Funds,  to be  eligible under  the  HORIZON  Initiative measures must  be 
Incorporated  Into operational  pr,ra..es8sr  global  grants.  The  •aln guidelines 
are contained  In  Communication  c  27/05(;  J,  which  was  addressed  to  t~e w  ..  ber 
States  In  December  1990. 
Financial  support  from  the structural  Funds  Is made  available  for  specific 
measures  relating to the  vocational  training and  employment  of  persons with  a 
physical  or  mental  disability.  It  may  also be  granted  for  adapting 
Infrastructures to cater  for  the  specific needs  of  such  persons.  Action  to 
benefit  the disabled  Is eligible only where  the  transnational  partnershiP 
Includes  at  least one  partner  from  an  Objective  1  region.  I.e.  the  less 
developed  regions of  the eom.unlty. 
The  HORIZON  Initiative represents a  new  venture.  for  both  the Commission  and 
the Member  States.  Since  1991  the main  Initiative Mafta~nt ..  chanl ..  s  have 
gradually been  Installed,  a  guide  has  been  published  In  all  COMMunity 
languages,  and  national  coordinators have  been  appointed  In  all  Member  States. 
The  very  high  level  of  demand  and  the  relative paucity of  the available 
resources  has  obliged  the Member  States to  Introduce  a  selection proce1s. 
The  operational  programmes  which  w..ber  States have  subaltted to the European 
Social  Fund  are generally designed  to complement  the  HELlOS  prggra.me  and 
HANDYNET  IYstem.  The  •disabled-persons• component  of  the  HORIZON  Initiative 
clearly suppl ...  nts the HELlOS  progra  .... particularly  In  the field of 
vocational  training and  .-plo~nt for  the  disabled.  Cloae  cooperation has 
also been  establls~ed between  the  HELlOS  prograMme  and  the  HORIZON  Initiative, 
ensuring a  regular  two-way  flow  of  Information.  The  HELlOS  prograMme 
participants  looking  for  transnational  partners during  the  launching  phase  of  a 
HORIZON  proJect  have  thus  been  able  to benefit  from  support  from  experts 
assisting the COmmission  In  connection with  the  HELlOS  progra  ...  ,  dlaabled 
peraons·  organisations  and~ when  they  were  appointed,  the national  coordinators 
for  the  Initiative.  The  E~F also committed  Itself  to part-funding staff 
training proJects,  particularly for  the  HANDYNET  data collection centres. 
The  HORIZON  Initiative provides  financial  support  for  proJects  likely to yield 
results which  can  be  exploited not  only  by  the national  partners,  but  alao by 
the Members  of  the networks  set up  under  the  HELlOS  prograMme.  It also gives 
priority to encouraging  the  transfer of  know-hoW  and  experience  to the 
COmmunity  regions  w~ose develo~nt Is  lagging  behind. 
Furthermore.  HORIZON  offers the members  of  the  COmmunity  networks  the 
possibility of  a  useful  extension of  the  transnational  relations established  In 
the  course of  the  HELlOS  programme  within  their  network,  between  networks,  and 
sometimes  even  with  external  partners. 
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As  regards  the network  of  vocational  training and  rehabilitation centres and 
experlments,  the proposals  for  HORIZON  projects related mainly  to: 
-training programmes  for  persons  In  various disability categories or  with  a 
specific dlsa6111ty; 
- training of  Instructors; 
-counselling,  p.lacement  and  employment  of  persons wltl'l  a  mental  disability or 
Illness;  . 
-transition from  sheltered employment  to normal  employ.ant. 
one  ex ..  ple worthy  of mention  Is transnational  cooperation between  Pengwern 
Hall  (UK),  Theotokos  (GR),  the  Fondazlone  pro Juventute  (I)  and  the Centro de 
Educa~ao e  For ..  ~ao 'rofess.tonal  lntegrada de  Porto (P).  allied  at  developing  a 
compUter I sed  lnfor11at lon  service.  .  . 
Within  the school  Integration network,  the  LMAs  established at Valladolld and 
Oviedo  (E),  HJnnerup  CDK)  and  Leuven  (B)  are planning  to continue their  work  on 
vocational  training and  the trilnlng of  Instructors unfer  the  umbrella of a 
HORIZON  proJect.  Slllllarly,  the  suresnes  <F>  and  Llsl»on  <P>  uu.a  have 
suO.Itted a  Joint  project  for  training  Instructors  In  new  technologies applied 
In  the context of  hearing  lapalr ..  nts. 
LMA8  on  economic  Integration seek  to develop  transnational  proJects  Involving 
the practical  application of  Innovatory  experiments  In  the  fields of  vocational 
training,  distance  learning or  e~lc  Integration for  the physically or 
..  ntaiiY disabled.  For  exa.ple,  the  LMAa  In  Patras  CGI),  Hannover  CD>  and 
Sllkeborg.(DK)  are collaborating on  Improving  their  know-hOw  concerning  new 
technolog.lea and preparation of  the visually disabled  (In particular>  for 
emplor-ent.  The  al• of the Tulla.ore  (IRL)  and  Dordrecht  (Nl)  LMAa  Is  to 
promote  In-company  training for  pereons with a  mental  disability.  · 
Aa  far  aa  the social  Integration LMA  network  Is concerned,  a  dtstlnctiQn ·~at 
be ••  between  tbree typea;of proJect : 
-1-orov  ...  nt ot public  Infrastructures 1aklng account  of  the  a~clflc needs  of 
all  dllabled person•  <PJlJ'Ifcal,  seneory  and  IMntal  d_lsabllltles and  ~~ental 
Illnesses>.  · 
-training of Officials and  staff members  dealing with  various categories of 
disabilities;  . 
The  UtA*  In Alava  (E),  LuxMJbOUrg  (L)  and  Val  de  Marne  (F)  ha.ve  submitted a 
proJect  for  training staff working  on  the  Independence  and  soc·lal  Jntegr.atlon 
of  pereona suffer lng  fr011  a  Mntal  disability or  Illness.  · 
-deveiQP~Dent of an  oven  II  lntegrat I  on  procest  (economic  and  soct al  aspects)  1  wlttt  the .-phaala on  training- aM  the creat lon  of  SUEs  to boost e.plo)'Mnt  oT 
the diNbled;  the  LMA8  In  Bordeaux  CF>.  Sal ...  nca  CE)  and  Rhode•  (GR)  are 
specifically concerned with  training  In  new  technOlogies  to al row  persona  with 
a  physical or  eeneory dllablllty to find employ ..  nt. 
Trantnatlonal  proJects have  alto been  designed  In  connect lon  with  HANDYNET 
cot lectlon coordination- or  lnfor ..  uon centre1.  The  1111n  obJecUve of such 
proJect•  Ia to train the ataff of  these centres  In:  ·  · 
-use of  the HANDYNET  ayst ..  ; 
-design of a ..  thodology  to as1e11  the  Information  requireMents of disabled 
peraona;  .  ··- -IIIPI....,tatlon of  lnforMtlon and  couneelllng  lnfraetructures and  networke; 
-dl.-lnatlon of  lnfor ..  tfon to the disabled and  peraona  working  In  the field; 
-lmpl ...  ntatlon of a •arketlng •trategy aimed  at •anufacturere.  · 
A good  ex ..  ple here  Is  the cooperation between  the collection coordination 
centres  In  Spain,  France and  Greece. - 57  -
b)  Conclusions and  future prospects  .  .  . 
The  transnational  proJects selected under  the  HORIZON  Initiative are mainly 
designed  to encourage  the exchange  of  training prograMMes,  Instructors and 
trainees  thus  providing for  a  transfer of  know-how  between Meaber  States.  The 
role of  the national  coordinators  In  this context  Is  to ensure  the  transfer of 
results at  national  level,  with  the assistance of  the  competent  regional  or 
local  authorities. 
It  should  be  stressed that  the  HELlOS  progra--. represents  the  legal  basis 
approved  by  the Council  for  eo.munlty  actlon  for  the disabled.  An  Inter-
service group w.- created within  the commission  on  2 OCtober  1991  to asau.e 
responsibility  for  Internal  coordination of  the dJfferent  eo.munity  programmes, 
measures  and  Initiatives relating to  the  disabled. 
HORIZON  proJects also help  to achieve  the obJectives of  the  HELlOS  pr~.-.e 
and  encourage  the  devel~nt of  an  overall  tom.unlty policy baaed on  the .aat 
successful  experl..-ta and  Innovatory  approaches  In  the u..ber States.  In  this 
connect lon,  real  synergy should be  developed  bMwHn  the HELlOS  pr,r.-e and 
the  HORIZON  Initiative ao •• to ..  ke  full  and  effective uae of  the  act  that 
they are cQIIPI...,tary to each other.  For  enlll)le  trananatlonal  exchanges 
under  the  HORIZON  Initiative should be .are fully  Integrated  Into  the COftnUnlty 
networks  and  the external  network  of  the next  HELlOS  prqora-...  Sl•llarly,  the 
eom.laalon,  In  conJunction with  the Menber  States and  dlaabled-Deraona' 
organlsatlona1  will  be  able  to develop  certain themes  of  the  HELlOS  II 
progra.me  by  liking account  of  the  results obtained  In  the context of  the 
HORTZON  Initiative. 
4.4.2 Other activities ~cted  by  the European  SOCial  Fund 
The  European  SOcial  Fund  (ESF)  helps disabled workers  by  providing  t~  with 
the basis  for  attalnlng financial  Independence  like any  other worter,  thus 
allowing  t~  to  tnt~rate or  reintegrate  Into the world of eaplor-ent.  The 
correspOnding provision. are part of  the  new  general  rules governing  the 
European  SOclal  Fund,  whlch  entered  Into force  In  1080  and  cover  BUPQOrt  for 
routine  Intervention  In  favour  of  rehabilitation structures,  as well  as 
measures  geared  to specific situations- the  latter serving to reinforce 
national  operations relating to the vocational  training ana employ ..  nt of 
disabled  ~aon.. 
Since  the  refor• of  the eom.unlty structural  Funds,  the ESF  a.ong others,  has 
been  Involved  In  att.-pts to  Improve  synergy  and  results.  fhe  new  rules 
governing  the  ESF  make  special  provision for  the vocational  rehabilitation of 
alaabled persona,  who  are covered by  priority ..  aaurea under  the CC••unlty 
Support  Fr ...  works  established  In  1089  to ca.bat  lqng-ter• une.plo~nt and 
encourage  the vocational  Integration of young  people.  The  •disabled• COIIIM)nent 
alone  haa been  allocated-around half of  the  ECU  804 •llllon ear.arked for  the 
categories with special  dlffl~ltlee on  the  job market  (woaen,  •lgrants and  the 
dl ..  ~led),  the precl ... a.ount  bel~ ECU  411  •I Ilion under  Objectlv  .. 3 and 4 of 
the Funct1  outside the ecope of Objective 1  (1800-1982).  The  dlubted pereona 
component:  under  ObJective 1  haa  been allocated a  total of  ECU  ~  •I Ilion for 
the  ~r  loct  tM0-1813.  Taking all  regions and  Objectlvea  together,  the aUII  of 
ECU  873 atlllon Ia  t~refore to be ..  de  available by  the  ESF  for  the benefit of 
the dlsabted  In  the w..ber  States between  198e and  1983. - 58  -
•.••  3 The  TIDE  Initiative 
TIDE,  the Technology  Initiative for  Disabled  and  Elderly  people  In  Europe,  was 
launched  by  the Commission  (Directorate-General  •Telecommunications, 
Information  Industries and  Innovation•)  In  collaboratloo with  a 
multidisciplinary  team  of  Independent  European  expertst81J,  A pilot  phase  was 
scheduled  for  1991  and  1992  with  a  view  to assessing  the  feasibility of  the 
Initiative and  the  need  for  a  follow...up  In  the  form  of  a  more  complete  set of 
measures. 
Its alms  are  to encourage  the creation of  a  single market  In  rehabilitation 
technologies  In  Europe  and  to ensure coordination and  cooperation  between 
research centres, users'  organisations and  companies  operating  In  this field  In 
Europe. 
Its ultimate objective  Is  to facilitate access  for  disabled and/or  elderly 
persons  to telecommunications services,  Information  technologies  and  advanced 
technologies giving  them  control  of  their environment,  whlc~ should  allow  them 
to  lead  a .are  Independent  and  less  Isolated  life. 
The  TIDE  Initiative also seeks  to establish  IInke  with other  Community  measures 
for  the disabled.  For  examplel  .oat of  the  Independent  experts who  assisted 
with  the preparation of  the  In  tlatlve also helped  to design  the  COST  219 
proJect on  •future  telecommunications  and  telelnformatlcs services and 
equlpment  for  the disabled•  the participants  In  which  cover  16  Community  and 
EFTA  countries.  Collaboration  Is  also gradually being established between  the 
experts  responsible  for  TIDE  and  HELlOS,  through  Joint  meetings  and  Informal 
contacts. 
•.s Other  CC•IIJ11t)' progr-s, ••sure• and  lnlt lat lves  taking  Into account 
the neecl8 of  the disabled 
HELlOS  Is  not  the only COmmunity  programme  to consider  the needs of  the 
disabled.  Many  programmes1  measures  and  Initiatives covering  various aspects 
of  life,  particularly heallh,  education,  vocational  training,  housing  and 
mobility.  offer substantial  aid to help  disabled persons  Improve  thelr 
situation and  quality of  life. 
AlthOUgh  there are no  formal  IInke  between  HELlOS  and  the  various other 
programmes,  spontaneous mutual  support  has  been  In  evidence.  Two  examples  In 
particular are worthy  of mention. 
-A  large number  of  school  Integration LMAs  have  participated  In  exchanges under 
the ARION  programme,  aaklng  It possible for  members  of the  LMAs  to undertake 
additional  study visits.  w~llst some  LMAs  have  explained  their activities to 
Invited ARION  participants,  who  have  then  been  able  to transfer  the  results 
obtained under  the  HELlOS  proaram.e  to the school  environment. 
-one  third of school  Integration LMAs  are  In  contact with  the  ERASMUS 
progra  ...  : ..  ny  Institutes of  higher  education have  participated simultaneously 
In  the  ERASMUS  £uropean university network  and  theLMA  local  coordination 
com.lttees,  stl.ulatlng reflection on  the  Integration of disabled students  In 
higher  edUcation.  Further~e 1  the subject of  •teacher  training•  has  been 
studied  In  depth  by  a  nuMber  OT  LMAs  and  recognised as an  area of  study  In 
ERASMUS,  thus benefiting the  training of speclallsts  In  the  field of education 
for  disabled pupils. 
Documentation  on  Community  programmes1 
measures  and  Initiatives able  to provide 
appropriate assistance has  been  suppl  ed  to the  LMAs  when  requested.  The 
European  disabled-persons'  organisations have  on  a  large  number  of occasions 
asked  to be  Informed  systematically of  the  possibilities of  participation for 
their members.  with  a  view  to bringing  their participation to a  more  equitable 
level. 
(81)  DG  XIII,  TIDE  pilot  measure,  plan of  work,  Doc.  No  467/1/90  dated 
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Barriers which  are difficult  for  the  disabled  to overcome  seem  to exist at  both 
Community  and  natlonal'tevel  and  need  to be  analysed  so  that  those  responsible 
for  the  programmes  can  be  made  aware  of  the  specific needs  of  the  disabled and 
consideration can  be  given  to measures  designed  to facilitate  their 
participation. 
On  2 OCtober  1991,  In  order  to stimulate more  dynamic  and  systematic 
cooperation between  HELlOS  and  the  various CoMMunity  programmes,  measures  and 
lnltlal~ves  f~ the  dlsabled1  the Commission  decided  to set  up  an  Inter-service 
group\  J  (under  the authority of  the Directorate-General  for  Employment, 
Social  Affairs and  Industrial  Relations)  to: 
-ensure  Internal  coordination of  the different Community  progra.mes, -.asures 
and  Initiatives for  the dlsabledi 
-Improve  the  transparency and  dissemination of  Information on  these activities 
outside the Conlllaslon. 
Syneryy  between  these different Community  progra.mes  could  Intensify their 
IIIPac  In  all  dOIIIIna  of  life for  the dl.sablea  and  lead  to a 110re  comprehensive 
and  coherent  Integration policy. 
4.6 COOperation with  International orpniHt  lone 
4.6.1  Council  of  Europe 
As  a  result of  the  agre ..  ent  reached on  16  June  1987  between  the  Secretary 
General  of  the Councll  of  Europe  and  the President of  the Commission  of  the 
European  CO..Unltles,  relations have  been  established at different  levels: 
-a Council  of  Europe  representative  Is  Invited  to attend Meetings  of  the HELlOS 
Liaison Group  as an  obaerveri 
-a CO..Iaalon  representative  Ia  Invited  to ..etlnga of  the Council  of  Europe's 
com.lttee on  the rehabilitation and  Integration of  disabled peraonai 
-a HELlOS  progra  ... expert attends .eetlnga of  the council  of  Europe  on  the 
International  Classification of  lapalr.ants~ Disabilities and  Handicaps 
(ICIOH),  whilst  a  member  of  the Council  of  ~urope'a ca.mlttee of experts 
attends meetings of  the  HANDYNET  classifications study group. 
Commission  representatives also participated  In  the  conference organised  In 
Parle on  7-8 Noveaber  1991  on  •Independent  Llvl~ for  People with 
Dlaabllltlea•1  Which  was  attended by  ministers from  the 25  -..ber countries of 
the Council  OT  Europe  and  representatives of  the Parlla.entary Assembly  of  the 
COUncil  of  Europe  and  the Standing COnference  of  Local  and  Regional  Authorities 
of  Europe.  Delegates fro. the unlted Nations,  UNESCO,  the  ILO,  OECO  Albania, 
Bulgaria, Canada,  Estonia,  the Vatican,  Latvia,  Poland,  Romania  and  the  USSR 
(now  COmmonwealth  of  Independent  States) also attended as observers.  At  the 
end of  the Droceedlnga  the Ministers of  the  25  ..-ber countries of  the Council 
of  Europe\8~} adoptea a  final  declaration stressing  the need  for  a  coherent 
overall  policy covering all  aspects of  a  disabled person's  life. 
(82)  COU(91)  Uln  1076 
(83)  Austria.  Belgium,  Cyprus.  Czechoslovakia.  Denmark,  Finland,  France. 
Germany,  Greece  Hungary,  Iceland.  Ireland,  Italy,  Liechtenstein, 
Luxembourg!  Malta.  Netherlands.  Norway,  Portugal,  San  Marino,  Spain, 
Sweden,  sw  tzerland,  Turkey,  United  Kingdom - 60  -
4.6.2 Organisation for  Eoono.lc COoperation  and  DevelopMent  (OECD) 
a)  European  Conference of Ministers of Transport 
This  Is  an  International  body  embracing  19  European  oountcles,  four  associate 
member  countries and  three countries with  observer  status\6~J. 
The  ad  hoc  working  party on  transport  for  persons with  reduced  mobility,  which 
comprises  delegates  from  the meMber  countries,  has  been  meeting  regularly since 
1985.  Its progra..e of  work  consists of  the etudy  of  problems  and 
dissemination of  Information on ..  thods of providing  the  disabled with 
appropriate means  of  transport.  Five seminars  have  been  organised,  the 
proceedings of which  have  been  published by  the COnference.  Furthermore,  three 
major  reports have  been  prepared on  the basis of  the  working  party's research 
and  directives on  the creation of  pedestrian zones.  The  reeultl~ reports 
resolutions and  recommendations  were  approved  by  the Ministers of  Transport  at 
their meetings  In  1985,  1987  and  1989. 
The  European  conference of Ministers of Transport  Invited the eo..lsslon to 
participate  In  the actlvltlee of  the ad  hoc  working  party,  which  In  the couree 
of  the  HELlOS  pr~ra.me studied a  large number  of subJects related to the 
mobility of  handicapped  personal  Mean•  of  traneport,  the accessibility thereof, 
and  the accessibility of  their  nfrastructure. 
The  end  result was  the COnference's  adoption  on  22  November  1990,  of a 
Resolution on  the  transport  requirements of  the  disabled,  with specific 
reference  to buses,  trains and  coaches.  Including  the corresponding 
Infrastructures. 
The  conclusion• of this Resolution  tie  In  perfectly with  the  amended  proposal 
for  a  Directive on  the mobility and  transport of  workers  with  reduced mobility, 
as  transmitted by  the eom.lsslon  to the Council. 
b)  SChool  tntegrat I  on 
Finally,  the Commission  Ia  also  Involved  In  work  under  the auspices of  the  OECD 
on  the subject of  •an active  life for  disabled young  people- school 
Integration•.  The  Intention  Is  to prepare a  report  on  school  Integration on 
the 6asls of specific cases selected by  experts  In  the  member  countries of  the 
OECD. 
(84)  Austria,  Belgium,  Denmark,  Finland,  France,  Germany,  Greece,  Ireland, 
Italy,  LuxeMbourg,  Netherlands  Norway,  Portugal,  Spain 
SWeden,Swltzerland,  Turkey,  united Kingdom  ana  Yugoslavia.  The  associate 
members  are  Australia~ Canada,  Japan  and  the  United  States.  In  1989 
Hungary,  Morocco  and  ~oland were  granted cbserver  status. - 61  -
5 - STRUCTURES  ESTABLISHED  AT  COUMUNITY  LEVEL 
5.1  Bodies  Instituted  In  accordance  with Council  Decisions 
5.1.1 Advisory eo..lttee 
Set  up  under  Article 6 of  the  Council  Decision of  18  April  1988  establ lshing 
the  HELlOS  programme,  the  Advisory  Committee  conelsts of  two  government 
representatives per  Member  States.  It  task  Ia  to deliver  an  opinion on 
measures  to be  taken under  the  programme.  The  Advisory  COmmittee,  which  has 
met  twelve  times,  has  been  briefed and  asked  to give  an  opinion on  the 
activities planned according  to  the  programme,  t~e proposal  for  a  Directive on 
mobility and  transport  Implementation of  changes  to  the Community's  HORIZON 
Initiative,  the  HANDYNET  system  and  the establlshlng of  the  HELlOS  II 
programme.  The  Member  States have  thus contributed  to  the  application of  the 
programme  through  their  representation on  the Advisory  Committee. 
5.1.2 Llal.on Group 
Set  up  under  Article 7 of  the Council  Decision of  18  APril  1988  establishing 
the  HELlOS  progr...e,  the  Liaison Group  consists of  the government 
representatives on  the Advisory  COmmittee  and  nine  representatives of  disabled 
people or  their  families appointed  by  the COmmission  on  the basis of  proposals 
from  organleatlona  (preferably with a  European  dimension)  and  one 
representative each  of employers'  and  employees'  organisations,  appointed  by 
the Commission  on  the basis of  proposals  from  organisations  representing  those 
lntereets at eo..unlty  level. 
The  Commission  asks  for  the Liaison Group's opinion before contacting  the 
Advisory  Committee,  particularly as  regards  the priority to be  given  to the 
program.e obJectives.  The  Liaison Group,  which  has  met  13  times,  has  been 
consulted not  only on ..  asurea  to be  taken  and  activities planned under  the 
HELlOS  programme,  but  also on  Conmlaslon  Initiatives or  events  likely  to have 
direct or  lndlrect  consequences  for  the disabled.  Examplee  Include  the 
European  driving  licence.  VAT  rates.  reform of  the structural  Funds, 
unification of Germany,  compiling of comparable statistics on  the social 
situation of disabled persons  In  the Member  States,  coordination of Community 
programmes  In  the field of  new  technologies.  measures  to  Increase  public 
awareness  though  the media,  and  sheltered employment  In  the  European  Community. 
5.1.3 •school  Integration• working  party 
The  •school  Integration• working  party was  established on  the  basis of  the 
conclusion• of  t~e Council  of  eaucatlon Ministers meeting  within  the Council  of 
3  June  188~ (Item  IV.B.3). 
Consisting of  national  experts and  persons  responsible  for  disabled  Integration 
policy.  the working  party was  given an  ongoing mandate  to consider  and  exchange 
opinions on  the maln  problems  of  the  Integration of  the disabled  Into schOol 
systems. 
Further  conclusions were  adopted  by  the Council  on  1• May  1887  concerning a 
programme  of  European  collaboration on  the  Integration of  handicapped  chlldren 
Into ordinary schools  C87/C211/01),  which  made  provision  for  a  four-year 
programme  of collaboration and  exchange  at  European  level.  through  which  the 
COmmleslon  was  to support  action taken  In  the Member  States.  The  programme 
aleo contained a  llet of  research  themes.  At  the end  of  the programme  the 
Commission  was  to preeent  a  report on  progress  In  the u..ber States and  on  the 
programme  of collaboration and  exchange  at  CommUnity  level. - 62  -
Article  ~(e) of  the  Decision of  18  April  1988  establishing  the  HELlOS 
programme,  which  took  affect  retroactively as  from  1  January  1988,  makes 
provision for  close coordination with  the  European  cooperation programme  on  the 
integration of  handicapped  children  into ordinary  schools.  As  a  result,  work 
undertaken on  the  basis of  the  1987 conclusions  has  been  incorporated  into  the 
overall  policy  adopted  under  the  HELlOS  programme. 
With  this policy  In  mind,  the objectives of  the  HELlOS  school  integration group 
have  been  to: 
-stimulate coordination at different  levels within  the  national  authorities of 
the MeMber  States; 
-help establish and  monitor  local  model  activities within  the school 
Integration network; 
-participate  In  specific measures  Included  In  the  1987  programme,  Including 
European  conferences. 
The  •school  Integration•  group met  13  times  during  the course of  the  HELlOS 
program.a  and  was  briefed and  consulted on  all  activities connected with 
education  (basic activities,  conferences.- s•lnars~ cooperation with other 
Community  programmes  relating to education,  HANDYN~T system,  legislation 
proposals and  Initiatives). 
Finally,  In  accordance with  the  Decision establishing  the  HELlOS  programme  and 
the Resolution of  31  May  1990,  a  questionnaire was  prepared and  approved  by  the 
working  party  to serve as a  guide  for  the national  contribUtions  to be  drafted 
by  the government  experts on  the progress of school  integration  In  each  Member 
State.  The  Commission  has  not  yet  received all  the  national  contributions 
which  were  to be  Jncorporated  Into this report. 
5.2. Working  partl• lnatltuted by  the eo-laalon 
5.2.1  Dialogue Group 
The  European  non~vernmental organisations which  are members  of  the Dialogue 
Group ..  t  five  times  In  the course of  the  HELlOS  programme.  During  the  same 
period the number  of  International  and  European  NGOs  Increased sharply,  from  19 
In  1988  to 30  In  1991. 
The  Dialogue  Group,  set up  by  the Commission  In  December  1988,  was  kept 
Informed  about  the  Implementation of  the  HELlOS  programme  and  cooperation with 
NGOs.  At  each  meeting each  NGO  was  able  to present  the activities planned  for 
the  following  year  ana obtain  Information on  the activities of  the others. 
Special  attention was  devoted  to preparing political  Initiatives and  deciding 
the priorities for  cooperation between  the COmmission  and  disabled 
organlaatlons. 
The  NGOs  were  asked to assist with  the coaplllng of  a  statistical  study on  the 
~oclo-economle situation of  disabled persons ana  a  study of  sheltered 
dmployment  In  the  twelve  Member  States. 
The  Mmbers  of  the Dialogue  Group  played an  Important  part  In  prepar,lng  the 
Droposal  for  HELlOS  II.  They  were  asked  for  specific proposals,  wh~ch were 
I  arge I  y adopted  by  the  Comm I  salon.  '·-- 63  -
5.2.2  ·~toy.ent of  the disabled• working  party 
This  working  party has  monitored  the  appilcatlon  In  the Member  States of  the 
Council  Recommendation  of  2~ July  1988  on  the employment  of disabled  people  in 
the Community  (88/379/EEC).  Consisting of  a  gover~nt expert  per  Member 
State,  It  met  three  times  In  1988  and  In  1e90 partlciDated  In  the  work  related 
to the  European  conference  In  Hannover  (0·  LMA  II network- economic 
Integration)  and  In  1991  In  the work  for  the  European  conference  In 
Erfurt/Welmar  (0;  network  of  training and  vocational  rehabilitation centres and 
exper I  mente). 
5.2.3 •Mobility and  Tranaport• working  party 
In  accordance  with  the Commission's  1980  programme  of action for  Implementation 
of  the  Community  Charter  of  Funda ..  ntal  Social  Rights  for  Workers  and  the 
wishes of  the European  Parllaaent  the Commission  drew  up  a  proposal  for 
measures,  In  the for• of a  Directive,  to  Improve  the mobility and  transport of 
persona with  reduced mobility. 
After  consulting  the Advisory  Committee  and  the Liaison Group,  the eo..leelon 
set up  a  Working  Party on  Mobility and  Transport  under  the HELlOS  programme. 
The  Working  Party 11et  twice  (on  17  October  and  13  Nov.-,.r  1980)  to consider  a 
draft Directive on  the mobility and  transport of  persons with  reduced .ability. 
Consisting of government  experts from  the Transport Ministries of  the  twelve 
MeMeer  States,  the  ~king Party expressed a  favourable opinion on  the draft 
Directive.  In drawing  up  the  proposal  for  a  Directive adopted on  6  February 
1991,  the eo.at ..  lon  took  the  fullest  possible account  of  the opinions and 
c~nte  of the Working  Party meMbers. 
5.2.~ HANDYNET  Technical  COord I  nat lon  Group 
This Group  was  aet  up  by  the CO..teelon pursuant  to the AdVIsory  eon.lttee'e 
opinion dated  11  October  1989.  Consisting of disability and  coaputer  ~perte 
fro. the  twelve w..ber States,  I.e.  potential  users of  the HANDYNET  system  In 
the field,  the Q¥oup'e  task  Ia  to analyse  technical  probl ... arising  In 
connection with  the syat ..  ,  design suitable solutions and  report  to  the 
Advisory  CO.Ittee.  The  Group  has  Mt six  tiNa and  without  any  doubt  has 
helped  to give  the  MANDYNEt  eyat ..  .ore  Impetus  and  l~ove Its efficiency by 
ensuring active collaboration on  the part of  the Member  States. 
8  - CONCLUSIONS 
The  objective of  the HELlOS  progra  ...  _was  to encourar. cooperation and 
coordination between  Innovatory  activit-lee  to help  t  e  dlubled thrOUGhOUt  the 
COIIIIUnlty.  This  report  hee  attMPted to examine  the extent  to which  Ihe 
program.e  has  allowed  an  approach  to be  defined and  all  the available  resources 
to be  l~l  ...  nted eo  as  to ensure partnership between .all  the parties  Involved 
In  the  lnt,ratlon of  the disabled.  The  measures  and  Initiatives  likely  to 
contribute  owarde  realising this approach  and  using  the  resources  have 
Included  technical  cooperatlon at Ca••unlty  level. political  lnltlatlvea1 
and 
the research,  lnfor ..  tlon and  awarene ....  asures provided  for  by  the  Dec  slon 
establishing the HELlOS  progr .....  All  these ..  aauree and  Initiatives were 
also designed  to hetp  foster  e1tene1ve  Innovation  In  various for•• and  per•lt 
the acquisition and  l~rovement of  knowledge  on  the  part of  the  programme 
participants through  the sharing and  dlss  ..  lnatlon of  the results of  their work 
both  within their own  countries and  In  the  rest of  the Community. - 6~ -
The  HELlOS  programme  has  proved  very  beneficial  as  far  as  vocational  training 
and  rehabilitation,  economic  Integration,  social  Integration and  Independent 
living  for  the  disabled are concerned.  Activities and  projects  In  the  field of 
technical  cooperation have  helped  make  It  possible  to develop  a  Community 
approach  based  on  the most  successful  Innovatory measures  tn  the Member  States. 
The  diversity of  solutions and  possibilities has  been  exploited  In  order  to 
achieve  school,  economic  and  social  Integration  for  the  disabled and  help  them 
become  more  Independent.  The  Council  Recommendation  of  2~ July  1986  has  been 
followed  up  In  practice  In  numerous  areas ·of  economic  and  vocational 
Integration through  the application of  equal  treatment  In  respect of  access  to 
training and  emptoyment1 
the organisation of work,  placement(  the  transitional 
role of  sheltered estab  lshments  and  the creation of  jobs us  ng  new 
technologies.  For  the first  time,  the  disabled and  their  families  have  been 
able  to take part  In  Community-level  activities via European  representative 
organisations which  have  organised a  large number  of activities covering all 
disability categories.  Furthermore,  eo.iunlty technical  cooperation activities 
have  helped  to combat  the specific difficulties faced  by  disabled women  seeking 
access  to e.ptoy.ent and  by  persons caring for  disabled children or adults at 
holle. 
Numerous  local  Jnftlatlvea have  been  reproduced  by  or  successfully transferred 
to all  the Yeaber  States, either  In  the sa  .. form  or  by  adapting  them  to  the 
local  context.  Participation  In  the  HELlOS  programme  has  thus made  It  possible 
to  Introduce useful  experiments or  practices,  recognise similar problems  In  the 
Member  States and  In  some  cases carry out  pioneer  work,  particularly  In  the 
context of specific measures  concerning  Independent  living and  creative, 
sporting and  leisure activities.  Furt~ermore,  the conditions of operation of 
Institutions concerned with  rehabilitation and  Integration and  the  training of 
their staff have  been  made  easter  through activities developed at  co.nunlty 
Ieveii  especially study vtslts and  training sessions.  A number  of successful 
exper ..  nta have  al.o resulted  In  amendments  to  legislation or  national, 
regional  or  local  regulations. 
However,  Interaction between  the Connunlty  networks(  Institutions for11lng  part 
of  the external  network  and  disabled-persona•  organ satlons should  be  Improved 
by  Involving th  .. all  In  the preparations for  work  on  specific th.-ea,  In  the 
context of concrete and  precise objectives.  COntinuous  and  Independent 
evaluation  Ia  necessary,  In  cooperation with  the  responsible national 
authorities,  In  order  to exploit  to the  full  all  the  resources which  have  come 
to  light as a  result of  lmpte~~entatlon of  the  HELlOS  programme.  It  should  be 
possl~le to replace activities which  have  given unsatisfactory results, are of 
little  Interest at  Community  level  or  do  not  make  It  possible to plan and 
design efficient  Integration policies.  With  this  In  11ind~-!~~ CO..Iaslon could 
esta~llah new  .are stringent participation criteria for  uommunlty  technical 
cooperatlon1  In  order  to avoid major  l•balances  In  participation.  Furthermore, 
full  exploitation of  the results of  the HELlOS  programme  Implies ..  king 
available sufficient  resources  to  dlsae~~lnate  lnfor•atlon and  the  results of 
experl ..  nta.  In  this connection,  precise responsibilities should be  laid  doWn 
at  local, national  and  COmMunity  level.  InforMation on  the activities of each 
participant should  be  made  .ore widely  available  In  the Member  States so  that 
all  the HELlOS  partners and  Institutions concerned  can benefit.  The  Mellber 
States could provide assistance by  organlal~ regular  meetings at  national 
level,  whilst  the  European  disabled-persona•  organisations could  help with  the 
wider,  coordinated dissemination of  HELlOS  programme  Information and  results on 
the basla of disability category or  area of  Integration. - 65  -
A apeclflc contribution of  the  HELlOS  programme  has  been  to  ahow  up  the 
diversity of  approachea  to  Integration ana  the  neceaalty of  a  coherent  overal 1 
policy  taking  account  of  all  needs,  expectation• and  aapecta  of  the  1  lfe of 
disabled  peraone.  Community-level  activities have  sometimes  revealed  gape  or 
ahortcomlnga  In  national  regulations or  legislation and  have  aometlmea  given 
birth  to  new  legal,  economic  or  aoclal  provlslona.  FurtherMOre,  the  dlveraity 
of  programmea,  meaaurea  and  lnltlatlvea which  have  been  Implemented  by  the 
Commission  and  take  account  of  the  lntereats of  the  dlaabled  ehould  be  better 
exploited and  coordinated  to  lncreaae  the  poaltlve  Influence of  the  Community 
on  the  overal 1 altuatlon of  the  dlaabled.  In  thla connection,  there  Ia  a 
degree  of  elmllarlty(  complementarity  and  scope  for  synergy  between  activities 
both  within  and  outa de  the  European  Social  Fund  framewori  (HORIZON  Initiative 
and  HELlOS  programme),  and  thle should  be  developed. 
The  dissemination of uaeful  Information  for  the  disabled,  their  relatives and 
people  working  In  the  field ehould  be  regarded  aa  an  eaaentlal  priority.  In 
this reepect,  the  compUterlaed  HANDYNET  eyatem  ahould  In  the  near  future make 
Information on  technical  aida  for  all  dlaablllty categorlea acceaalble  to the 
dleabled  In  the  nine  COmmunity  languagea.  In  fact,  after  Initial  technical 
dlfflcultlee due  to  the number  of  Tanguagea,  technological  development•  and 
compatibility of  the ayetem  with  exletlng national  data  banker  the  HANDYNET 
eyatem  entered a  flret operational  phaae  In  1881.  The  econom  c  Implication• 
resulting  from  the  ecope  for  technical,  economic  or  functional  comparlaon 
provided  by  HANDYNET  for  the  dleabled,  their  famlllea  and  rehabilitation 
workers  emphaslae  Its  Importance  11 a  European  Information  network  for  the 
disabled  In  the  context  of  the  $Ingle Market. 
The  HELlOS  programme  llluetratee the  continuity of  Community  measure•  for  the 
dleabled pureuant  to  the COUncil  Aeeolutlon of  21  Deceaber  1881.  It  hat helped 
to eatablleh  the conditione neceaaary  for  the  Integration of  the  dlaabled and 
to create synergy  and  knock-on  effecta  In  the  Member  Statea.  Ita overall 
efficiency and  coherence could  be  Improved  by  extending  Ita scope  to areaa of 
Integration which  have  not  been  given aufflclent  conalaeratlon,  Including 
prevention of  dlaabllltlet, early  Intervention,  the elderly dltabled, 
functional  rehabllltatlon1  Integration  In  nureery  echoole  and  unlvereltlee, 
continuing  training,  heallh edUcation,  promotion  of applied reaearch on 
dltabllltlel,  acceallblllty of  employment,  and  communication  barrler•r  etc. 
community  meaauree  for  the  dltabled could  a11o  continue  to  Involve  al  thoae 
concerned  and  to define appropriate policies,  thus  providing  concrete  help  for 
the  Member  States  In  eltabllshlng meaaure1  to  Improve  the  tltuatlon of  the 
dlaabled more  rapidly. 